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Abstract

Phytopathogenic Dickeya species inflict large economic losses on a variety of crops. A lack
of effective chemical control methods has generated interest in the use of bacteriophages
(phages) as a novel tool for biocontrol. In the last decade, six phages have been isolated in
Belgium and Poland using Dickeya solani as the host. Previous work in this laboratory has
isolated ninety phages capable of infecting D. solani. The majority have been morphologically
classified as members of the Ackermannviridae family.

In agreement with findings in Salmonella and Klebsiella species, the capsule of D. solani
is a likely receptor of Ackermannviridae family phages. Analysis of D. solani strains carrying
reporter fusions suggested that the capsule genes are expressed in response to nutritional
stress, however disruption of the capsular polysaccharide cluster did not significantly impact
virulence.

Experiments assessing capsular polysaccharide as a putative receptor for Ackermannviri-
dae family phages in nosocomial pathogen Serratia produced inconclusive results. Phage-
resistance due to random transposon mutagenesis identified genes encoding transcription
factors and regulators, but none directly linked to capsular polysaccharide production.

Thirteen phages were capable of infecting a wider host range of Dickeya species. Mor-
phological and genomic analysis showed that six were Podoviridae family members, whilst
the other seven were Myoviridae family members. These are part of the recently defined
‘hairy Myoviridae’, characterised by a distinct morphology. Another member of this grouping
was isolated during this study, but is more closely related to phages of Erwinia amylovora.

A subset of the Ackermannviridae family phages were shown to be capable of facilitating
transduction. This makes them unsuitable for use in the environment due to the risk of
deleterious horizontal gene transfer. This is also true for the Myoviridae family members, but
not for one of the Podoviridae family members. This phage could therefore be a promising
candidate for therapeutic use.
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 Dickeya species - an economically damaging threat

1.1.1 The genus Dickeya

Global food production must increase by 50% in order to meet the projected demand of
the world’s population by 2050 [36]. One of the major challenges in agriculture therefore
is the reinforcement of global food security to allow maintenance and growth of the world
population. Loss of crops to pathogen infection is a limiting factor in food production, and it
has been estimated that over a quarter of the global harvest is lost to pests annually [123].

The bacterial genus Dickeya, recently reclassified into the novel family Pectobacteriaceae
[4], currently consists of up to eleven phytopathogenic species that can cause severe disease in
economically important crops including tomato, orchid and potato [12]. Colloquially grouped
with Pectobacterium species under the name ‘soft rot Enterobacteriaceae’, all of these species
used to be classified as Erwinia species and have only been separated taxonomically in the
past 20 years [138]. Dickeya species have been reported to have a host range across over
35% of angiosperm plant orders [39]. Able to grow at warmer ambient temperatures than
Pectobacterium species, and cause disease at much lower inocula, Dickeya species are an
increasing environmental pest [167]. There have been several outbreaks over the past two
decades that have highlighted the large economic impact this pathogen can have across both
Europe and North America [39], although Dickeya species have recently been identified in
Pakistan [150] and Australia [179], showing that these pathogens are an increasingly global
threat. In potato, one of the top five agricultural products as identified by the United Nations
in 2015 [66], Dickeya infections are reported to cause losses of up to 30 million euros each
year in the Netherlands alone [167] and the loss of up to 30% of crops in Poland [118]. Table
1.1 summarises the hosts and geographical range of Dickeya species.
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Dickeya species Hosts Geographic range
D. aquatica No reported hosts UK and Finland [127]
D. chrysanthemi Artichoke, aubergine, chicory,

potato, sunflower, tomato,
Chrysanthemum sp., Parthenium
sp., Philodendron, Vanda sp.

Europe, Japan [39, 158, 167]

D. dadantii Aubergine, banana, carrot, peach,
strawberry, sweet potato, tomato,
Amorphophallus konjac, Anubias
barteri, Brassica rapa, Dieffen-
bachia sp., Musa sp., Phalaenop-
sis sp., Philodendron sp., Tagetes
patula, Vanilla planifolia

Brazil, China, Europe, Japan,
Malaysia, Peru, Zimbabwe [39,
158, 167]

D. dianthicola Artichoke, carnation, chicory,
potato, tomato, yacon, Cicho-
rium intybus, Chrysanthemum sp.,
Dahlia sp., Dianthus sp., Kalan-
choe sp.

Australia, Bangladesh, Europe,
Colombia, Japan, New Zealand,
Pakistan, Taiwan and the USA
[39, 150, 158, 167, 179]

D. fangzhongdai Pyrus sp. China [39, 166]

D. paradisiaca Banana, maize, potato, Musa sp. Europe [39, 167]

D. solani Potato, Hyacinthus orientalis China, Europe, Israel [39, 167]

D. zeae Banana, maize, potato, pineap-
ple, rice, tobacco, Brachiaria sp.,
Chrysanthemum sp., Calanthe sp.,
Musa sp., Setaria sp.

Australia, China, Europe, Japan,
Mexico and Papua New Guinea
[39, 158, 167]

Table 1.1 Hosts and geographic range of the genus Dickeya. All species with a European
host range have been isolated in at least three European countries, but these have not been
listed independently to minimise text.
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Until 2004 almost all European potato isolates of Dickeya were assigned as Dickeya
dianthicola [167]. A new clade of Dickeya in European potato isolates was subsequently
identified [94, 126, 154] and in 2014 a new species was proposed; Dickeya solani [172]. In
many of the countries in which this species has been isolated, introduction of the pathogen
was traced to the international trade of seed potatoes and has also been found in hyacinth,
leading to suggestions that these bacteria have recently adapted to infect potatoes, with
possible transfer via contaminated irrigation water [128]. D. solani has also been isolated
from the roots of healthy weeds [169], leaf surfaces [141] and insect vectors [146], giving
the pathogen multiple reservoirs and methods of dissemination. D. solani is able to spread
more easily through the plant vascular system and survive at higher temperatures than D.
dianthicola [167]. Whilst there have been eight isolated cases of D. solani reported in
England and Wales since 2007, five were found in crops originating from outside of the UK
and three in the irrigation sources of these crops [33].

The classical soft rot symptoms of infection by Dickeya species are primarily caused by
secreted pectinolytic enzymes that degrade pectin in the plant cell wall, macerating plant
tissue and causing a wet, foul-smelling rot primarily in storage organs such as tubers and
bulbs [79]. When conditions are favourable, infected tubers can rot within three days, with
plants dying a few hours after initial wilting symptoms emerge [39]. Most studies of Dickeya
virulence have been performed in the laboratory strain D. dadantii 3937, chosen by the
community as the model organism due to its amenability to genetic manipulation [141].
Table 1.2 summarises the main virulence determinants of D. dadantii during the extracellular
stage, which are assumed to broadly applicable to other Dickeya species. A comprehensive
description of the virulence factors, including during intracellular growth and their regulation,
has been published by Reverchon et al. [141].

Initial attachment of the Dickeya cells to plant surfaces is mediated by cellulose fibrils [81]
and haemagglutinins [144]. Aggregates of the bacteria are protected from dessication on plant
surfaces by an extracellular polysaccharide layer [44]. Motility provided by biosurfactant
secretion [75] and flagella, coupled with a strong chemotactic response to jasmonic acid,
which is produced by wounded plant tissue [18] allow systemic invasion of the host. The
virulence of Dickeya is largely due to the ability to secrete plant cell wall degrading enzymes
such as the isoenzyme forms of various pectinases, but also xylanases, galactanases, cellulases
and proteases. These enzymes are largely actively secreted via Type 1 and 2 Secretion
Systems [141]. Unlike many other Gram-negative pathogens, the Type 3 Secretion System
of Dickeya may be less important, with mutants showing a reduced virulence but maintaining
the ability to cause rotting disease [183]. Siderophores are important for pathogenesis of
Dickeya species, to allow growth in iron-limited conditions [63].
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Virulence determinant Function
Pectinases
PelA-E, I, L, N, W, X and Z Pectate lyases
PehK, N, V, W and X Polygalacturonases
RhiE Rhamnogalacturonate lyase
PemA and B Pectin methylesterases
PaeX and Y Pectin acetylesterases
FaeD and T Feruloyl esterases

Other cell wall degrading enzymes
XynA Glucuronoxylanase
GanA Endogalactanase
CelZ Cellulase
PrtA,B, C and G Proteases

Type 3 Secretion System Effectors
DspE AvrE superfamily effector
HrpN and W Aggregation factors

Siderophores and iron metabolism
Achromobactin and chrysobactin Siderophores
FntA, Bfr, and Dps Iron storage proteins
Fur repressor Iron-sensitive repressor of pectinase genes

Colonisation factors
NipE Extracellular necrosis inducing protein
AvrL and M Avirulence factors
Haemagglutinins Adhesion
Cellulose fibrils Adhesion and aggregation
Extracellular polysaccharide Prevention of dessication
Biosurfactant Adhesion
Flagella Adhesion and chemotaxis

Table 1.2 The main virulence determinants of Dickeya species involved in adhesion and
invasion of the host. These factors have been largely discovered and studied in D. dadantii
3937.
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Detection and monitoring of Dickeya in the environment is hindered by the lack of swift
and robust detection assays. In many countries, diagnosis of diseased potatoes is by visual
inspection alone, therefore potentially misclassifying infections that have similar symptoms,
such as soft rots induced by Pectobacterium and Dickeya species [39]. In laboratory-based
assays, crystal violet pectate (CVP) medium is semi-selective and is the standard technique
for identifying soft-rot pathogens [46], however, there are reports that Dickeya species can
lose the ability to cause the characteristic pits on CVP medium that identify soft rot pathogens
[39]. Attempts to move to using PCR-based methods for detection of Dickeya have proved
promising, but have also suffered a high rate of false positives when applied to environmental
samples [171] and in one case deletion of the binding site for a well established primer
set [137] caused the pathogen not to be detected in a recent outbreak in the United States
[39]. Over thirty different methods have been proposed for identification of pectinolytic
bacteria [52]. New methods have been developed recently to accelerate identification and
improve efficacy, including capillary electrophoretic techniques, Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization Time-Of-Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry [148] and Loop-
Mediated Isothermal Amplification [186], which has been shown to reduce detection times
to under thirty minutes. These new methods all require rigorous testing for robustness using
environmental samples before widespread application.

Due to the large economic damage inflicted by Dickeya species, regulations have been
put in place in an attempt to limit the spread of these bacteria. The Seed Potatoes (Scotland)
Amendment Regulations 2010 has established a zero tolerance policy for all Dickeya species
in Scotland [138]. The Jamaican Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries
has listed Dickeya species as a quarantine pest and prohibited import of seed from affected
countries [130]. The European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization (EPPO), an
intergovernmental body encompassing 52 countries across Europe, North Africa, the Middle
East and Central Asia, has designated D. dianthicola as a quarantine pest already present in
the region, and encourages regulation [138].

Bacterial plant pathogens are a global agricultural problem and lack good control tools
other than antibiotics, instead relying on sanitation and exclusion methods [141]. Antibiotic
usage is restricted as prevalence in the environment is likely to drive antibiotic resistance
among many organisms, which could then transfer into animal pathogens. Bacteria also
exhibit high levels of adaptability and are able to colonise new hosts and invade new geo-
graphic areas relatively quickly [61]. This is evident in Dickeya species, which were initially
considered to be restricted to tropical and sub-tropical regions before the emergence of
cold-tolerant D. dianthicola in the Netherlands three decades ago [82] and subsequent spread
of D. solani [172]. It is largely accepted that once Dickeya species have infected a plant there
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is no efficient method of infection control [47]. There is no current chemical or physical
treatment available that can readily clear infection, and, despite research into genetically
modified potatoes that are resistant to infection [115], no commercially available cultivars
currently exist. Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria have also been tested in the hope that
they could out-compete or suppress pathogen growth [47]. Despite these many avenues of
research, so far only preventative measures, such as separation and screening, have proved
effective.

Whilst Dickeya species have been largely studied due to their agricultural importance,
experiments with Erwinia chrysanthemi, a previous name in the complex taxonomy for this
group, have yielded multiple fundamental biological discoveries, including protein structures
of pectate lyases [187], insights on secretion through Type 2 Secretion Systems [100, 101]
and the first demonstration of the role of the Type 3 Secretion Systems in biofilm formation
[185].

1.2 Serratia species

The genus Serratia, until recently a member of the Enterobacteriaceae before taxonomic
reclassification into the novel family Yersiniaceae [4], is found in both terrestrial and aquatic
environments associated with animals and plants [80]. Composed of fourteen recognised
species, it was first described in 1819 in Italy when it was determined to be the cause of
polenta turning red [113]. This was due to the production of the pigment prodigiosin, which
is produced by many Serratia strains, and is thought to be behind many reports of ‘bleeding’
bread throughout predominantly Christian literature, and as far back as the siege of Tyre
in 332 B.C. [71]. The pigmentation conferred by prodigiosin led to the use of Serratia
marcescens as a tracer organism in experiments that tested the dispersal of microbes. This
began in 1906 in the UK Houses of Parliament [15] and was followed by a series of tests in
United States Military facilities [104] and led to release of pigmented Serratia in locations
across the United States between 1950 and 1968, including off the coast of San Francisco
and in the underground railway systems of New York [170]. Similar experiments were also
carried out in Paris [78] and the United Kingdom [21], all aiming to study the dispersal of
potential bioweapons.

Previously thought to be non-pathogenic, hence their use in biological release experiments,
it has since been found that Serratia species can cause infections in immuno-compromised
individuals, and they are an increasing healthcare challenge due to intrinsic and acquired
antibiotic resistance [149]. In the most recent data available from the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control from 2014, Serratia species represented 2.5% of bloodstream
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infections and 5.3% of pneumonia cases acquired in intensive care units [59]. The majority
of isolates are intrinsically resistant to penicillins and tetracyclines and some have been found
to have acquired resistance to aminoglycosides, carbapenems and quinolones, which are the
front-line antibiotics used to treat Serratia infections [104].

Despite the opportunistic nature of Serratia species, much of the academic research
concerns secondary metabolites such as the pigment prodigiosin, a member of the prodiginine
family of molecules with anti-cancer and antibacterial properties [87]. Some strains of
Serratia, in particular S. plymuthica, are also important in the root rhizosphere and have been
used to control soil-borne fungal pathogens [57].

1.3 Bacteriophages

1.3.1 Viruses of bacteria

Bacteriophages (phages) are obligate parasites of bacteria that are predicted to outnumber
their hosts at least ten-fold [41]. Phages are found in every environment inhabited by bacteria,
including soil, the oceans and in the human body [174]. It has been estimated that there are
107 viruses in every millilitre of surface sea water [29] and 109 virus-like particles per gram
of human stool [102]. With an estimated 1023 infection events occurring per second globally,
phages are an important driver in the evolution of their bacterial hosts as they engage in a
biological arms race [160]. Some phages are also capable of facilitating horizontal gene
transfer between bacterial cells through accidental packaging of host DNA into new phage
particles, which has been shown to be a contributing factor in the spread of antibiotic
resistance genes [43]. It has been estimated that, globally, over 2x1016 phage-mediated gene
transfer events occur per second [30].

1.3.2 Taxonomy of bacteriophages

As of August 2018, there are nearly 10,000 complete phage genomes that have been published
[114]. The majority of these have been sequenced in the last few years. Until recently, phages
were classified morphologically when viewed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
[2]. This led to definition of three families within the order Caudovirales, which includes
all tailed phages and comprises 96% of known phages, termed Myoviridae, Podoviridae
and Siphoviridae, with the classical examples of each family being the phages T4, T7 and
Lambda respectively [69]. The morphological distinctions between these families are largely
due to the tail, with Myoviridae possessing a straight contractile tail, Podoviridae a short
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non-contractile tail and Siphoviridae a long flexible tail [2]. Schematic representatives of
each of these families can be seen in Fig. 1.1.

Figure provided by Ninjatacoshell (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ninjatacoshell) under CC BY-SA 4.0

Myoviridae SiphoviridaePodoviridae

Fig. 1.1 Illustrative representations of three phage families in the order Caudovirales. The
tails of Myoviridae family members are straight and contractile, those of Podoviridae family
members are straight and non-contractile and those of Siphoviridae are flexible and non-
contractile.

Whilst morphological classification has proved sufficient for broad grouping of phages,
genomic sequencing allows a deeper level of classification to be established. This has
resulted in some rearrangement of phage taxonomy, headed by the International Committee on
Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) and led in 2018 to the elevation of the existing Myoviridae genus
Vi1virus and creation of a fourth family within the Caudovirales order, the Ackermannviridae
family [9]. Genomic data have also allowed classification of phages into lower taxonomic
groupings such as genera and species, and there is also, apparently, discussion of abolishing
the existing families in Caudovirales altogether [11]. Analyses of phages derived from
metagenomic sequencing and in environmental samples however still face challenges, as
phages do not have a conserved genetic element that can be used for phylogenetic mapping,
unlike the bacterial 16S sequences [143].

1.3.3 Life cycle of a bacteriophage

To effectively complete a productive life cycle, a phage must first be capable of adsorbing
to a bacterial cell through the interactions between receptor binding proteins of the phage
and the receptor(s) of the host [139]. As the first step in the process, this is an important
determinant of phage host range [56]. In the literature, phage host ranges are classified as
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either narrow or broad, however the actual demarcation between these two categories is
a subject of discussion. Recent attempts define narrow host range as infecting only one
species, with broad host range including all phages capable of infecting one or more species
of bacteria [56]. Receptors for bacteriophages include a wide array of surface-exposed
structures, including flagella, lipopolysaccharides and capsular polysaccharide [122]. A more
detailed summary of the major phage receptors is listed in Table 1.3 and shows that phages of
all three traditional families of the Caudovirales order have been found to utilise a variety of
receptors, with no obvious correlation between taxonomy and receptor usage. The receptors
for Ackermannviridae family phages is a subject of this project and will be discussed in later
chapters.

The simplified lytic life cycle of a virulent phage is shown in Fig. 1.2. Structures at
the base of the phage tail recognise specific receptors on the bacterial cell surface. After
adsorption, the phage particle is brought into contact with the host cell surface, followed by
phage genome injection into the host. The cellular replication machinery is then hijacked by
the phage in order to bias replication towards producing new phage particles [147]. Following
a tightly regulated signal [67], the cell is lysed and the progeny phages are released. The
genomes of some phages, known as temperate or lysogenic phages, can integrate into the
host cell genome during infection, either directly into the chromosome or as self-replicating
plasmids and be incorporated in progeny cells for later excision or reactivation and resumption
of the viral life cycle [70]. These are known as prophages and can have significant impacts
on their host, including enhancing virulence in the well-studied case of the cholera toxin [86].
A recent review of the pangenome of Dickeya species has identified likely prophages [72]
but, to the best of my knowledge at the time of writing, no experimental work into the role of
these prophages has been published. All of the phages discussed in this project have only
been observed to follow a lytic life cycle.

1.3.4 Phage therapy

As soon as phages were discovered in the early twentieth century, the possibility of utilising
them as a therapeutic for bacterial infection was recognised and investigated, leading to a
variety of phage preparations being proposed [147]. However, a lack of rigour in experi-
mentation, coupled with the discovery of antibiotics, led to a decline in the use of phage
therapy in Western countries, particularly after the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the
American Medical Association concluded that the efficacy of phage therapy was ambiguous
[159]. Recently the prevalence of antimicrobial resistance, coupled with a dearth of novel
antimicrobials, has generated renewed interest in the use of phages and phage products
as antibacterial tools, as well as in bacterial detection methods [151]. A recent clinical
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Receptor Phage Phage family
Lipopolysaccharide Mu Myoviridae

T7 Podoviridae
T5 Siphoviridae

Flagella SPN3US Myoviridae
None reported Podoviridae
Chi Siphoviridae

Outer membrane proteins T6 Myoviridae
T1 Podoviridae
φ80 Siphoviridae

Pili φTMA Myoviridae
MPK7 Podoviridae
DMS3 Siphoviridae

Teichoic acids A511 Myoviridae
phi29 Podoviridae
LL-H Siphoviridae

Capsular polysaccharide ViI Myoviridae
ViIII Podoviridae
ViII Siphoviridae

Table 1.3 Host receptors for bacteriophages in Gram-negative bacteria and examples from
each of the three major families in the Caudovirales order. The majority of this table is
populated with examples from Nobrega et al. [122]. φTMA was published by Tamakoshi et
al. [163].
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Adsorption

DNA injection

ReplicationTranscription and translation

Assembly

Lysis

Fig. 1.2 Schematic of the lytic life cycle of a phage. Free phage in the environment encounter
bacterial cells and adsorb to receptors on the surface of the host. Once the phage particle
is in contact with the host cell surface, the phage genome is injected. The host replication
machinery is hijacked by the phage and used to produce structural components of new phage
particles as well as copies of the phage genome. The phage progeny assemble inside the host
cell before it is lysed, releasing the phages into the extracellular environment. Phage adapted
from Ninjatacoshell (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ninjatacoshell) under CC
BY-SA 4.0.
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trial investigating the use of phages for treating infected burn wounds, named PhagoBurn
(http://www.phagoburn.eu/) concluded in 2017 and results are due to be published soon.
The use of phages as medical therapeutics however is hindered by the lack of a regulatory
framework, although recent discussions in Belgium have started to investigate this hurdle
[134]. Use of phages in food safety and agriculture has faced fewer barriers and therefore
there are several commercially available phage products such as PhageGuard Listex (Mi-
creos; the Netherlands) for Listeria and Biolyse (APS Biocontrol; United Kingdom) for
Pectobacterium and Dickeya species. There has also been the development of phage-based
products, which utilise the lytic enzymes of the phages alone to control bacterial growth,
such as the Staphefekt product (Micreos; the Netherlands), which uses a lytic phage enzyme
for treatment of Staphylococcus aureus skin infections.

The significant economic costs inflicted by Dickeya species have stimulated research
interest in methods for control of these virulent phytopathogens. Phages have been suggested
as potential tools for biocontrol, and are promoted by commercial entities, due to their
specificity, environmental persistence and biological ‘organic’ nature [161]. Several studies
have isolated phages capable of infecting Dickeya species [8, 13, 48–50, 54, 55, 107]. Their
potential use as biocontrol agents has been trialled both in the lab and in the field and these
studies showed a partially ‘therapeutic’ outcome with reduced crop losses [8]. There is a
commercial product available, Biolyse, that is a phage cocktail able to target Pectobacterium
as well as Dickeya species. Designed as a washing solution for potatoes during factory
processing, it is considered the first, and currently the only, commercial Dickeya-targeting
biocontrol product. It has been reported that Biolyse has been used in the production of
potatoes sold by the UK supermarket chain Tesco [16]. The identities of the phages contained
within this cocktail however have not been reported in the public domain.

Whilst there has been much excitement regarding the application of phage therapy, and
cut through to the mainstream media [153], phage therapy still faces a series of hurdles. It
is commonly accepted that temperate phages, which persist in the host cell, are unsuitable
for use as a therapeutic agent [161]. Whilst the biological nature of phages is discussed
as a positive, as it allows adaptation and maintenance of the phages in the environment
until the pathogen is cleared [53], it should also be noted that the fact that this is a dynamic
interaction also results in bacterial resistance to the phages. Bacteria have evolved a variety
of mechanisms to evade or abort phage infection at all stages of the life cycle shown in Fig.
1.2 including receptor mutation, restriction/modification, abortive infection and CRISPR-Cas
systems [89]. The specificity of phages is touted as an advantage over traditional antibiotics,
however, this can also hinder the clearance of polymicrobial infections, for example in burn
wounds, and requires an exact characterisation of the pathogen to allow efficient phage
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clearance [99]. The problems with specificity and resistance can be mitigated by utilising
a cocktail of phages targeting different receptors and a wider range of pathogens [37],
however the need to tailor phage cocktails for individual patients also generates significant
regulatory hurdles which are only just being investigated [134]. Some, but not all, phages
also possess the ability to facilitate horizontal gene transfer, which can drive the spread of
antibiotic resistance genes [43], therefore it is accepted that this is an undesirable trait for
therapeutic phages [129]. In clinical usage, the reaction of the human immune system to the
addition of phage particles is currently unclear, although there are reports that application of
phage cocktails in a rodent model system resulted in increased intestinal permeability and
inflammatory markers [165].

1.4 Aims

This project began with an investigation into a closely related group of phages, at the time
members of the genus Vi1virus, but since reclassified as members of the family Ackerman-
nviridae. Phages of this family isolated on D. solani, one of the more virulent members of
the phytopathogenic Dickeya genus, were phenotypically and genomically characterised to
compare these phages with similar phages isolated elsewhere in Europe.

Based on previous work performed in this laboratory, the receptor for Ackermannviridae
family phages of D. solani was thought to be capsular polysaccharide. This project aimed
to test and confirm these findings as well as investigate the capsular polysaccharide of D.
solani, about which little has been published. Experiments were also performed with Serratia
species to determine if capsular polysaccharides were also the receptor for Ackermannviridae
family phages that infect this genus.

Ninety bacteriophages isolated from the environment using D. solani were present in
this laboratory at the beginning of this project. The vast majority of these were only able to
form individual plaques on D. solani, and not other species of Dickeya, and were identified
as members of the same viral family; the Ackermannviridae. There were, however, eight
phages with a broader host range capable of lysing other Dickeya species. These phages were
therefore characterised morphologically and genomically to investigate the nature of this
broader host range.





Chapter Two

Materials and Methods

2.1 Media, reagents and solutions

All media, solutions and supplements used in this study are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. All
solutions were prepared using deionised water unless otherwise stated and, where necessary,
sterilised by either autoclaving at 121◦C for 20 minutes or filtering through 0.22 µm filters
(EMD Millipore).

2.2 Bacterial strains, bacteriophages and plasmids

All bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2.3. Dickeya and
Serratia species were routinely grown at 30◦C in Lysogeny Broth (LB) or on LB 1.5%
(w/v) agar (Formedium) plates, whereas E. coli strains were grown at 37◦C. All bacterial
overnight cultures were prepared by inoculating LB with a single isolated colony before
overnight incubation on a rotary wheel. Bacterial growth was assessed by measuring optical
density at 600 nm using a Thermo Scientific Spectrophotometer Helios Zeta. Bacterial strain
stocks were made by mixing equal volumes of an overnight culture and 50% glycerol in a
CryoTube (Thermo Scientific) and were stored at -80◦C. Phages used in this project are listed
in Table 2.4. All were stored at 4◦C in phage buffer over a few drops of NaHCO3 saturated
chloroform.
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Medium Ingredients per litre

Lysogeny Broth (LB) 10 g Tryptone
5 g Yeast extract
5 g NaCl

2x LB 20 g Tryptone
10 g Yeast extract
10 g NaCl

1.5% LB agar (LBA) LB with 15 g agar (Formedium)

0.35% LB top agar LB with 3.5 g agar (Formedium)

0.35% LB top agarose LB with 3.5 g agarose (Sigma)

Minimal media 40 mL 1 M K2HPO4
14.7 mL 1 M KH2PO4
10 mL 10% (NH4)2SO4
820 µL 1 M MgSO4
10 mL 20% carbon source

Solution Components
50x Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer 242 g Tris base
(per litre, pH 8.0) 57.1 mL glacial acetic acid

100 mM 0.5 M EDTA

Agarose gel 1% agarose in TAE buffer
500 ng mL −1 ethidium bromide

Phage buffer 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4)
10 mM MgSO4
0.01% gelatine

DNA loading dye (6x) 30% glycerol
0.25% bromophenol blue

Table 2.1 Media, buffers and solutions used in this project. All solutions were prepared using
deionised water unless otherwise stated.
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Supplement Stock solution Working concentration

Antibiotics
Ampicillin (Ap) 100 mg mL−1, stored at -20◦C 100 µg mL−1

Chloramphenicol (Cm) 5 mg mL−1 in 70% ethanol,
stored at -20◦C

20 µg mL−1

Kanamycin (Km) 50 mg mL−1, stored at -20◦C 50 µg mL−1

Spectinomycin (Sp) 500 mg mL−1, stored at -20◦C 50 µg mL−1

Streptomycin (Sm) 50 mg mL−1, stored at -20◦C 50 µg mL−1

Tetracycline (Tc) 10 mg mL−1 in 50% ethanol,
stored at -20◦C

10 µg mL−1

Other supplements

2,6-diaminopimelic acid
(DAPA)

30 mM, stored at -20◦C 300 µM

5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-
β -D-galactopyranoside
(X-gal)

40 mg mL−1 in dimethylfor-
mamide, stored at -20◦C

40 µg mL−1

4’-Methylumbelliferyl-β -D-
galactopyranoside (MUG)

12.5 mg mL−1 in DMSO,
stored at -20◦C

250 µg mL−1

D-glucose 20%, stored at 4◦C 0.2%

D-mannose 20%, stored at 4◦C 0.2%

L-fucose 20%, stored at 4◦C 0.2%

Table 2.2 Supplements used in this project. All solutions were prepared using deionised
water unless otherwise stated.
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Bacterial strain Genotype/characteristics Reference
Dickeya chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 Wild type strain [136]

Dickeya dadantii subsp. dieffen-
bachiae NCPBB 2976

Wild type strain [136]

Dickeya dianthicola NCPBB 453 Wild type strain [135]

Dickeya paradisiaca NCPBB 2511 Wild type strain [136]

Dickeya solani MK10 Wild type strain [135]

Dickeya zeae NCPBB 3532 Wild type strain [136]

Dickeya solani MK10 strain
AMD124

Transposon insertion mutant defec-
tive for β -galactosidase, SmR, SpR

[10]

Dickeya solani MK10 Mutant 6 Transposon insertion mutant of
strain AMD124 with insertion in
cpsB gene, SmR, SpR, KmR

[10]

Dickeya solani MK10 Mutant 23 Transposon insertion mutant of
strain AMD124 with insertion in
wzt gene, SmR, SpR, KmR

[10]

Escherichia coli DH5α Wild type strain Invitrogen

Escherichia coli β2163 Wild type strain [58]

Serratia marcescens MSU97 Wild type strain [156]

Serratia marcescens Sma12 Wild type strain Lab collection

Serratia marcescens Sma274 Wild type strain Lab collection

Serratia plymuthica A153 Wild type strain [19]

Plasmid Genotype/characteristics Reference
pDS1028 tetA, tnp, oriR6K, cat; CmR, TcR [117]

pECA1039-Km3 EZ::TnTM <NotI/KAN-3> mutant
in pECA1039 orf 5; KmR

[27]

pKRCPN1 tetA, tnp, ‘lacZ, oriR6K, aph; KmR,
TcR

[117]

Table 2.3 Bacterial strains used in this project
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Bacteriophage Reference
3M [140]
AD1 This project
AD2 This project
JA10 [10]
JA11 [10]
JA13 [10]
JA15 [10]
JA29 [10]
JA31 [10]
JA32 [10]
JA33 [10]
JA37 [10]
MAM1 [106]
XF4 [65]
XF16 [65]

Table 2.4 Bacteriophages used in this project

2.3 Bacteriophage techniques

2.3.1 Isolation of phages from the environment

Treated sewage effluent was collected from a sewage treatment plant in Cambridge, United
Kingdom. River water was collected from multiple sites along the River Cam. Samples were
filter sterilised using a 0.22 µm filter (EMD Millipore) before five mL of the sample was
added to 2x LB along with 500 µL of an overnight culture of Dickeya solani MK10. This
mixture was incubated overnight in a 250 mL flask at 30◦C with shaking at 250 rpm. One
mL of the enriched sample was mixed with 100 µL of chloroform (saturated with NaHCO3)
and vortexed to lyse bacterial cells. After sedimentation at 16,000 x g for four minutes, ten
µL of a serial dilution series of the supernatant was mixed with 200 µL of an overnight
bacterial culture and four mL of LB top agar. This mixture was poured as an overlay on an
LBA plate and incubated overnight at 30◦C. Single phage plaques were picked with a sterile
toothpick, placed into 100 µL phage buffer, and shaken with five µL of chloroform to kill
any bacteria. The phages obtained were plaque purified three times. High-titre phage lysates
were then obtained by incubation of ten-fold serial dilutions of the phage overnight in an
agar overlay. Those plates exhibiting near-confluent lysis (seen as a mosaic-like effect in
which the plaques were close to merging) were used for lysate preparation. The top agar was
removed from the plate, vortexed with chloroform before sedimentation at 2200 x g for 20
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minutes at 4◦C. The supernatant was removed and stored over a few drops of chloroform to
produce the final lysate.

2.3.2 Determination of phage titre

The titre of a phage lysate is defined as the number of plaque forming units per mL. To
determine the phage titre, a serial ten-fold dilution series of the lysate was plated out as
above. Plates with between 30 and 300 plaques were used to calculate the titre.

2.3.3 Transmission electron microscopy

High-titre lysates for transmission electron microscopy were obtained as described above
using 0.35% (w/v) LB agarose instead of 0.35% (w/v) LB agar overlays. Ten µL of high-
titre phage lysates were adsorbed onto 400-mesh copper grids with holey carbon support
films (Agar Scientific, Stansted, United Kingdom) for two minutes. The copper grids were
discharged in a Quorum/Emitech K100X system (Quorum, Ringmer, United Kingdom)
prior to use. Excess phage suspension was removed with filter paper and phage samples
were negatively stained by placing the grids for 30 seconds in ten µL of 2% uranyl acetate
neutralised with NaOH. The grids were then blotted on filter paper to remove the excess
solution and allowed to air dry. Phages were examined by transmission electron microscopy
at the Cambridge Advanced Imaging Centre (Department of Physiology, Development and
Neuroscience, University of Cambridge) using an FEI Tecnai G2 transmission electron
microscope (FEI, OR, USA). The accelerating voltage was 120.0 kV, and images were
captured with an AMT XR60B digital camera running Deben software.

2.3.4 Host range

The host range of isolated phages was determined by plating out ten-fold serial dilutions of
the phage lysates onto agar overlays containing host Dickeya cells and incubating overnight
at 30◦C. Following best practice to avoid potential confusion with ‘lysis from without’,
only phages that produced individual plaques following serial dilution on three independent
occasions were considered as being able to infect the respective host productively through a
lytic cycle.

2.3.5 Transduction

To test for transduction, phage lysates were generated as described above on donor bacterial
strains carrying the desired marker. All the experiments described in Chapter Six used
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kanamycin as the antibiotic for selection. The chromosomal marker for the AD phages was
a transposon stably inserted into the lacZ gene. Successful transduction was confirmed by
kanamycin-resistant recipient colonies that were white on media containing X-gal.

Transduction was performed by mixing phage lysate with an overnight culture of the
recipient cells to achieve a multiplicity of infection (the ratio of phage particles to bacterial
cells) of 0.01, meaning that for each phage there were one hundred bacterial cells. The
mixture was left on the lab bench at room temperature for 20 minutes, followed by incubation
on a rotary wheel at 30◦C for 30 minutes. The infected culture was then centrifuged and
the bacterial pellets washed with LB twice to eliminate any remaining non-adsorbed phage.
The bacterial pellets were resuspended in one mL LB and 100 µL aliquots were spread onto
LBA plates with selection for the chromosomal or plasmid marker. Appropriate standard
controls, which were routinely negative, were used to score for any spontaneous resistance of
the recipient strain. 100 µL of the phage lysate was also spread onto LBA plates to confirm
lysate sterility.

2.3.6 Adsorption assay

1x108 bacterial cells per mL were added to ten mL of LB in a 250 mL conical flask. Flasks
were placed in a water bath and allowed to equilibrate to 30◦C for five minutes with shaking
at 100 rpm. Phages were then added at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1 and samples taken at
increasing intervals between 0 and 64 minutes. At each timepoint, 50 µL of the culture was
transferred into a chilled Eppendorf tube containing five µL of chloroform and then vortexed.
Samples were serially diluted and plated on top agar lawns of D. solani to determine phage
titres.

2.3.7 Phage genomic DNA extraction

Phage genomic DNA was obtained from high-titre phage lysates using a standard phe-
nol/chloroform method and utilising sterilised silicone grease to facilitate separation of
organic and inorganic phases. The purity of genomic DNA was assessed using a 1% agarose
gel and was stored at 4◦C. The double-stranded DNA content of extractions was assessed
using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay (Thermo Scientific).
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2.4 Bacterial growth and virulence assays

2.4.1 Capsule expression assay

Approximation of capsular gene expression was measured throughout bacterial growth. An
overnight culture was used to inoculate 25 mL of LB in a 250 mL conical flask to achieve a
starting OD600 of 0.05. The flasks were then incubated in a water bath at 30◦C and shaking
at 215 rpm. 100 µL samples were taken every two hours and added to 900 µL LB before
measurement of OD600.

Approximation of expression utilised measurement of β -galactosidase activity, which
was determined by monitoring the breakdown of the substrate 4’-Methylumbelliferyl-β -
D-galactopyranoside (MUG). 100 µL samples of the culture described above taken every
two hours were transferred into a 96 well plate and frozen at -80◦C until needed. Samples
were thawed and ten µL transferred to a new plate and frozen at -80◦C for 15 minutes
before thawing at 37◦C. 100 µL of the reaction mixture (400 µg mL −1 lysozyme and
250 µg mL −1 MUG in phosphate buffered saline) was added to each well. Wells were
monitored in a Gemini XPS plate reader using the following parameters: 360 nm excitation,
450 nm emission, 435 nm cut off, eight reads per well, measured every minute for 30
minutes. Relative fluorescence units (RFU) per minute were calculated during a linear phase
of fluorescence increase and were normalised to the OD600 to generate a measurement of
RFU OD600

−1. Graphs were constructed and ANOVA statistical tests were performed using
R Studio [164].

2.4.2 Potato tuber virulence assay

Potato tubers (cultivar Maris Piper) were obtained from Marks and Spencer and surface-
sterilised by immersion for ten minutes in 1% Virkon solution (Lanxess) followed by washing
in distilled water and air-drying. An inoculation site was bored into each side of the tuber
using sterile 200 µL capacity pipette tips. Overnight cultures of the Dickeya strains were
diluted to an OD600 of one in LB and then diluted a further 100,000 fold in LB. Ten µL of
this dilution was used to inoculate the potato, corresponding to approximately 100 colony
forming units. Inoculation sites were then sealed with silicon grease and wrapped in six
alternating layers of tissue dampened with distilled water and clingfilm to prevent dehydration
of the tubers. Tubers were then incubated at 30◦C. At each timepoint, tubers were unwrapped
and bisected across the inoculation sites. Soft rot was removed and weighed. 1 g of rot was
resuspended in LB and serial dilutions plated on LB agar plates to assess colony forming
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units per mL. Graphs were constructed and ANOVA statistical tests were performed using R
Studio [164].

2.5 Recombinant DNA techniques

2.5.1 Generation of phage-resistant mutants

For transposon mutagenesis E. coli β2163 containing either the plasmid pKRCPN1 or
pDS1028 was used as the donor strain. Recipient strains were Dickeya solani MK10 strain
AMD124, Serratia marcescens Sma12 or Serratia marcescens Sma274. Overnight cultures
of the donor and recipient were normalised to OD600 of 1 and mixed at a ratio of 1:1.
30 µL spots of the mixture were placed onto LBA plates supplemented with DAPA and
incubated overnight at 30◦C. The spots were scraped off the plate and resuspended in 1 mL
LB and serially diluted. These dilutions were plated in a top agar lawn containing ten µL of
high-titre phage lysate on plates containing kanamycin in the case of pKRCPN1 donors or
chloramphenicol in the case of pDS1028 donors. These plates were then incubated for two
days at 30◦C. Resultant colonies were picked, streaked and confirmed for resistance to both
antibiotic and phage.

2.5.2 Random-primed PCR

DNA amplification via the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was carried out using Phusion
polymerase (Thermo Scientific) and a Veriti PCR machine (Applied Biosystems). Random-
primed PCR is an established technique within this laboratory [117], but in brief, combines an
oligonucleotide primer specific for the transposon with several oligonucleotide primers that
bind randomly throughout the genome. The random-primed PCR protocol is detailed in Table
2.5. For the first round of PCR, a bacterial colony was used as the template and resuspended
in the reaction mixture. In the second round the product from the first round was used as the
template. The same cycling conditions were used for both rounds. Oligonucleotide primers
used in these reactions are listed in Table 2.6.

2.5.3 DNA visualisation and purification

DNA samples were visualised in 1% (w/v) agarose gels prepared as detailed in Table
2.1. DNA samples were mixed 6:1 with DNA Loading Dye before loading onto the gel.
HyperLadder (Bioline) or 1kb ladder (NEB) were used as the molecular weight marker
in every gel. Bands were visualised with the Syngene GeneGenius Bio-Imaging System
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Reaction components in 25 µL
Round 1
Component Volume
5x HF buffer 5 µL
10 mM dNTPs 0.5 µL
10 µM PF106 0.425 µL
10 µM PF107 0.425 µL
10 µM PF108 0.425 µL
10 µM Specific primer 1 - MAMV1 or REM7 1.25 µL
Phusion 0.2 µL
DNA template Colony
dH2O 16.8 µL

Round 2
Component Volume
5x HF buffer 5 µL
10 mM dNTPs 0.5 µL
10 µM PF109 1.25 µL
10 µM Specific primer 2 - MAMV2 or REM8 1.25 µL
Phusion 0.2 µL
Round 1 product 2.5 µL
dH2O 14.3 µL

Cycling conditions
Cycling step Temperature Time
1) Initial denaturation 94◦C 3 minutes

2) Denaturation 94◦C 15 seconds
3) Annealing 42◦C + 1◦C per cycle 30 seconds
4) Extension 72◦C 3 minutes

Repeat steps 2-4 five times

5) Denaturation 94◦C 15 seconds
6) Annealing 55◦C 30 seconds
7) Extension 72◦C 3 minutes

Repeat steps 5-7 twenty-five times

6) Final extension 72◦C 10 minutes
7) Hold 12◦C ∞

Table 2.5 Random-primed PCR protocol
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Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Description

MAMV1 GGAATTGATCCGGTGGATG Specific for
Tn-KRCPN1

MAMV2 GCATAAAGCTTGCTCAATCAATCAC Specific for
Tn-KRCPN1

PF106 GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNAGAG RP PCR
PF107 GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNACGCC RP PCR
PF108 GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNGATAC RP PCR
PF109 GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGC RP PCR
REM7 CTAGAGTCGACCTGCAGGC Specific for

Tn-DS1028
REM8 CACAGGAACACTTAACGGC Specific for

Tn-DS1028

Table 2.6 Oligonucleotide primers used in this project

(Syngene, Synoptics Ltd.). DNA from agarose gel slices was purified using the GeneJET
Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmid
DNA was extracted from bacterial overnight cultures using the GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep
Kit (Thermo Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s instructions

2.5.4 Short read DNA sequencing and analysis

Purified DNA products were sequenced using GATC Biotech sequencing services. Products
were sent with either MAMV1 for KRCPN1-derived mutants or REM7 for DS1028-derived
mutants. Transposon insertion locations were identified using NCBI Blast.

2.6 Sequencing and bioinformatic analyses

2.6.1 Genome sequencing and assembly

Phage genomes were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq Sequencer at MicrobesNG (Birm-
ingham, UK). The reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic [28], assessed for quality using
BWA-MEM [98] and assembled using SPAdes 3.7.1 [20] with standard settings. Except
for JA10 and AD2, all generated over 140,000 reads and had higher than 100x coverage of
the full genome. JA10 generated 3270 reads and had 26x coverage. AD2 generated 1899
reads and had 4.79x coverage. All assembled into one contig except AD2. Annotation was
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performed using DNAMaster 5.23.2 [95]. Genome maps were generated using Circos 0.69.6
[90]. Genomes were deposited in Genbank using BankIt (NCBI) and are available under
accession numbers MH929319 (3M), MH460463 (AD1), MH460459 (JA10), MH389777
(JA11), MH460460 (JA13), KY942056.1 (JA15), MH460461 (JA29) and MH460462 (JA33).

2.6.2 Comparative genomics

Genomes were compared using NCBI Blast and the Artemis Comparison Tool 13.0.0 [34].
Genomes that were identified and used in these comparisons are listed in Table 2.7. Phy-
logenetic trees were constructed using MEGA 7.0.26 [92]. Genetic maps were created
using Snapgene Viewer (GSL Biotech LLC). CRISPR sequences in bacterial genomes were
identified using CRISPRDetect [26] and corresponding sequences in phage genomes were
identified using CRISPRTarget [25].

Bacteriophage Genbank ID and reference

BF25/12 KT240186.1 [13]
LIMEstone1 HE600015.1 [8]
Lu11 JQ768459.1 [7]
NCTB LT598654.1 [132]
PaBG KF147891.1 [162]
phiRSL1 AB366653 [182]
PP74 KY084243.1 [84]
XF4 KY942057.1 [54]
Y3 KY984068.1 [32]
Yoloswag KY448244.1 [62]

Table 2.7 Bacteriophage genomes used in this project

2.6.3 Structural modelling

Structural modelling was performed using the I-TASSER Suite [184] with standard settings.
Structures were visualised using the CCP4mg molecular-graphics software [112].



Chapter Three

Ackermannviridae family phages of D.
solani

3.1 Introduction

Dickeya species are major phytopathogens that, whilst largely identified and studied in
Europe, have been responsible for recent outbreaks in the United States [103], and have been
reported this year for the first time infecting potato in Pakistan [150] and Australia [179],
making them a global threat. The significant economic costs inflicted by Dickeya species
have stimulated research interest in methods for control of these virulent phytopathogens.
Bacteriophages have been suggested as potential tools for biocontrol due to their specificity,
environmental persistence and biological ‘organic’ nature [161]. Before this project began,
six phages isolated using strains of D. solani had been published in the literature: LIMEstone1
and 2 from Belgium [8] and D3, D5, PD10.3 and PD23.1 from Poland [49–51]. These had
all been isolated from the potato rhizosphere and the genomes of all, except LIMEstone2,
had been published. A summary of these phages is shown in Table 3.1

Morphological comparisons of the six published D. solani phages using transmission
electron microscopy suggested grouping into a proposed novel genus of phages, the V1virus,
as part of the Myoviridae family [6]. Morphologically, this genus was characterised as having
an icosahedral head and rigid contractile tail, as found in all Myoviridae family members
[69]. The major morphological difference between the genus V1virus and the archetypal
Myoviridae family member T4 are the structures at the base of the tail. Whilst T4 possesses
long, slender tail fibres, the V1virus genus members instead had short, stubby tail spikes, as
shown for LIMEstone1, JA15 and XF4 in Fig. 3.1a-c. These are usually characteristic of
another family, the Podoviridae, represented by XF28 in Fig. 3.1d.
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Bacteriophage Isolation Location Genome size (bp) Reference

LIMEstone1 2008 Belgium (soil) 152247 [8]
LIMEstone2 2008 Belgium (soil) N/A [8]
D5 2012 Poland (soil) 155346 [49]
D3 2013 Poland (soil) 152308 [51]
PD10.3 2013 Poland (soil) 156113* [50]
PD23.1 2013 Poland (soil) 153365* [50]

Table 3.1 Members of the Ackermannviridae family isolated on Dickeya solani prior to 2015.
* genomes are marked incomplete, largest scaffold is reported and shows 99% identity to
LIMEstone1

JA15LIMEstone1 XF4 XF28

a dcb

Fig. 3.1 Transmission electron micrographs of four D. solani phages. LIMEstone1, JA15 and
XF4 are members of the Ackermannviridae family, with tails displayed in both a contracted
(LIMEstone1 and JA15) and uncontracted state (XF4). XF28 is a member of the Podoviridae
family. These images were provided by Xinzhe Fang [65] and Jiyoon Ahn [10] from work in
this laboratory.

The genus V1virus has since been reclassified to form the novel Caudovirales family
Ackermannviridae [9]. This family contains phages capable of infecting Gram-negative
bacteria including Salmonella and Shigella species as well as D. solani. Sequencing of 26
members of this family has led to the demarcation of sub-families and genera. The D. solani
phages LIMEstone1, D3 and D5 have been classified into the genus Limestonevirus of the
sub-family Aglimvirinae. The other two phages, PD10.3 and PD23.1, have not been formally
classified into this genus as the genomes in Genbank are marked as incomplete, however, the
largest scaffolds reported, as detailed in Table 3.1, are highly similar to the full genomes of
the other phages and share 99% identity. I would therefore classify these phages as members
of this genus also.
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At the beginning of this project, 90 phages had been isolated from the River Cam by
previous lab members using D. solani as a host . XF1-28 and FX1-23 were isolated in October
2013 [65] and JA1-37 were isolated a year later [10]. Extensive host range testing had shown
that 77 of these were capable of forming plaques on D. solani only and not other Dickeya
species. The other thirteen were capable of forming plaques on other Dickeya species and
will be discussed in Chapter Six. Morphological characterisation using transmission electron
microscopy showed that, of 24 that were imaged, three were members of the Podoviridae
family and 21 were members of the Ackermannviridae family. Representatives of these two
families can be seen in Fig. 3.1b-d. The representatives of the Podoviridae family were all
XF phages, whereas the Ackermannviridae family members were found in both XF and JA
phages. The FX phages were not morphologically characterised.

There is interest in phages of D. solani for use as a biological tool to control the virulent
phytopathogen. The previously published phages have been assessed for stability, viability
and undergone limited field trials [8, 48, 50, 53]. None, however, were tested for the
ability to facilitate transduction of genetic material between host cells. The authors of these
studies instead reported that the absence of bacterial DNA in the genome sequence of the
phages signified a lack of transduction capacity. Whilst there is a logic to this assumption,
transduction is an infrequent event [43], therefore the absence of host DNA is not proof of
an absence of transduction capability. In fact, testing of the XF and JA phages showed that
all identified morphologically as members of the Ackermannviridae family, were capable
of transduction of both plasmid and chromosomal markers between D. solani cells at a
frequency greater than 10−6 [10, 65]. LIMEstone1 and LIMEstone2 were obtained from
Professor Rob Lavigne in Belgium, and they too were able to efficiently effect transduction of
these markers at frequencies greater than 10−5, as were ViI and CBA120, two other members
of the Ackermannviridae family that infect other hosts. It has therefore been proposed that
the capacity for transduction is a characteristic of this family [107].

It was hypothesised that the phages that were classified morphologically as members of
the Ackermannviridae family would share high similarity, when sequenced, with LIMEstone1.
This is due to the high levels of identity exhibited between the genomes of the published
phages from Poland with LIMEstone1. Three phages, XF4, 11 and 16, were previously
genomically sequenced [65] and a summary of the findings is shown in Table 3.2. They
all shared over 90% nucleotide identity with the phage LIMEstone1 and, based on the
demarcations proposed by Kuhn et al. [91], would all be placed within the Ackermannviridae
genus Limestonevirus. It was reported that variations between the genomes occurred mainly in
regions coding for hypothetical proteins and the gene order was highly conserved. Variations
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in the tail spike proteins of these phages were reported, and these will be discussed later in
this chapter.

Bacteriophage Isolation Location Genome size (bp) Nucleotide identity
to LIMEstone1

XF4 2013 UK (Wastewater) 151,450 94.2%
XF11 2013 UK (Wastewater) 153,309 95.5%
XF16 2013 UK (Wastewater) 154,083 91.1%

Table 3.2 Members of the Ackermannviridae family isolated in Cambridge on Dickeya solani
sequenced prior to 2015.

The conservation of the genomes between the D. solani-infecting Ackermannviridae
family members isolated across three countries and five years would seem to suggest that
these phages are successful at maintaining their presence in the environment. Whether
they are transient in the environment occurring only in the presence of D. solani, or if they
maintain their presence via another reservoir(s) remains to be tested. However, this previous
work has shown that representatives of this family could be found a year apart from aquatic
samples of an environment not thought to contain D. solani. Sequencing showed that some
of these isolates are members of the same genus as the phages isolated from terrestrial
environments in which D. solani is present. Despite this high level of genome identity, the
host range of these phages differs, with some of the viruses reported to form plaques on
Pectobacterium species [48] as well as multiple Dickeya species [50, 53]. This genus of
phages therefore warranted further investigation to determine the reason for this apparently
differing host range.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Genome of the Dickeya solani phage JA15

The phage JA15 was isolated in 2014 from a water sample taken in Cambridge [10] and has
an Ackermannviridae family morphology as shown in Fig 3.1b. In this electron micrograph,
the phage is shown whilst the tail is contracted, similar to LIMEstone1 in Fig 3.1a, whilst
XF4 in Fig 3.1c shows the tail at its full length. JA15 is phenotypically indistinguishable
from XF4; it is capable of facilitating generalised transduction at a frequency of over 10-5

transductants per plaque forming unit (PFU) and it forms lysates with a titre of over 1010

PFU per mL [10]. It is also only capable of forming plaques on strains of D. solani and not
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Dickeya species Pectobacterium species Other species

D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 P. carotovorum SCRI 193 Serratia sp. ATCC 39006
D. dadantii 3937 P. carotovorum ATCC 39048 Serratia plymuthica A153
D. dianthicola NCPPB 453 P. atrosepticum SCRI 1043 Serratia marcescens Sma12
D. dadantii subsp. Escherichia coli DH5α

dieffenbachiae NCPPB 2976 Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01
D. zeae NCPPB 3532 Pantoea agglomerans 3Rc14
D. paradisiaca NCPPB 2511 Serratia marcescens Sma3888
D. dadantii Ech703 Citrobacter rodentium ICC169
D. dianthicola IPO 980 Citrobacter rodentium DBS100
Dickeya sp. MK7 Xenorhabdus luminescens 3Rp5
Dickeya sp. CSL RW240

Table 3.3 Hosts not lysed by Ackermannviridae family phages isolated on D. solani including
LIMEstone1, XF4, XF16 and JA15. Data in this table referencing genera other than Dickeya,
Serratia and Pectobacterium were obtained by Jiyoon Ahn [10].

other species or genera tested, in keeping with other members of the Limestonevirus genus as
shown in Table 3.3. It was therefore considered highly likely that JA15 would be a member
of the Limestonevirus genus in keeping with all other D. solani-infecting members of the
Ackermannviridae family. In order to compare JA15 to other Limestonevirus phages and
determine any variations between them, JA15 was genomically sequenced.

JA15 has a circular double-stranded genome 153650 bp in length, with a GC content
of 49.2% and 188 predicted genes. A map of the genome can be seen in Fig 3.2 and more
detailed annotation of the open reading frames can be found in Appendix A.6. It shares 97%
DNA identity with XF4, with the main areas of difference being regions encoding homing
endonucleases and hypothetical proteins. A comparison of this phage with the previously
published phage LIMEstone1, showed over 96% nucleotide identity, therefore it would also
be placed in the genus Limestonevirus. As with XF4, the major areas of difference again
consist of genes predicted to encode homing endonucleases and hypothetical proteins. These
genes are highlighted in Fig 3.2. Homing endonucleases are mobile genetic elements found
throughout phage genomes that facilitate genetic reshuffling [60]. It is therefore unsurprising
that the main differences between the phages are located in these sites, however there are
no putative annotated genes surrounding these endonucleases which differ. The only other
annotated gene that differs between the three phages is a 5’(3’) DNase, although the impact
of this variation is unclear. Aside from this, each phage has between three and seven open
reading frames with no annotated function that differ.
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Fig. 3.2 Map of the genome of JA15. The outer grey ring marks open reading frames whilst
the middle ring categorises the proposed functions of these genes. The green highlighted
areas on the outer ring indicate areas of the JA15 genome that differ from the genome of the
LIMEstone1 and XF4 phages and are discussed further in the text. The yellow areas on the
outer ring highlight genes targeted by CRISPR systems in Dickeya species as discussed later
in the chapter.

3.2.2 Tail spike proteins of Dickeya solani phages

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, it was discovered that the phages XF4, 11 and 16
showed variation in their tail spike proteins (TSPs), the structures responsible for recognition
of the host bacterial cell [22]. Members of the Ackermannviridae family have up to four
TSPs [6] and the previously isolated D. solani-infecting LIMEstone1 was found to possess
three. This is the same for the three XF phages and, whilst XF4 and XF11 share 100%
nucleotide identity in their TSPs, the TSPs of XF4 and XF16, named TSP1, TSP2 and TSP4
following the LIMEstone1 nomenclature [8], differ. A translated nucleotide comparison of
these three TSPs can be seen in Fig 3.3. Whilst there is overall conservation of TSP1 (Fig
3.3a) between the two phages, sharing 88% amino acid identity, TSP2 (Fig 3.3b) and TSP4
(Fig 3.3c) are clearly quite different. Whilst the N-termini of the proteins are conserved, it
would appear that the rest of the protein is quite different. The much shorter length of the
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proteins in XF4 when compared to XF16 could suggest that there has been a truncation or
extension, particularly for TSP4. TSP2 appears to be a very different protein between the
two phages aside from the N-terminal conservation, and threading modelling showed no
structural conservation (data not shown). It is therefore very interesting that these two phages
are phenotypically identical and share the same host range, despite these differences in two
out of the three tail spike proteins.

XF4

XF16

TSP4TSP2TSP1a a a

Fig. 3.3 Translated nucleotide comparison of tail spike proteins between XF4 and XF16. Red
bars indicate areas of amino acid identity, with darker bars denoting higher identity.

Whilst the genomes of the four phages isolated in Poland have been published, the authors
did not investigate the TSPs of these phages in any detail. In order to determine if variations
between the TSPs of XF4 and XF16 were a novel finding, or if it were common among
the Ackermannviridae family phages of D. solani, a comparison of TSPs was performed.
Phylogenetic trees generated from the amino acid sequence of these proteins are shown in
Fig. 3.4.

The same clustering pattern is observed in all three phylogenetic trees. XF16 clusters
with the phages D5 and PD10.3, whilst all of the other phages cluster with XF4. All tail
spike proteins within each cluster are identical except for the TSP1 XF16 cluster, in which
there is single amino acid difference between XF16 and the two Polish phages, a substitution
of serine to glycine at position 81. The lack of structural data makes it difficult to determine
the significance of this substitution, but a threading model of XF16 TSP1 produced using
the I-TASSER suite [184], and shown in Fig. 3.5, suggests that this substitution is located
on the surface of the protein. The closest structural homologue is the TSP of another
Ackermannviridae family member CBA120, which forms a homotrimer around a Zn2+ that
interacts with a histidine at position 25 [40]. Position 25 has been marked on the predicted
XF16 structure in Fig. 3.5 and is instead a phenylalanine, so the assembly of a polymeric
structure may occur differently, if at all, as the two proteins share low sequence identity.
The substitution at position 81 therefore, based on this model, would have no obvious effect
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Fig. 3.4 Phylogenetic tree of the amino acid sequences of TSP1 (a), TSP2 (b) and TSP4 (c)
from sequenced D. solani phages. Tree calculated using the Maximum Likelihood method
with branch lengths measured as the number of substitutions per site out of a total of 497,
204 and 504 positions respectively. Shown are the trees with the highest log likelihood which
is -2370.15, -969.64 and -2039.29 respectively.
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Fig. 3.5 I-TASSER model of TSP1 of XF16. The N-terminal and presumed baseplate binding
domain is located at the top of this model, with the presumed host interaction domain(s)
located at the bottom. C-score = -0.59, Estimated TM-score = 0.64±0.13 , Estimated RMSD
= 8.9±4.6Å
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on protein-protein interactions or enzyme-substrate interactions, and would require further
experimentation.

3.2.3 Adsorption to Dickeya species

So far the only major difference discovered between XF4 and XF16 is at the sequence
level. Phenotypically, and morphologically, they have been found to be the same. The
phenotypes tested included transduction capability and host range, with both being able
to form plaques on D. solani only. The formation of plaques is indicative of a full and
productive lytic infection cycle, however, it is possible for a phage to begin this cycle and
for it to be non-productive for a variety of reasons, often linked to host factors [89]. Whilst
the host range of XF4 and XF16 is the same, despite the differences observed in their TSPs,
it is possible that these changes may affect the adsorption of the phages to a potential host
cell, even though they may not complete the infection cycle [139]. Adsorption experiments
were therefore performed with the two phages, testing their adsorption to strains of five other
Dickeya species as well as D. solani.

The black line in the top panel of Fig. 3.6 shows the adsorption pattern of XF4 to D.
solani. The steep drop in the line in the first few minutes of the time series is indicative of
adsorption to the host cells. The subsequent increase in the number of free phage that ended
up exceeding the initial titre is likely the result of host cell lysis and release of phage progeny.
This is a typical adsorption curve for a host in which the phage is able to complete a full
replicative cycle. The phage titres when incubated with the bacteria represented in blue, D.
zeae and D. paradisiaca, showed no real change across the time series. This suggested that
these cells were non-permissive for the phage XF4 and do not possess the required receptor(s)
for infection to be initiated. XF4 did however appear to adsorb to the species represented in
pink, as demonstrated by the steep decline in free phage in the first few timepoints. There
was no subsequent increase in phage levels however, even over four hours (data not shown).
This suggests that, for these bacteria, the phages were able to adsorb to the cell, but were
unable to complete a productive replicative cycle.

The same pattern for all six Dickeya species was observed in the lower panel of Fig. 3.6.
XF16 was capable of adsorbing to the same three species, D. dianthicola, D. chrysanthemi
and D. dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae, but did not complete a replicative cycle. The portion of
the D. solani curve in which the amount of free phage remained relatively stable between four
and thirty-two minutes is characteristic of the latent period, in which replication of new phage
particles occurs. This was not observed for XF4 and could suggest that XF16 had a slower
replication cycle. The number of phage also does not decrease as much in the lower panel
as it does in the upper panel. This could suggest different rates of adsorption and infection.
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Fig. 3.6 Adsorption data for XF4 and XF16 on six Dickeya species. Experiments consist
of three repeats, points represent averages and error bars show standard error of the mean.
Experiments involved incubation of 1x109 phages with 1x1010 host bacteria in liquid culture,
resulting in a multiplicity of infection of 0.1. Samples were taken at increasing time intervals
over an hour and immediately mixed with chloroform to kill bacterial cells. The samples were
then serially diluted and plated on a semi-solid agar top lawn of the hosts to determine the
phage titre. Adsorption is indicated by a decreasing titre of free phage particles, suggesting
that they are no longer in solution and have instead adsorbed to the bacterial cells.
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However, these data show that the adsorption of XF4 and XF16 was not significantly affected
by the observed differences in TSPs. The effect (if any) of this difference therefore remains
to be determined.

3.2.4 CRISPR immunity to XF4 and XF16

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)-associated systems
are bacterial immunity systems that function by introducing site-specific double-stranded
DNA breaks in invading viral DNA. This specificity is conferred by short sequences, known
as spacers, which are found in CRISPR arrays in the bacterial genome and match sequences
found in the phage genome. These spacers are transcribed into CRISPR RNAs, which,
upon hybridisation with target phage sequences, recruit Cas nucleases which cause the
double-stranded breaks [83]. This is an effective immunity system employed by bacteria,
first reported in 1993 [116], that has recently become one of the most high-profile areas of
biological research as it can be adapted for gene editing [5].

The patterns seen for the adsorption, in which both XF4 and XF16 are able to adsorb to
three hosts but not form plaques, are indicative of abortive infection, most likely due to a
host factor, which could include CRISPR. Thanks to the high level of interest surrounding
CRISPR, it is now possible to screen bacterial genomes for CRISPR arrays bioinformatically.
All six hosts used for the adsorption experiments were screened, and all were found to contain
CRISPR arrays, with most containing at least four, as summarised in Table 3.4.

Bioinformatic searching of the XF4, XF16 and JA15 genomes to identify any sequences
matching the spacers in these six Dickeya species revealed that D. dianthicola NCPBB
453 possessed three spacers that had 100% nucleotide identity to all three, and that D.
chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 and D. dianthicola NCPBB 453 both possessed three that shared
over 82% identity with regions of the genomes. The six spacers found in D. dianthicola and
the corresponding regions of the three genomes are shown in Fig. 3.7. Two of the spacers
which share 100 % nucleotide identity to the phage genomes match genes with no known
function, whilst the other matches a putative exonuclease. The other three share a lower but
significant nucleotide identity with the genomes, and match genes annotated as a dNMP
kinase, a baseplate tail tube initiator and an unknown structural protein. The location of
the genes encoding these proteins are marked on the JA15 genome in Fig. 3.2. The four
annotated proteins are likely important for the viral lifecycle, therefore it may be difficult for
the phages to mutate to evade these CRISPR sequences. These CRISPR arrays also match
homologous sequences in other members of the Limestonevirus genus including LIMEstone1,
D3 and PD10.3.
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D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402
Array 1 2 3 4
Spacers 25 16 10 24
Location 760417-

758887
769121-
770109

775725-
775097

1589261-
1587642

D. dianthicola NCPBB 453
Array 1 2 3 4 5
Spacers 18 10 4 8 9
Location 1480224-

1479002
1513662-
1512967

3542969-
3542697

3756775-
376266

3765940-
3766510

D. dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae NCPBB 2976
Array 1 2 3 4
Spacers 39 5 29 16
Location 385677-

387477
387604-
387938

701182-
702892

703184-
704192

D. paradisiaca NCPBB 2511
Array 1 2 3 4
Spacers 43 62 3 13
Location 816259-

813648
824846-
828651

3876682-
3876469

4132455-
4131633

D. solani MK10
Array 1
Spacers 3
Location 3947816-

3948025

D. zeae NCPBB 3532
Array 1 2 3 4 5
Spacers 8 10 8 16 22
Location 953830-

953232
963026-
962288

3736657-
3737167

3743264-
3742276

3752680-
3754030

Table 3.4 Summary of the CRISPR arrays and number of spacers found in the genomes of
six Dickeya species using CRISPRDetect [26].
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CRISPR Array 1 Spacer 3 [1480062-480029] 
 5' --------AUAUUCCUGAGGGGUGCGCAGGUCACUCACGAUA-------- 3' 
            |||||||||||| || ||||| ||||||||||||         
 3' CGGGTAAGTATAAGGACTCCTCATGCGTCTAGTGAGTGCTATATTACATG 5' 

XF4_041 XF16_045 JA15_041 putative dNMP kinase 

 Score: 28

CRISPR Array 1 Spacer 5 [1479929-1479897] 
 5' --------AACCAUGCGGCGCAGGGUAACGUUGCCAAUCAG-------- 3' 
            |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||         
 3' CGTGGAAGTTGGTACGCCGCGTCCCATTGCAACGGTTAGTCGTCCGTAC 5' 

    XF4_044 XF16_048 JA15_048 hypothetical protein 

 Score: 33

CRISPR Array 1 Spacer 6 [1479864-1479831]
 

 
 5' --------CCUUCAGAUGAUGUGUAUGGUUGCCGGAAUGCCA-------- 3'

             || |||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||         
 3' AGAGCAAGAGAGGTCTACTACACATACCAACGACCTTACGGTCCCCATCC 5' 

XF4_047 XF16_051 JA15_047 putative baseplate-tail initiator 

 Score: 28

CRISPR Array 1 Spacer 8 [1479732-1479698] 
 5' --------CUUUGAUCCAGACUAUCGGCGGCCUGCUGAUGUUU-------- 3' 
            |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||         
 3' CCCACAAGGAAACTAGGTCTGATAGCCGCCGGACGACTACAAACTTCTTTT 5' 

XF4_054 XF16_058 JA15_054 hypothetical protein 

 Score: 35

CRISPR Array 2 Spacer 9 [1513098-1513066] 
 5' --------AUGUUCAAGCAGCUGUUCCCCUAUCUGAACAAG-------- 3' 
            |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||         
 3' TGTACAAGTACAAGTTCGTCGACAAGGGGATAGACTTGTTCTACTGGTT 5' 

XF4_121 XF16_121 JA15_122 putative exonuclease
 

 Score: 33

CRISPR Array 2 Spacer 10 [1513033-1513000] 
 5' --------UUCGGCAAGUCUACUGACAAAGGCCAGGUGACUG-------- 3' 
            || ||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||         
 3' TTAAGAAGAAACCGTTCAGACGACTGTTTCCGGTCCACTGACTTCGGATA 5' 

XF4_079 XF16_081 JA15_079 unknown structural protein
 

 Score: 30

Fig. 3.7 Sequence of six D. dianthicola NCPBB 453 CRISPR spacers that match with
sequences in the XF4, XF16 and JA15 genomes discovered using CRISPRTarget [25].
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CRISPR Array 4 Spacer 8 [1588768-1588735] 
 5' --------GCUAUUGUUGAAGGUCGCCUGAACCUGACUGUCA-------- 3' 
            || || ||||||||||| ||||||||||| ||||         
 3' ACAACAAGCGGTAGCAACTTCCAGCAGACTTGGACTGCCAGTAGTTGGCG 5' 

XF4_042 XF16_046 JA15_042 putative thymidylate synthase
 

 Score: 26

CRISPR Array 4 Spacer 9 [1588702-1588670] 

 5' --------AAGUGUCAUAAUUGCCAACAGAUGAAUGGCUGG-------- 3' 
            || |||||||| |||||  | ||||||||||||         
 3' AGGCCAAATTTACAGTATTGACGGTATTGTACTTACCGACCCGCAAACT 5' 

XF4_176 XF16_178 JA15_176 putative DNA polymerase 

 Score: 23

XF16_076 JA15_073 putative DNA primase

CRISPR Array 4 Spacer 10 [1588637-1588606]

 
 3' TCCTGAAGAGTTTCCGACACACTATCAGGTGGGTAAATGGGTATGGGT 5' 
            |||||||| || || |||||||||||||||||         
 5' --------UCAAAGGCGGUAUGGUAGUCCACCCAUUUACC-------- 3' 

 
 5' --------UCAAAGGCGGUAUGGUAGUCCACCCAUUUACC-------- 3' 
            |||||||| |||||||| ||||||||||||||         
 3' TCCTGAAGAGTTTCCGACATACCATTAGGTGGGTAAATGGGTATGGGT 5' 

XF4_073 putative DNA primase 

 Score: 28

Fig. 3.8 Sequence of three D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 CRISPR spacers that match with
sequences in the XF4 genome discovered using CRISPRTarget [25].

D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 possesses three CRISPR arrays which match sequences
in the XF4 genome. These are shown in Fig. 3.8 and match genes annotated as a DNA
polymerase, a DNA primase and a thymidylate synthase. These are again likely critical
for the viral life cycle, limiting the ability of the virus to mutate and escape this bacterial
defence. The sequences are also conserved in XF16 and JA15, apart from the DNA primase,
the sequence of which is shown in Fig. 3.8 and shows minor nucleotide variations. The
locations of the genes encoding these proteins are marked on the JA15 genome in Fig. 3.2.

It is therefore possible that the reason XF4 and XF16 are able to adsorb to D. chrysanthemi
and D. dianthicola but not undergo a full lytic cycle is due to the action of the CRISPR
systems of the host bacteria, which can recognise multiple sequences within the phage and
cleave the DNA, aborting the infection. This is only a hypothesis however, and requires
experimental testing. It remains a mystery why D. dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae exhibits
the same adsorption phenotype, as none of its CRISPR arrays match sequences within the
phage genomes.
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3.3 Discussion

Members of the Ackermannviridae family have been isolated using D. solani in three Eu-
ropean countries over several years, from both soil and aquatic environments. Prior to this
project, 77 such phages had been isolated from sewage outflow and river water in Cambridge
and were all found to be capable of forming plaques on D. solani only. Genomic sequencing
of four representatives showed a high conservation of gene order and nucleotide identity of
over 90% with previous isolates from Poland and Belgium, placing all sequenced Dickeya-
infecting Ackermannviridae family phages in the same genus: Limestonevirus. The majority
of the differences between the phage genomes were found to be contained within homing
endonucleases and hypothetical proteins.

A comparison of the TSPs of XF4 and XF16, which have the same host range, showed
them to differ quite significantly. There is homology between the proteins at the N-terminus,
but the XF4 proteins are considerably shorter than their XF16 counterparts, which could be
the result of a truncation or extension, or they could be different proteins altogether. These
two variants of the proteins are found in all other D. solani-infecting Ackermannviridae
family members, with phages from the UK and Poland clustering into both of the categories.
It is however interesting to see that the differences between TSPs are found in phages isolated
in different locations (Poland and the UK) and from different environmental sources (soil and
water), and yet there is no obvious pattern that links to the reported host range of these phages.
Whilst all the other phages are reported to plaque on D. solani only, the four phages isolated
in Poland are reported to have a wider host range to include other Dickeya species and even
Pectobacterium genus members. The phages D3 and D5 are reported to share identical host
ranges among Dickeya species [48, 49], yet cluster separately in all three trees in Fig. 3.4.
The same is also true for PD10.3 and 23.1, which are reported to infect the same Dickeya
and Pectobacterium species [50]. It would therefore appear that these differences have no
obvious phenotypic effect. Further investigation, including structural characterisation, would
be needed to fully understand the differences between these two proteins, and it would be
interesting to test whether the TSPs are functionally interchangeable between the phages.

Adsorption experiments showed no obvious phenotypic effect of the differences in TSPs
as XF4 and XF16 were found to have the same adsorption profile. However, they did reveal
that the two phages are capable of adsorbing to three hosts on which they do not form
plaques. Bioinformatic searching showed that two of these hosts contain CRISPR arrays that
match likely conserved sequences within both phage genomes. This could be a contributing
factor to the lack of lysis observed in these hosts following adsorption. The reason for the
non-productive infection in the third host remains unknown, as it does not contain matching
CRISPR arrays. It would be assumed that this adsorption pattern would be the same in other
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members of the Limestonevirus genus, as bioinformatic searching showed that the same
CRISPR arrays match sequences in these genomes as well (data not shown).

The similarity between the phages isolated from aquatic sources in Cambridge and
those isolated from the soil and potato rhizosphere in mainland Europe is remarkable, with
a nucleotide identity of over 90%. D. solani is not thought to be established in the UK,
as the few isolated cases that have been reported were found in seed originating outside
of the UK [168], therefore the origin of the phages isolated around Cambridge remains
a mystery. Testing so far has shown that these phages are capable of forming individual
plaques on strains of D. solani only. The isolation of the XF and JA phages a year apart
suggests maintenance of the viral population, which would logically require the presence of a
permissive host in this environment. This therefore leads to two possibilities for the origin of
these phages. The more troublesome prospect is that, despite current thinking and the results
of extensive testing by the Scottish government [17], D. solani is present in the environment
around Cambridge. The lack of similar testing in England makes this a distinct possibility.
However, it is also possible that there are other, as yet undiscovered, hosts of these phages
present in the environment. For example, a novel species of Dickeya, Dickeya aquatica, has
been isolated from waterways in England [127], and so far has only been identified in aquatic
environments. It is, therefore, a formal possibility that this species could be an environmental
host for the phages isolated here, but this has not yet been tested.

The majority of the interest in phages of D. solani stems from their potential usage as
biocontrol agents to reduce the economic losses it inflicts. Many of the previous studies
have therefore assessed the stability and potency of these phages, and conducted experiments
in planta or even in the field [8, 48, 50, 53]. However, work performed previously in this
laboratory showed that all the Ackermannviridae family members tested, mainly from the XF
and JA phages but also including LIMEstone1, are capable of facilitating the transduction of
chromosomal and plasmid markers between D. solani cells. The potential for this to occur in
the field suggests that these phages are not the most suitable for use as biocontrol agents, as
it is possible that this would facilitate the transfer of virulence and resistance genes between
bacterial cells. It does however make them very useful in a laboratory setting for routine
genetic manipulation of D. solani.

This project began with a discrepancy surrounding the reported host range of Ackerman-
nviridae family phages isolated on D. solani. Despite genome identity of over 90%, the
host range of four phages isolated in Poland has been reported to include species of Dickeya
other than D. solani [50, 53] and even species of Pectobacterium [48]. This was in contrast
to the reported host range of the LIMEstone phages discovered in a similar environment
in Belgium [8] and that of the phages isolated in Cambridge, all of which were capable of
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forming plaques on D. solani species only. Critical analysis of the methods detailed in the
papers concerning the Polish phages revealed that the reported host range was derived by
undiluted spot tests. This involves placing a spot of phage lysate onto a semi-solid agar
lawn containing the host bacteria, allowing it to dry and incubating overnight. Observance
of a zone of clearing after incubation was taken by the authors to indicate lytic infection.
However, it is known that clearing can be due to the phenomenon of ‘lysis from without’,
in which membrane disruption due to high phage titres causes cell lysis instead of phage
infection [85]. It is therefore best practice to fully titrate the phage by serially diluting the
phage lysate and incubating spots of the dilution series on a top lawn. This allows, in a
productive infection, the observation of individual plaques. Presence of individual plaques
is the accepted marker for phage infection in this laboratory and in much of the literature.
The reported host range of these Polish phages may therefore be questionable. Following
the methods of Czajkowski et al., I was also able to see clearing, but not individual plaques,
on Pectobacterium strains from an undiluted lysate of the phages discussed in this chapter
(data not shown). The CRISPR spacers discussed in this chapter also match sequences in the
Polish phages, which may conflict with the reports that these phages can infect these hosts
[53]. Whilst I cannot say that the reported host range of these four phages is inaccurate or an
artefact of the experimental procedure, it would be important to retest these results following
best practice. In the absence of this confirmation, I remain to be convinced by these results.



Chapter Four

The capsule of Dickeya solani

4.1 Introduction

Infection of a host cell commences upon the adsorption of the phage particle to surface
receptors, therefore the host range of a phage is largely determined by the receptors it
recognises [139]. Knowledge of the receptor(s) of the phage is key when considering it for
use in phage therapy. To prevent the development of resistance, it has been suggested that,
following the protocols now in place for antibiotic usage, phages should be used in cocktails
of multiple phages targeting different receptors, to reduce the likelihood of phage-resistant
mutants developing [68]. Host receptors should therefore be identified in order to better
predict the host range of a phage, lowering the risk of unintended off-target effects.

Reports on Ackermannviridae family phages have suggested that the bacterial polysac-
charide capsule is a key host receptor for these phages. Wetter et al. [175], working with
Salmonella enterica, showed that transfer of the capsular polysaccharide synthesis (cps) gene
cluster into a previously non-permissive E. coli strain using a plasmid rendered the host
permissive to infection by the Salmonella Ackermannviridae family phage ViI. Hsu et al.
[77] discovered a Klebsiella pnuemoniae Ackermannviridae family phage unable to infect
strains lacking a KN2 capsule and identified a corresponding capsule depolymerase. Previous
work in this laboratory also generated mutants of D. solani resistant to the phage XF4 using
transposon mutagenesis [117], with many of the transposon insertion sites mapping to the
predicted cps cluster [10, 65]. The genes disrupted match those thought to be involved in the
synthesis pathway of GDP-L-fucose proposed by Wu et al. [? ] in Helicobacter, which is
shown in Fig. 4.1. Whilst the capsules of Salmonella and Klebsiella have been well studied
due to their role in virulence [125, 133], the capsule of D. solani has not; therefore its role in
D. solani was investigated.
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Fig. 4.1 Synthesis pathway for GDP-L-fucose (proposed by Wu et al. in Helicobacter)
annotated with D. solani cps cluster encoded proteins.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Phage-resistant mutants of D. solani

Previous work in this laboratory has generated phage-resistant mutants of D. solani using
transposon mutagenesis. This is an established method that uses a plasmid-transposon
(plasposon) capable of stably inserting into the chromosome to randomly mutagenise a
host [117]. Phage-resistant mutants are isolated by simultaneously selecting for antibiotic
resistance, to detect the transposon, and phage-resistance to acquire mutants in which
the transposon disrupted a gene necessary for phage infection. The insertion site for the
transposon can then be determined via random-primed PCR, which uses both transposon
specific and random primers.

In previous work 21 independent mutants resistant to the phage XF4 were generated, and
12 of them mapped to the same genetic cluster, shown in Fig. 4.2, thought to encode the
cps cluster in D. solani MK10 [10, 65]. The functional annotations for all eight genes are
shown in Table 4.1. The transposons were found to be inserted in the first five genes in the
cluster, with none in the final three genes (fcl, wbeA and wbpZ). As shown in Fig. 4.2, there
are multiple ribosome binding sites and promoters within this gene cluster, particularly in the
final few genes. It is therefore possible that these genes are transcribed separately and that
they may not be involved in formation of the receptor(s) for the phage. It is also a formal
possibility that these genes have functional homologues elsewhere in the genome, or that
lethality might arise upon their disruption.
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Fig. 4.2 Map of the predicted cps cluster of D. solani MK10. Promoters were predicted using
BPROM [155], ribosome binding sites and rho-independent terminators were predicted with
RegRNA 2.0 [38].

Gene Functional annotation

cpsB mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase/mannose-6-phosphate isomerase
cpsG phosphomannomutase/phosphoglucomutase
gmd GDP-mannose 4,6-dehydratase
wzm ABC transporter permease
wzt ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
fcl GDP-L-fucose synthase
wbeA RfaB family glycosyltransferase
wbpZ RfaB family glycosyltransferase

Table 4.1 Functional annotation of the D. solani cps cluster

In the previous mutagenesis screens, the selection for both antibiotic and phage resistance
occurred simultaneously, applying a double pressure on the cells. Whilst this double selection
is highly efficient and effective at generating phage-resistant mutants, it is possible that this
method biases selection towards insertion sites that are more common or more stable and that
the original screens may have missed other mutants, either in the three final genes of the cps
cluster or elsewhere within the genome. Access to a transposon mutant library within this
laboratory allowed testing of this hypothesis, with the screening split into two independent
stages. Over 11,000 mutants existed in the library, all of which contained stable insertions
of the transposon and were antibiotic resistant. This library was screened for resistance to
the phage XF4, with 118 mutants proving to be resistant. The location of the transposons in
these mutants was determined by random-primed PCR and revealed 44 independent insertion
sites throughout the genome. A summary of the results is shown in Table 4.2.

Consistent with previous findings, the majority of mutants had transposons located in
the predicted cps cluster. This encompassed all eight genes in the predicted cps cluster
including, for the first time, the final three genes, suggesting that either the simultaneous
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Group Cps cluster LPS cluster Intergenic
Gene cpsB cpsG gmd wzm wzt fcl wbeA wbpZ rfaL rfaB Various
No. 4 2 3 7 7 10 3 2 1 1 4

Total 38 2 4

Table 4.2 Genes disrupted by transposon insertion in mutants of D. solani MK10 resistant to
XF4. Insertion sites were identified using random-primed PCR.

double selection, or potentially just the smaller sample size of the previous mutagenesis, was
the reason that these three genes were not detected in the earlier data. This does however
suggest that all eight genes are essential for formation of the phage receptor(s), making it
likely that it is a component of the full capsule that acts as the receptor(s).

Six of the phage-resistant mutants hit regions of the genome that did not feature in the
previous screens. These included two in a cluster of genes that, based on the annotation, are
likely related to LPS biosynthesis. The transposons occur in genes annotated as an O-antigen
ligase family protein RfaL (also known as WaaL) and a glycosyltransferase family 1 protein
RfaB, which are shown in their genomic context in Fig. 4.3. The rfa gene cluster, in E.
coli, has been found to contain many of the genes for LPS biosynthesis [152], and LPS also
functions as a host receptor for many phages, including the classical T4 phage [173]. RfaL
is responsible for linking the O-antigen to the LPS core by an unknown process [178], and
RfaB is involved in modification of sugars in the inner core [157]. It is therefore possible
that LPS is in some way involved in recognition of D. solani by the phage XF4.

8000600040002000

Heptosyltransferase RfaC

heptosyltransferase III

glycosyltransferase family 1 protein

O-antigen ligase RfaL

glycosyltransferase family 9

RfaB glycosyltransferase family 1

pantetheine-phosphate adenylyltransferase
glycosyltransferase family 2

3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid transferase

NZ_CM001839.1[4661381..4671161]
9781 bp

Fig. 4.3 Map of an LPS-related cluster in D. solani. Genes highlighted in burgundy are those
disrupted by transposons in phage-resistant mutants of D. solani.

The other four phage-resistant mutants all have transposons inserted in different intergenic
regions of the genome. Based on the location of predicted ribosome binding sites and
terminators, these likely affect one gene, as summarised in Table 4.3, but could also have
downstream effects on other neighbouring genes shown in Fig. 4.4. The transposon inserted
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at base 1719393 is downstream of a putrescine aminotransferase, as shown in Fig. 4.4a.
Putrescine transferases are involved in the regulation of polyamines within bacterial cells,
which in turn regulate a variety of processes, including protein synthesis and development
[35]. The insertion is before the predicted Rho-independent terminator for this protein,
therefore it may interrupt synthesis of this enzyme which could have a wide range of effects,
consequently it is possible that the phage-resistance phenotype is an indirect outcome of the
disruption. The insertion at base 2343784 is upstream of a gene encoding a MarC family
protein and the opp gene cluster, as shown in Fig. 4.4b. MarC family proteins were thought
to be involved in multiple antibiotic resistance, however this has since been disputed [111]
and the role for MarC remains undefined. The Opp proteins are involved in oligopeptide
transport and are thought to be involved in environmental sensing, nutritional uptake and
virulence [189]. The transposon most likely disrupts the gene encoding the MarC family
protein alone, but it is unclear as to why disruption of this gene confers phage resistance.

Genome position Gene affected

166390 Phage tail fibre protein
1719393 Putrescine aminotransferase
2185898 Formate C-acetyltransferase
2343784 MarC family protein

Table 4.3 Intergenic regions of the D. solani genome disrupted by transposons that result in
resistance to the phage XF4.

The transposon inserted at base 2185898 occurs in the middle of a predicted two gene
operon shown in Fig. 4.4c concerning formate, featuring a formate transmembrane transporter
FocA and a formate C-acetyltransferase (pyruvate formate lyase). The transposon is inserted
between the two genes, but likely disrupts only the formate C-acetyltransferase. These
enzymes are involved in glucose metabolism in anaerobic conditions [96], and so, again,
it is likely that the phage-resistance phenotype is an indirect effect. Base 166390 in the D.
solani genome is in a region that, in the published genome, is intergenic and surrounded by
phage structural genes and a transposase that match similar regions found in other Dickeya
species. This region of the genome was identified by Golanowska et al. as a prophage of
‘questionable’ nature, lacking a full set, or subset, of prophage genes [72]. Further analysis
of this region showed that one of the genes had been truncated in the published genome
and actually is predicted to extend into the area disrupted by the transposon. The updated
prophage region of the genome is shown in Fig. 4.4d and features a transposase, a tail fibre
assembly protein and three phage tail collar fibre proteins, one of which is disrupted by the
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transposon. It is interesting that disruption of a prophage gene results in resistance to phage,
and, whilst it is possible that this could be an example of superinfection immunity, in which
a phage resident in a host cell prevents infection by another phage [1], this would require
further investigation.

Selection of D. solani phage-resistant mutants in a two-step process has revealed a
number of mutants not identified in the two previous one-step screens. Several mutants
outside the capsule cluster were identified for the first time, however, none of these mutants
were transduced into a naive host cell. It is therefore possible that other mutations occurred
during the mutagenesis that were the true cause of the phage-resistance. If these mutants
were to be investigated further this would be a critical first step. The vast majority of the
mutants however are still contained within the predicted cps cluster, strongly suggesting
that the capsule is the key receptor for XF4. Little is known about the capsule of D. solani
however, and so its expression and role in virulence were investigated.

4.2.2 Expression of the D. solani capsule

The phage-resistant mutants were generated using a plasposon which, when integrated,
contains a promoterless lacZ gene [117]. By measuring the production of β -galactosidase,
the gene product of lacZ, which cleaves methylumbelliferyl-β -D-galactopyranoside (MUG)
to generate the fluorophore 4-methylumbelliferone, the transcription of the genes disrupted
by the transposon can be assessed. This MUG assay was performed whilst monitoring the
growth of D. solani in liquid culture to determine the timing of capsular gene expression.
The transposon mutants used had been transduced into a naive Lac− background to eliminate
the possibility of unknown mutations elsewhere in the genome affecting results.

The expression of two genes, cpsB and wzt, was measured in LB using the appropriate
mutants and is shown in Fig. 4.5. These genes were chosen as they represent the synthetic
and transport genes respectively (annotations shown in Table 4.1), and may occur in two
different operons as shown in Fig. 4.2. The native lacZ had been disrupted by another
transposon to create the Lac− strain, which was used as the recipient for the mutagenesis, and
is therefore the control as there should be no lacZ expression in this strain. The Lac− control
and both mutants grow at the same exponential rate up to four hours and then transition
into stationary phase in which the optical density varies slightly between the strains, but not
significantly, shown by the open symbols.

Four hours is also the peak in the β -galactosidase activity, shown by the closed symbols
in Fig. 4.5 and measured as relative fluorescence normalised to the OD of the culture. The
cpsB transposon mutant exhibits higher expression of β -galactosidase than the wzt mutant,
potentially because it is at the beginning of the cluster as opposed to wzt which is one gene
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Fig. 4.5 Expression of D. solani genes cpsB and wzt in LB. β -galactosidase activity does not
significantly differ between the two mutants with a p-value of 0.11. Experiments consisted
of three independent repeats; points represent averages and error bars denote standard error
of the mean.

down from a ribosome binding site, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The difference over the time
course is not statistically significant however, with a p-value of 0.11. This does however
suggest that, in rich media such as LB, capsule expression occurs at the transition between
the exponential and stationary phases and is therefore likely a response to nutrient limitation.
The reduction in the β -galactosidase activity following this peak is assumed to be due to
turnover of the enzyme itself and should not be interpreted as a reduction in gene expression.
A true measurement of gene expression would require isolation of mRNA and quantification
using PCR-based methods.

Bacteria do not generally exist in rich media such as LB, therefore it is unlikely that, in
the environment, the capsule is expressed at such a defined point as suggested by Fig. 4.5.
To investigate the effect of a more realistic, nutrient poor, environment, the same experiment
was performed in minimal medium with glucose as the sole carbon source and the results
can be seen in Fig. 4.6. As expected, β -galactosidase activity was less uniform in minimal
medium than in LB, and it is at a higher level, peaking at over 2000 Relative Fluorescence
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Units (RFU) compared to below 1000 RFU in LB. The levels of expression between the
two genes also significantly differ, with a p-value of 2.2x10−16. These data would suggest
constitutive expression of the cps cluster during all growth phases. This would agree with
the hypothesis that the capsule is expressed as a response to nutrient stress, which the cells
were experiencing throughout growth in minimal medium. The reduction in activity over the
time course is again likely due to enzyme turnover. The cultures used in these experiments
were pre-grown in LB, a rich medium, before washing and transfer to minimal medium. It is
therefore likely that the replicable initial large increase in activity observed is a response to
this nutritional down-shift.
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Fig. 4.6 Expression of D. solani genes cpsB and wzt in minimal media with glucose as
the sole carbon source. The β -galactosidase activity between the two mutants significantly
differs, with a p-value of 2.2x10−16. Experiments consisted of three independent repeats;
points represent averages and error bars denote standard error of the mean.

4.2.3 Capsule expression in response to different carbon sources

Some of the genes encoded by the predicted D. solani cps cluster have functional homologues
in GDP-L-fucose biosynthetic clusters in other bacteria such as Helicobacter [180] as well
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as eukaryotes including Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster [142]. The
Helicobacter pathway proposed by Wu et al. [180] is shown in Fig. 4.1 with the D. solani
homologues annotated. This shows that proteins encoded by the cpsB, cpsG, gmd and fcl
genes are likely involved in this pathway. Based on this proposed pathway, it was questioned
whether using mannose or fucose as a carbon source might feed into this pathway and alter the
expression of the cps genes. It was hypothesised that, if there were an effect, it would mostly
impact cpsB, as the cognate enzyme acts upstream of GDP-D-mannose and GDP-L-fucose
as shown in Fig. 4.1. Another MUG assay was therefore performed, comparing the Lac−

control with the cpsB mutant using glucose, fucose or mannose as the sole carbon source in
minimal media. The resultant data are shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Expression of cpsB in minimal media with glucose, fucose or mannose as the sole
carbon source. The β -galactosidase activity between the two mutants does not significantly
differ, with a p-value of 0.16. Experiments consisted of three independent repeats; points
represent averages and error bars denote standard error of the mean.

These data suggest that D. solani is unable to grow on fucose as a sole carbon source, as
the optical density stays relatively constant throughout the time series. It is able to grow on
mannose and reaches the same final optical density as when grown on glucose, but grows
at a slower rate, reaching stationary phase after fourteen instead of twelve hours, although
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this is not statistically significant. Matching the previous experiments in minimal media, the
expression of β -galactosidase is highest in the initial phase of growth and slowly decreases
over the time series. The expression is lower in the cells utilising mannose as a carbon source
and does not exhibit the initial spike seen in the cells using glucose, although overall the
curves do not differ significantly, as an ANOVA comparison has a p-value of 0.16. It is
possible however that the absence of this replicable initial spike is due to the incorporation
of exogenous mannose into the GDP-L-fucose pathway, as hypothesised.

4.2.4 The capsule as a virulence determinant in D. solani

The capsule of a bacterial cell can be considered a virulence factor, involved in adhesion,
immune evasion and environmental resilience [176], therefore the loss of the capsule can
expose the cell to environmental degradation or clearance by host responses. In antimicrobial
therapy it is advantageous for the target of the antibacterial agent to be a factor that is critical
for virulence or survival of the bacterial cell, as evolution of the bacteria to resist the therapy
may simultaneously make the cell less virulent [110]. In terms of D. solani, if the capsule
were found to be a virulence determinant, phages that utilise the capsule as a receptor could
be an effective phage therapy.

Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 show that, in liquid media, there is no effect on growth rate of D. solani
when the cps cluster is disrupted, suggesting that the lack of a capsule does not hinder growth.
This is not surprising however, as rich media are unlikely examples of environmental growth
conditions for the bacteria. To test the role of the capsule in virulence in a more biologically
relevant setting, assays were performed using potato tubers, a plant susceptible to D. solani
infection. Individual potatoes were injected with 100 cells of the Lac− (capsule+) mutant
at one end and 100 cells of the cpsB (capsule−) mutant at the other. The potatoes were
incubated over several days and at each timepoint the amount of rot was weighed and colony
forming units (CFU mL−1) were calculated from 1 g of rot. The resulting data are shown in
Fig. 4.8.

The first thing to note is that data could not be obtained after 48 hours, because after
this point the rot was so advanced that it had extended from the two sites to meet in the
middle of the potato and so rendered discrimination between the two bacteria impossible.
The data show that the CFU follow a similar trend in both bacteria, increasing after initial
application before stabilisation around 1x108 CFU mL−1. Rot is not generated in significant
quantities for the first 24 hours post-infection, but is then produced at an increasing rate up
to 48 hours. This suggests that, in the potato, it takes around 24 hours for the bacteria to
become established within the tuber and for virulence genes to be fully expressed. These
data agree with the finding that expression of the plant cell wall degrading enzymes, which
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Fig. 4.8 Grams of rot generated by capsule+ and capsule− D. solani and the corresponding
CFU mL−1 calculated from 1 g of rot. The amount of rot generated between the two
strains does not significantly differ, with a p-value of 0.17. Experiments consisted of three
independent repeats; points represent averages and error bars denote standard error of the
mean.

produce much of the rot, are under control of the density-dependent Vfm quorum sensing
system [120]. Whilst there does appear to be an increased amount of rot generated by the
capsule+ cells, it is not statistically significant compared to the rot generated by the capsule−

cells, as an ANOVA comparison elicits a p-value of 0.17. These data therefore show that,
although the capsule may have some impact on disease aggression, it does not seem to be
critical for virulence of D. solani in these conditions.

4.2.5 Cps clusters of other Dickeya species

A search of the literature shows no studies concerning the capsular polysaccharide of Dickeya
species. Whilst it is possible that capsular polysaccharide has been investigated in Erwinia
chrysanthemi, a previous taxonomic complex to which Dickeya belonged, it is difficult
to determine whether these studies were conducted with bacteria that are now known as
Dickeya. To the best of my knowledge, the only study concerning exopolysaccharide of
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bacteria identified as Dickeya investigated LPS of D. solani and reported that it was composed
of the rare monosaccharide 6-deoxyaltrose [124]. The capsule of Dickeya species therefore
warrants further research. Given the data already shown in this and previous chapters, and the
availability of genome sequences for representatives of several Dickeya species, comparison
of the putative cps clusters across strains of six Dickeya species were made.

Using the presence of a cpsB gene homologue as a marker for the capsule cluster, putative
cps clusters were identified from strains of six Dickeya species that were available for analysis;
these are listed in Table 4.4. A comparison of the cps clusters shows that two of the Dickeya
species have the same gene order and share high identity with the previously described D.
solani cps cluster. A comparison is shown in Fig. 4.9. This agrees with the adsorption data
presented in the previous chapter, which shows that phages are able to adsorb to these two
hosts as well as D. solani.

Dickeya species Genbank reference Predicted cps cluster

D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 NZ_CM001974.1 3868937-3889482
D. dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae
NCPBB 2976

NZ_CM001978.1 4087623-4098461

D. dianthicola NCPBB 453 NZ_CM001841.1 4000898-4011716
D. paradisiaca NCPBB 2511 NZ_CM001857.1 3797963-3819383
D. solani MK10 NZ_CM001839.1 4197400-4208299
D. zeae NCPBB 3532 NZ_CM001980.1 683393-710138

Table 4.4 Genbank references for six Dickeya species and location of the predicted cps
clusters.

A comparison of the cps cluster of D. solani MK10 with the clusters from D. chrysanthemi
402, D. zeae 3531 and D. paradisiaca 2511 however shows a greater difference. Schematic
maps of these cps clusters can be seen in Fig. 4.10. A comparison of the clusters of D. solani
with D. chrysanthemi shows that, whilst the D. chrysanthemi strain possesses the same eight
genes as D. solani MK10, there are also additional genes, including a transcriptional regulator
upstream and eight genes downstream that include transporter and synthesis genes. Whilst
these transporter genes are functional homologues of the wzm and wzt genes, they share low
nucleotide identity. Whether these additional genes are involved in capsular polysaccharide
synthesis therefore is unclear. The adsorption data presented in the previous chapter could be
interpreted to suggest that they are not, as D. solani phages were still able to adsorb to this
host.

The predicted cps cluster of D. zeae 3531 has the additional gene homologues seen in the
D. chrysanthemi 402 cluster, and features homologues of all eight genes present in the D.
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D. solani

D. dianthicola

D. dadantii subsp. 
dieffenbachiae

D. solani

Fig. 4.9 Translated nucleotide comparison of the predicted capsular polysaccharide synthesis
clusters of three Dickeya species. Red bars mark areas of conservation, with darker colours
showing higher conservation. Blue bars highlight areas of inversion.

solani MK10 cluster. These genes however appear in a different order, and have a series of
eight genes in the middle encoding mostly hypothetical products. In the previous chapter,
the adsorption data showed that D. solani phages could not adsorb to this host, suggesting
that this rearrangement and insertion, compared to the D. solani MK10 cluster, could have
significant effects on the capsular polysaccharide of the bacteria. This is also true of the
cps cluster of D. paradisiaca 2511, which is even more divergent as it lacks homologues of
the wzm and wzt genes which constitute the export machinery for capsular polysaccharide
[176]. In this host capsular polysaccharide is presumably exported via a different mechanism,
potentially using the other transport genes present in the cluster.

Comparison of the predicted cps clusters from these six hosts agrees with the previous
adsorption data and shows that, whilst the D. solani MK10 cluster is relatively small and
assumed to be self-contained, at least for synthesis and export to the periplasm, other species
of Dickeya possess more complicated cps clusters. Based on the hypothesis that the capsular
polysaccharide is the receptor for Ackermannviridae family phages, it would appear that
the phages presented here could have the potential to form plaques on a broader range of
Dickeya species than has been found. As discussed in the previous chapter, host systems such
as CRISPR likely contribute to the lack of plaque formation when tested in these specific
hosts, but it remains possible that other strains of these Dickeya species would be permissive
to Ackermannviridae family phages.
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Fig. 4.10 Maps of the predicted cps clusters from four Dickeya species. Functional homo-
logues based on the D. solani gene cluster are marked in blue. Hypothetical proteins are
marked in grey and other annotated genes in burgundy.
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4.3 Discussion

The phage-resistant mutants generated in this study, as well as work performed previously
in this laboratory [10, 65], strongly suggest that the capsular polysaccharide of D. solani is
responsible for recognition of the host cell by the Ackermannviridae family phages. Nearly
80% of the phage-resistant mutants generated in multiple rounds of transposon mutagenesis
were found in the same gene cluster, predicted to encode the capsular polysaccharide synthesis
(cps) pathway, with disruption to any of the eight genes resulting in resistance to the phage.
This is in agreement with reports concerning Ackermannviridae family phages of Klebsiella
and Salmonella species [77, 175] which showed that the capsule was necessary for infection.

Whilst the majority of phage-resistant mutants had transposons inserted in the predicted
cps cluster, two had mutations in an LPS-related cluster disrupting genes encoding for the
proteins RfaL and RfaB. These two proteins are involved in assembly and modification of
the LPS, which is a known receptor for other phages, including the well-studied T4 phage
[173]. It is therefore possible that LPS also interacts with the phage to facilitate infection. If
this were the case however, it would be expected that mutants defective in these genes might
appear more often, as deletions of rfa genes are not lethal in other bacteria [88]. It may be
more likely that these genes are indirectly affecting the interactions between the receptor(s)
and the phage. It is worth noting that these genes are on the opposite strand compared to
the other surrounding LPS-related genes shown in Fig. 4.3, suggesting an inversion event,
although whether this has significance is unknown. It is also worth highlighting, as shown in
Table 4.1, that the final two genes in the cps cluster, wbeA and wbpZ, are also members of the
RfaB family of glycosyltransferases, although it does not appear that they are functionally
redundant as disruption of any one of the three genes leads to phage-resistance. Four other
transposon mutants carried mutations that were found elsewhere in the genome, in intergenic
locations. Whilst it is not certain which genes these transposons disrupt, bioinformatic
prediction suggests a variety of genes largely involved in metabolism or in a prophage
element. The reason behind these insertions causing phage-resistance is unclear, but are
assumed to be an indirect effect. It should also be noted that these mutations were not
transduced into a naive genetic background, and so it is possible that other undetected
mutations in the genomes of these mutants are the true cause of the phage-resistance.

The data presented here establish the capsule of D. solani as the receptor for Ackerman-
nviridae family phages. There is however a paucity of information regarding the capsule
of Pectobacteriaceae family members. A recent publication concerning Pectobacterium
investigates the exopolysaccharide of the bacteria, but leaves investigation of the capsular
polysaccharide specifically open [73]. The majority of published experimental work on D.
solani has concentrated on virulence factors such as plant cell wall degrading enzymes and
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the underlying systems controlling virulence [39]. Therefore it seems likely that this work
starts to provide the first insights into the capsule of this virulent phytopathogen.

The predicted cps cluster is a relatively simple assembly of eight genes, six synthetic
and two transport, that mirrors well studied clusters such as the Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhi ViaB cluster [175]. The functional homologues of several genes in the cluster are
found in many other prokaryotic and eukaryotic species and have been identified as a GDP-
L-fucose synthesis pathway [180]. Expression of cps genes appears to be a response to
nutritional stress, either upon entry to stationary phase in rich media, or throughout growth
in minimal media. This is in agreement with investigations of exopolysaccharide production
in the related genus Pectobacterium [73]. These experiments were performed in liquid
media, which may not be physiologically relevant for the bacteria, however, they suggest
that expression of capsular genes is likely constitutive in the environment. With regards
to application in phage therapy, this is advantageous as constant expression of the capsule
would render the bacteria susceptible to phage infection throughout growth. In an exploratory
investigation, the use of mannose as a sole carbon source reduced initial expression levels of
the first gene in the cluster, suggesting that exogenous mannose may be incorporated into
the capsular synthesis pathway and that it may be similar to the pathway proposed in other
organisms.

When considering a phage for therapeutic use, it is considered advantageous for the
receptor to be a virulence factor. This argument is predicated on the idea that bacteria are
constantly evolving in the ‘biological arms race’ and as such there is a strong evolutionary
pressure for the bacteria to mutate the receptor so that it is no longer susceptible to the phage
being used. If this receptor is a virulence factor, mutation may have the added effect of
reducing the virulence of the bacterial cell, thereby reducing crop losses in the case of D.
solani [110]. Investigation of the capsule and its role in virulence showed that, in a potato
tuber assay, there was no significant effect of capsule loss. It is however likely that the capsule
is more important for adherence to the potato surface and prevention of desiccation [177],
neither of which were tested in these experiments. Further experimentation involving whole
plants in a more environmentally relevant setting would therefore be needed to ascertain the
role of the capsule in virulence.

Comparison of the predicted cps clusters between six Dickeya strains present in this
laboratory showed that all shared functional homologues with proteins in the D. solani cps
cluster. However, some species had a more expansive set of genes that could cause differences
in the capsular polysaccharide, as suggested by data from the previous chapter. The presence
of genes with functional homologues in the GDP-L-fucose pathway is conserved across all
six strains however, suggesting that this pathway, and therefore potentially GDP-L-fucose, is
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an integral part of Dickeya capsular polysaccharide. Structural analysis of this polysaccharide
would be an important future experiment to investigate this hypothesis, and could also shed
light on the specific components of the capsule recognised by the phage.



Chapter Five

Ackermannviridae family phages of
Serratia species

5.1 Introduction

The phage family Ackermannviridae, discussed in previous chapters in relation to D. solani,
also contains phages capable of infecting many members of the recently defined Enterobac-
terales order including Salmonella [76], Shigella [14] and Serratia [109] species. Serra-
tia species are members of the family Yersiniaceae and are found in both terrestrial and
aquatic environments associated with animals and plants [80]. Previously thought to be
non-pathogenic, it has been found that they can cause infections in immunocompromised
individuals and are an increasing healthcare challenge due to intrinsic and acquired antibi-
otic resistance [149]. Much of the academic research into Serratia concerns secondary
metabolites such as the pigment prodigiosin, which has been shown to have anti-cancer
and antibacterial properties [87]. The pigmentation conferred by prodigiosin led to the use
of Serratia marcescens as a tracer organism in a variety of tests including simulation of
bio-weapon dispersal in Paris and San Francisco in the mid-twentieth century [104].

Work in this laboratory involves Serratia species, and analysis of two Ackermannviridae
family members, 3M and MAM1, capable of infecting them. In the previous chapter a
mechanism of interaction was proposed between Ackermannviridae family phages and their
hosts. The availability of Ackermannviridae family phages capable of infecting a different
host allowed for direct testing of this model to investigate if it were applicable to the family
as a whole.

3M was isolated from river water in Spain over 25 years ago and found to be a generalised
transducer [140], a characteristic of the family as described for Dickeya species [107], and
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electron microscopy showed an Ackermannviridae-like morphology. MAM1 was isolated
from river water in Cambridge, UK in 2011, and was also shown to be a transducer and
possess the same morphology [106]. The genome of MAM1 has been published [105] and
shows translated nucleotide homology with other Ackermannviridae family phages of around
50%. 3M had not been sequenced before this project began.

3M was isolated using Serratia marcescens strain 2170, but in this laboratory is main-
tained on the host Serratia marcescens 274 (Sma274), which was also found to be permissive
during the original isolation [140]. The transduction capability of 3M has been previously
used in this laboratory for horizontal gene transfer between Sma274 and another host Serratia
marcescens 12 (Sma12) [45], and 3M has been found to infect another S. marcescens, MSU97,
which was plant-associated [108]. 3M therefore has a host range within S. marcescens strains
but was not found to infect other species when tested. MAM1 was originally isolated using
another Serratia species, S. plymuthica A153 [105], a wheat rhizosphere isolate that produces
many secondary metabolites [97]. Host range testing showed that MAM1 was also capable of
forming plaques on Sma12 and Sma274, as well as Sma2170, the original host of 3M [106].
It was also shown that it could plaque on Kluyvera cryocrescens 2Kr27, a potato rhizosphere
isolate [23], making it the first Ackermannviridae family member in this laboratory able to
cross genera. It was also shown that MAM1 could facilitate transduction of plasmids across
these genera at a frequency of 2.7x10−7 [106]. MAM1 therefore has the broadest host range
of any Ackermannviridae family phage available in this laboratory. A summary of the host
range of the two phages is shown in Table 5.1. This overlapping host range makes these
phages an intriguing target for study, as it could suggest that either the phages target different
receptors or that unknown host factors are responsible for the difference in host range.

Host MAM1 3M

Serratia marcescens MSU97 - +
Serratia marcescens 12 + +
Serratia marcescens 274 + +
Serratia marcescens 2170 + +
Serratia plymuthica A153 + -
Kluyvera cryocrescens 2Kr27 + -

Table 5.1 Host range of MAM1 and 3M. + denotes observed or reported host range on these
strains. - denotes strains which were not observed to be susceptible to infection.

The aim of this work was therefore to determine if the findings from experiments with
Dickeya phages were also applicable to Serratia-infecting Ackermannviridae family phages,
as well as investigating the similarities between 3M and MAM1.
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 Phage-resistant mutants of MAM1 and 3M

In the previous chapter random transposon mutagenesis was used to show that the capsule is
likely the key host factor determining the host range of D. solani-infecting Ackermannviridae,
agreeing with published work on phages of the same family infecting Salmonella [175] and
Klebsiella [77] species. A screen performed previously using MAM1 and A153 showed that
phage-resistant mutants had transposons located in a cluster predicted to encode capsular
polysaccharide synthesis (cps) genes [106]. This cluster is shown in Fig. 5.1a and is nearly
four times larger than the cps cluster in Dickeya discussed in the previous chapter, at just
under 40 kb.

As detailed by Whitfield [176], capsular polysaccharide, in E. coli, is split into four
groups determined by serological, genetic and biochemical criteria. The major obvious
genetic differences are within the export apparatus, with Groups 1 and 4 utilising Wza, Wzc
and Wzx proteins, whereas Groups 2 and 3 export using Wzm and Wzt (otherwise known as
KpsM and KpsT). This classification system has been used for other Enterobacterales, and
it would appear that the cps cluster in the Serratia species shown in Fig. 5.1a is different
from that of Dickeya species. The presence of Wza, Wzc and Wzx suggests that it is either
a Group 1 or 4 cluster [106], in contrast to the D. solani cps cluster shown in the previous
chapter, in which the presence of the wzm and wzt genes mark it as a Group 2 or 3 cluster.
Whilst this differs, this is not a unique finding, as the cps cluster identified as the receptor for
Ackermannviridae family phages in Salmonella is a Group 2 or 3 cluster [175] whereas the
identified cluster in Klebsiella is a Group 1 or 4 cluster [77]. The type of capsule cluster that
the host bacteria possesses therefore seems to have little obvious effect on recognition by
this family of phages.

Whilst the host range of MAM1 and 3M overlaps, it is not the same, which questions the
idea that the capsule is the sole target for phages of the Ackermannviridae family, as if this
were true host range would not be expected to differ greatly. It is possible that host immunity
factors could play a role in restricting the host range of the phages, if their genomes are dif-
ferent, or it could suggest that the capsule is not the receptor. Exploiting the overlapping host
range, transposon mutagenesis of Sma12 and Sma274 was used to investigate the receptors of
MAM1 and 3M individually. It was expected that transposons would disrupt similar regions
of the genome as those found in S. plymuthica A153, as bioinformatic searching showed
the presence of similar cps clusters in both Sma12 and Sma274. The genome of Sma274 is
unpublished and fragmented, meaning that the annotated gene homologues for the predicted
cps cluster were scattered across multiple contigs, hindering analysis. The genome sequence
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for Sma12 was kindly provided by Sarah Coulthurst and the cluster for Sma12 assembled in
one contig and is shown in Fig. 5.1b.

Random mutagenesis of Sma274 using MAM1 as the phage was performed to see if the
capsular genes were disrupted at similar frequencies as was found in D. solani and to see if
the phage could identify the parts of the cps cluster scattered across the Sma274 contigs. This
method has been described in the previous chapter, but in brief involved conjugation of an
DAPA-auxotrophic donor strain of E. coli containing a suicide plasposon with the recipient
Serratia. After conjugation for two days, the cells were plated in a semi-solid agar lawn
containing kanamycin to select for the transposon, the phage to select for phage-resistance,
and the absence of DAPA to counter select the donor E. coli. Any colonies that grew
were streaked on antibiotic media and tested for phage resistance to confirm the phenotype.
Determination of the insertion sites used random primed PCR, coupling a transposon-specific
primer and a series of random primers over two rounds of PCR.

138 mutants were generated and 13 were sequenced by random primed PCR. Some of
these sequences proved to be siblings; they came from the same conjugation and had the
same insertion site. A summary of the eight unique insertion sites hit in this mutagenesis
screen can be seen in Table 5.2. The main finding was that none of the genes disrupted were
located in genes obviously linked to capsular polysaccharide production. Four of the eight
insertion sites were intergenic, but there is no obvious link between any of the surrounding
genes and the capsule. The genes disrupted include a response regulator, a transcriptional
regulator and an indole-3-pyruvate decarboxylase. These are all involved in signalling or
regulation, therefore it could be hypothesised that they are part of a network that modulates
expression of the cps genes in Sma274. However, if the capsule were the receptor for MAM1,
it would be expected to have at least one mutant in a functional homologue of a gene in the
previously identified cluster, considering the high frequency of obtaining these mutants in D.
solani. It is possible, as discussed in the previous chapter, that the selection method used to
generate these mutants, which selects for both antibiotic and phage-resistance simultaneously,
places a large selective burden on the bacteria and may bias the results. Future work would
benefit from utilising a two-step screening process to remove this bias. The data presented
here however suggest that the receptor recognised by MAM1 on Sma274 may not be the
capsule, contrary to findings with the same phage and the host S. plymuthica A153.

Whilst these data suggest that the capsule may not be the receptor for MAM1 in Sma274,
they do not rule it out. It is possible that, considering that many of the genes disrupted are
regulatory in nature, that only genes which modulate capsular polysaccharide expression
were affected. The same experiment with this phage in the original host S. plymuthica
A153 generated multiple mutants with transposons located in a hypothesised cps cluster,
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Serratia marcescens Sma274
Insertion Gene disrupted Likely role of disrupted gene

728371 ipdC Sma274_00728 PDC1 family indole-3-pyruvate de-
carboxylase

1290891 Intergenic between hypothetical pro-
teins Sma274_01249 and 01250

Unknown

1599158 Upstream of tRNA binding CsaA-
like protein YgjH Sma274_01513

Unknown

2487550 Downstream of phage late control
gene D Sma274_02318

Unknown

2569550 rssB CheY-like response regulator
4293300 Sma274_03970 Pectate lyase superfamily protein
4594484 Sma274_04267 LysR family HTH-type transcrip-

tional regulator
4641697 Intergenic between 5‘ nucleoti-

dase and flavin mononucleotide-
dependent oxidoreductase Sma274_
04220 and 04221

Unknown

Serratia marcescens Sma12
Insertion Gene disrupted Likely role of disrupted gene

327504 Sma12_02930 DUF1471 domain-containing pro-
tein

2348632 wcaA Sma12_22160 Cell wall biosynthesis family 2 gly-
cosyl transferase

Table 5.2 Transposon insertion sites in Sma274 and Sma12 mutants resistant to MAM1
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therefore the results in Sma274 may be anomalous. To investigate whether these findings are
specific to the host Sma274, or whether this is a broader pattern, MAM1-resistant mutants
of another host, Sma12, were generated via the same method. 14 mutants were generated,
with three sequenced by random prime PCR. This screen only generated mutants with
insertions at two locations, as shown in Table 5.2. One of these disrupted a gene encoding
a hypothetical DUF1471 domain-containing protein located between the Kef glutathione-
regulated potassium-efflux system gene and a dihydrofolate reductase gene, but in different
operons. The function of this gene is therefore unclear but again appears tied to metabolism
and regulation. The other insertion site was in a gene encoding for a glycosyl transferase
with homology to WcaA proteins, which are a component of the Group 1/4 colanic acid cps
synthesis cluster in E. coli [176]. In the Sma12 genome this gene is apparently orphaned,
as shown in Fig. 5.2, lying between two genes related to biosynthesis of purines and
tryptophan respectively; purT, a phosphoribosylglycinamide formyltransferase, and trpE, an
anthranilate/para-aminobenzoate synthase. There is no WcaA homologue in either of the
predicted Serratia cps clusters shown in Fig. 5.1 and so, whilst it is possible that it acts as
part of the capsular synthesis pathway, its role is unclear.

600040002000

putative NUDIX-
family hydrolase

trpEwcaApurT

Fig. 5.2 Map of the region containing the wcaA gene disrupted by a transposon in a phage-
resistant mutant of Sma12. Two genes either side of the disrupted gene are shown with
their annotations, with the grey open reading frame being hypothetical. purT encodes a
phosphoribosylglycinamide formyltransferase, which is involved in the purine biosynthesis
pathway. trpE encodes an anthranilate/para-aminobenzoate synthase, which plays a role in
both the tryptophan and folate biosynthetic pathways.

The previous data suggest that MAM1 may not utilise the capsular polysaccharide of
two Serratia marcescens strains Sma274 and Sma12 to facilitate infection, as no cps-related
genes were hit in either mutagenesis. This is a novel finding that does not agree with previous
experimentation with Ackermannviridae family phages in three other genera of hosts, as well
as the same phage in another species of Serratia. The phage 3M is also capable of infecting
the strains Sma12 and Sma274. Therefore to investigate whether the observations in MAM1
are unique, or whether this is characteristic of Serratia-infecting Ackermannviridae family
phages, random transposon mutagenesis was also performed with both hosts and 3M. 121
mutants of Sma12 were generated, with 20 sequenced, and 26 mutants of Sma274, with 18
sequenced. The genes disrupted in these experiments are shown in Table 5.3. Again no genes
were disrupted that appear obviously linked to capsular polysaccharide synthesis. Those that
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Serratia marcescens Sma274
Insertion Gene disrupted Likely role of disrupted gene

306716 Sma274_00300 Diguanylate cyclase
1063143 viuB Sma274_01031 NADPH-dependent ferric

siderophore reductase
1090604 yafV Sma274_01055 Amidohydrolase
1655527 Upstream of rssB Sma274_01564 CheY-like response regulator
2807925 Sma274_02618 Hypothetical protein
2811778 Sma274_02620 ImpA domain type VI secretion-

associated protein
3082190 btuB Sma274_02859 Vitamin B12/cobalamin outer mem-

brane transporter
3279822 Sma274_03048 LysR family HTH-type transcrip-

tional regulator
3714432 Upstream of livH Sma274_03535 Branched-chain amino acid trans-

porter permease
3885303 Sma274_03592 Prophage tail fibre N-terminal
4186048 Sma274_03877 Molybdopterin oxidoreductase

Serratia marcescens Sma12
Insertion Gene disrupted Likely role of disrupted gene

1830382 Sma12_17260 FadH2 NADPH-dependent 2,4-
dienoyl-CoA reductase

2842535 Sma12_26830 TonB-dependent outer membrane re-
ceptor

3222311 Sma12_30250 Putative haemagglutinin/
haemolysin

4334340 ulaG Sma12_41390 L-ascorbate-6-phosphate lactamase

Table 5.3 Transposon insertion sites in Sma274 and Sma12 mutants resistant to 3M
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were disrupted included a variety of metabolic and regulatory genes, including a LysR family
transcriptional regulator and RssB, which had also been found in the screen with MAM1.
Other genes disrupted included prophage-like genes and a putative haemagglutinin, but no
capsular polysaccharide biosynthetic genes. These data appear to suggest that, like MAM1,
3M does not utilise capsular polysaccharide as a receptor in Serratia marcescens.

5.2.2 Genome of the phage 3M

The genome of MAM1 has been published [105] and exhibits translated nucleotide identity to
other Ackermannviridae family phages of around 50%. 3M does not have a published genome
sequence despite being isolated much earlier [140]. In order to determine the similarity
between MAM1 and 3M, and to investigate the reason for their overlapping host range, 3M
was genomically sequenced. The genome of 3M is 159,398 bp in length with a GC content
of 51.4% and encodes 201 open readings frames (ORFs) and 2 tRNAs, all of which are
characteristic of other members of the family Ackermannviridae. A map of the genome can
be seen in Fig. 5.3 and a breakdown of the ORFs can be found in Appendix A.1.

The 3M genome shares 86% nucleotide identity with MAM1, and only significantly
differs in seven genes with annotation and twelve that are hypothetical. The annotated genes
are listed in Table 5.4 and highlighted in Fig. 5.3, with four of them predicted to encode the
tail spike proteins of the two phages. The ssDNA binding protein occurs in both phages at the
same genomic location but varies slightly in sequence, whilst the two homing endonucleases
listed in Table 5.4 occur at different locations and share no identity. The alpha hydrolase
is encoded by one of four genes present in the 3M genome that do not have homologues
in the MAM1 genome, with the other three genes having no annotation. It is unlikely that
the differences observed in the homing endonucleases and ssDNA binding proteins impact
significantly on the host range of the phage.

MAM1 and 3M both possess four tail spike proteins; the major source of genome
differences between the two phages. Amino acid identity between the four proteins is listed
in Table 5.5. TSP1 of the two phages share 91% identity, with TSP2 sharing 64%. However,
TSP3 of 3M shares less than 40% identity with TSP4 of MAM1, and 3M TSP4 has no real
identity with any MAM1 TSP.

A translated nucleotide comparison of the TSPs is shown in Fig. 5.4. In agreement
with the amino acid identity shown in Table 5.5, this shows that there is broad conservation
of TSP1 and TSP2 between the two phages and that the identity between 3M TSP3 and
MAM1 TSP4 is contained within the N-termini of the two proteins. No structural data exists
for these proteins, but threading modelling with the I-TASSER suite was used to provide
some insight. The models for 3M TSP3 and MAM1 TSP4 are shown in Fig. 5.5 and are
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Fig. 5.3 Map of the 3M genome. The outer grey ring marks open readings frames with those
highlighted in black discussed in more detail in the text. The inner ring categorises the open
reading frames based on their proposed annotations.

clearly very different. The N-termini of the two models are located at the top of Fig. 5.5 and
likely interact with the phage baseplate, which could explain the conservation. The closest
structural homologue of 3M TSP3 is the only Ackermannviridae family TSP that has been
structurally characterised: TSP1 from the phage CBA120, which infects E. coli [40]. Whilst
the sequence identity between these proteins is only 18%, the structural model has over 96%
coverage. As is visible in Fig. 5.5, MAM1 TSP4 is different, with the closest structural
homologue being the S-layer protein RsaA from the Alphaproteobacterium Caulobacter
crescentus [24]. S-layers are proteinaceous arrays frequently found on the surface of bacteria
and archaea [64]. Whilst the predicted structure of MAM1 TSP4 shares overall coverage of
nearly 99% with RsaA, the relevance of this homology is unclear.
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MAM1 gene 3M gene Annotated function

MAM1_034 3M_032 Tail spike protein
MAM1_035 3M_033 Tail spike protein
MAM1_036 3M_034 Tail spike protein
MAM1_037 3M_035 Tail spike protein
MAM1_053 - Homing endonuclease
- 3M_063 Homing endonuclease
MAM1_142 3M_149 ssDNA binding protein
MAM1_175 - Alpha hydrolase

Table 5.4 Annotated genes which differ between the phages MAM1 and 3M

% MAM1 TSP1 MAM1 TSP2 MAM1 TSP3 MAM1 TSP4

3M TSP1 91.0 2.1 5.3 7.4
3M TSP2 13.4 64.0 13.4 9.4
3M TSP3 5.3 0.08 5.3 39.5
3M TSP4 5.6 2.0 5.6 13.2

Table 5.5 Percentage amino acid identity between tail spike proteins of MAM1 and 3M

It is therefore possible that the overlapping host range of these two phages is the result of
the shared identity of some, but not all, TSPs between the two phages. Host recognition of
the Serratia species Sma12 and Sma274 could be facilitated by TSP1 and TSP2, whereas
recognition of the other species could be dependent on TSP3 and TSP4. This is merely a
hypothesis however, and further experimental work is required to test this model.

5.2.3 MAM1, 3M and other Ackermannviridae

Phage phylogenetic trees, whilst not as easy as those using bacterial 16S sequences, utilise
conserved genes such as the terminase large subunit and major capsid protein. Due to the
(comparatively) low level of similarity between MAM1/3M and the other Ackermannviridae
family members, as well as the unexpected results of the phage-resistant mutant screens,
it would seem that these two phages are quite different from the rest. A phylogenetic tree
for the major capsid protein can be seen in 5.6a and for the terminase in Fig. 5.6b. In the
proposal for the novel family Ackermannviridae, two sub-families and four genera were
identified [91]. The four genera; Ag3virus, Limestonevirus, Cba120virus and ViIvirus, are
included in both figures, with the Limestonevirus genus containing known phages of the
family that infect Dickeya. The previously discussed phages MAM1 and 0507-KN2-1, as
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MAM1

3M

TSP2

TSP2

TSP1

TSP1

TSP4

TSP3

Fig. 5.4 Translated nucleotide comparison of the TSPs of MAM1 and 3M. Red bars mark
areas of translated nucleotide identity with darker colours indicating higher identity. MAM1
TSP3 and 3M TSP4 share no significant identity.

well as the Serratia rubidea phage IME250 [181] and Erwinia amylovora phage Ea2809
[93] were recognised as members of the Ackermannviridae family when it was proposed
[91], but were not placed within genera. It was possible to include 3M in these trees, along
with two other Serratia marcescens phages 2050H1 (Genbank reference MF285619.1) and
KSP90 [109]. The four Serratia phages cluster together in the Fig. 5.6a. The genome of
2050H1 shares over 95% nucleotide identity with MAM1, and over 87% identity with 3M.
KSP90 has not been fully sequenced, but it is likely to also share high identity. The absence
of sequence data prevents KSP90 from being included in Fig. 5.6b, but the same clustering
is observed for the other three phages.

5.3 Discussion

Whilst it was expected that Ackermannviridae family phages infecting Serratia species would
behave similarly to those infecting Dickeya species, the data presented here show that this
is not the case. Transposon mutagenesis has not produced phage-resistant mutants with
insertions in the predicted capsule cluster. This could be interpreted to suggest that the
Serratia phages MAM1 and 3M do not utilise the capsule of their hosts for recognition
of two Serratia marcescens strains. However, the transposon mutagenesis gives no clear
picture as to the true receptor(s) for these phages, and the absence of a cps mutant does
not prove that the capsule is not responsible. This also conflicts with previous work using
MAM1 with another species of Serratia, S. plymuthica, which suggested that capsular
polysaccharide was the receptor. The genes disrupted in the phage-resistant mutants of two
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3M TSP3 MAM1 TSP4

Fig. 5.5 Threading models of 3M TSP3 and MAM1 TSP4 amino acid sequences using
I-TASSER. These two proteins share structural homology at the N-terminal only, which
is located at the top of these models. The model for 3M TSP3 has a C-score of -1.71, an
estimated TM-score of 0.51±0.15 and an estimated RMSD of 11.4±4.5. The model for
MAM1 TSP4 has a C-score of -0.43, an estimated TM-score of 0.66±0.13 and an estimated
RMSD of 9.1±4.6.

Serratia marcescens strains included multiple regulators, which could suggest that direct
disruption of the genes responsible for the receptor renders the cells non-viable, and therefore
the way to generate phage-resistance in this screen is by indirect interference with a regulator
of capsular expression. This mutagenesis screen also used a selection step in which presence
of the transposon and resistance to the phage were selected for simultaneously. As discussed
in the previous chapter, whilst this method has been shown to produce results in multiple
bacterial species [117], it is possible that it biases the screen towards insertion sites in which
the transposon is more easily able to integrate. Selection for phage-resistance against a
library of transposon mutants may therefore yield different results. Targeted mutagenesis and
disruption of capsule cluster genes could also be used to determine the role of the capsule as
a receptor.

The predicted cps clusters in Fig. 5.1 both contain a T1SS gene cluster consisting of
three genes; a T1SS permease, hlyD and tolC. It is therefore possible that disruption of some
parts of the cps cluster could impact this secretion system, which could be lethal or hinder
growth. All of the phage-resistant mutants in S. plymuthica had insertions several kilobases
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Fig. 5.6 Phylogeny of Ackermannviridae family a) major capsid protein and b) terminase
using the Maximum Likelihood method. The trees with the highest log likelihood (-3647.71
and -4972.24) are shown. The trees are drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in
the number of substitutions per site. All positions containing gaps and missing data were
eliminated. There were a total of 370 and 532 positions respectively in the final datasets.
The genera Ag3virus, Limestonevirus, Cba120virus and ViIvirus include multiple phages but
have been condensed for readability, with the sequence of the corresponding protein in the
type phage (AG3, LIMEstone1, CBA120 and ViI) for each genus used to calculate the tree.
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upstream of the T1SS cluster, as shown in Fig. 5.1a, which could support this hypothesis.
This still does not explain however the absence of similar mutants in Sma12. The only major
functional difference between the two is the presence of the neuAB genes in the Sma12
cluster, which are involved in sialic acid biosynthesis. It is not unusual for these genes to be
located in a cps cluster however and their disruption is unlikely to be lethal [74]. The true
nature of the Ackermannviridae family phage receptor(s) in S. marcescens therefore remains
unknown.

MAM1 and 3M have an overlapping host range across Serratia species, and this is
reflected in their tail spike proteins, two of which share high identity, whilst the other two
share little to no identity. Paired with the inconclusive data regarding the receptor(s) for
these phages, it would seem to suggest that these phages are different from members of the
same family discussed in previous chapters. This is confirmed when comparing the genomes
of these phages. The genome of 3M shares high overall identity with that of MAM1 and
other Serratia-infecting Ackermannviridae and they form a clade quite distinct from other
members of the family. This leads to the tentative suggestion that these phages inhabit a
separate sub-family and genus. This is despite isolation dates ranging over thirty years and
including locations as far apart as Japan and Spain. The phages 2050H1 and MAM1 are even
likely members of the same species despite being isolated over 5000 miles apart. It would
therefore be interesting to investigate whether the data presented here are replicated in these
Serratia-infecting phages with their cognate hosts, or whether they are unique to the Serratia
marcescens strains tested. The overlapping host range of the phages also requires further
investigation, as this may be due to host factors, but could be a result of the variation in tail
spike proteins. Adsorption experiments may prove illuminating in this regard.

Based on criteria used by Kuhn et al. to demarcate genera and sub-families in the
Ackermannviridae [91], this would place MAM1, 3M and 2050H1 in a separate genus,
which, based on precedent, would be titled Mam1virus. Kuhn et al. also propose a species
demarcation of 95% nucleotide identity, which would class MAM1 and 2050H1 as the same
species. The proposed novel genus Mam1virus would be distinct from the other genera (and
sub-families) within the Ackermannviridae family. Whilst establishing the family, Kuhn et
al. showed that the other genera shared at least 4% nucleotide identity and 52% translated
nucleotide identity, whereas MAM1 shared, at best 1% nucleotide identity and less than 40%
translated nucleotide identity with phages of other genera. The proposed Mam1virus genus
would therefore be a novel genus of the Ackermannviridae family currently comprised of
phages isolated on Serratia species.





Chapter Six

Wider diversity of Dickeya solani phages

6.1 Introduction

The majority of phages discussed so far are members of the recently defined family Ackerman-
nviridae (formerly the genus Vi1virus) [9]. The International Committee for the Taxonomy
of Viruses (ICTV) (as of April 2018) recognises 23 members of this family including the
Dickeya phages LIMEstone1 [8] and RC2014 [49] (referred to in the literature, and hence-
forth, as D5, but published in Genbank as RC2014). The other D. solani phages listed in
Table 6.1 could also be assigned to this family, as they share morphology and 99% nucleotide
identity with LIMEstone1.

Bacteriophage Isolation Location Genome size (bp) Reference

LIMEstone1 2008 Belgium (soil) 152247 [8]
D3 2013 Poland (soil) 152308 [51]
D5 2012 Poland (soil) 155346 [49]
PD10.3 2013 Poland (soil) 156113* [50]
PD23.1 2013 Poland (soil) 153365* [50]
XF4 2013 UK (waterway) 151519 [54]
XF11 2013 UK (waterway) 153309 [65]
XF16 2013 UK (waterway) 154083 [65]
JA15 2014 UK (waterway) 153757 [54]

Table 6.1 Members of the Ackermannviridae family isolated on D. solani. * genomes are
marked incomplete, largest scaffold is reported and shows 99% match to LIMEstone1

The majority of the Ackermannviridae family members isolated in either Belgium or the
UK (LIMEstone, XF, FX and JA phages) are only capable of forming plaques on D. solani
and not isolates of other genera or Dickeya species [54]. However, it was found that thirteen
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of the ninety phages in the lab were capable of forming plaques on Dickeya species other than
D. solani. These are also phytopathogens, and so these phages with a broader host-range may
be more useful as biocontrol agents, as well as for understanding phage-host interactions.
Some of these phages were therefore characterised phenotypically, morphologically and
genomically.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Phenotypic characteristics of phages with a wider host range

Host range

There are ninety phages in this laboratory (XF1-28, FX1-23 and JA1-39) isolated on D.
solani which have been tested against, and shown not to form plaques on, a wide range of
hosts including Pectobacterium and Serratia species, as listed in Table 6.2. Previous work in
this laboratory [10] also showed that these phages were unable to infect representatives of
more distant genera such as Pantoea, Escherichia and Pseudomonas. Eight of the JA phages
and five of the XF phages however were able to form plaques on other species of Dickeya
as shown in Table 6.3. These phages therefore warranted further investigation to determine
the reason for this broader host range. Unfortunately the five XF phages could no longer be
propagated for use in experimentation, therefore they were not further analysed.

Dickeya species Pectobacterium species Serratia species

D. species MK7 P. atrosepticum SCRI collection S. marcescens Sma12
D. dianthicola 3534 P. carotovorum SCRI collection S. marcescens Sma274
D. dianthicola IPO980
D. dadantii Ech703
D. species CSL RW240

Table 6.2 Bacterial strains unable to be infected by D. solani phages

6.2.2 Morphology

Classification of phage into taxonomic families is traditionally performed using electron
microscopy [2]. To investigate whether the eight broader host range phages were members of
the Ackermannviridae family, in keeping with the other imaged Dickeya phages, or whether
they were something else, as their host range suggested, all eight were imaged. The images
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Dickeya species XF24, 25, 26 XF27 and 28 JA11, 31, 32, JA13 JA29
and JA10 33 and 37

D. dadantii subsp. dief-
fenbachiae

+ - + + +

D. paradisiaca - - + + +
D. dianthicola + + + - -
D. zeae - - + + -
D. chrysanthemi + + - - -

Table 6.3 Broader host range of eight phages capable of infecting other species of Dickeya. +
denotes isolated plaque formation of the phages on the respective host. - denotes the absence
of individual plaque formation.

are shown in Figure 6.1 along with an image of the Ackermannviridae family member XF4
for comparison.

Unexpectedly, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1b, the phage JA10 turned out to be a member
of the Podoviridae family when imaged, characterised by an icosahedral head and a short
non-contractile tail. This is not the first member of this family that has been isolated in this
laboratory, as XF24-28 were also shown to be podoviruses [65], and XF24-26 exhibit the
same host range as JA10, as seen in Table 6.3, likely making them similar. Unfortunately,
no viable viral particles could be recovered from any of the XF lysates, preventing further
comparison.

The other seven phages look morphologically similar; possessing an icosahedral head
and long contractile tails. The structures at the base of the tail, which morphologically
distinguish members of the Myoviridae family (tail fibres) from the Ackermannviridae family
(tail spikes), could not be determined. The head diameter was around 120 nm with a tail
length in the region of 150 nm. This is significantly larger than the defined dimensions of
members of the Ackermannviridae family that have a head of 90 nm and a tail around 110
nm [6], which can be seen by comparing these seven phages to Fig. 6.1a. This suggested that
these phages were perhaps members of the Myoviridae family.

The indistinct morphology of the tail appendages of the JA jumbo phages (best seen in Fig.
3.1c) has also been identified in other phages. When first described in the Escherichia phage
121Q [3] this morphology was presumed to be an artefact of microscopy involving damage
to the tail. It was also thought that the dimensions, at the time reported to be a head diameter
of 150 nm and a tail length of 165 nm, were overstated. However, this morphology has
since been directly reported in the Pseudomonas putida phage Lu11 [7], the Pectobacterium
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JA37JA33JA32

JA29 JA31JA13

XF4 JA11JA10

Fig. 6.1 Electron micrographs of XF4, a previously described member of the Ackermannviri-
dae family along with eight D. solani phages with a broader host range. The image of XF4
was provided by Jiyoon Ahn [10].
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carotovorum phage CBB [31] and the Erwinia amylovora phage Y3 [32], and has been
dubbed the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ morphology [31].

Transduction

Previous work in this laboratory [10] showed that all of these JA phages except JA10 and
JA11 were able to effect transduction of chromosomal markers between D. solani cells at
a frequency of between 1x10-5 and 3x10-4 transductants per plaque forming unit. It was
also shown that JA13, 29 and 37 could transfer plasmid markers between Dickeya species
at frequencies ranging from 5x10-9 to 4x10-4 depending on the host. It is surprising that
JA11 was found to be incapable of facilitating transduction, due to the phenotypic similarity
with the other JA phages, and especially considering the genomic data presented later in
this chapter. Due to this observation, both JA10 and JA11 were retested for their ability to
facilitate transduction. In these experiments JA11 proved capable of effecting transfer at
frequencies similar to the other JA phages, but JA10 showed no capacity for transduction.

6.2.3 Genomics of broader host range phages

The reason for the interest in the broader host range phages is due to the phenotypic host
range data, but to gain a better understanding of the interactions between the phages and their
hosts, genomic data is invaluable and increasingly available. Based on the phenotypic and
morphological characterisation of the eight phages so far, it would appear that five of them
(JA11, JA31, JA32, JA33 and JA37) are highly similar. Table 6.4 shows the isolation dates
of the eight phages, and shows that of these five phages, three (JA31, JA32 and JA33) came
from the same sample. It is therefore possible that they are siblings, meaning that they are
essentially the same phage. JA10 and JA11 however also came from the same enrichment,
and they are clearly not the same phage. In the interests of getting the largest dataset possible,
all eight of the phages were sent for full genome sequencing.

Podoviridae JA10

The genome of the podovirus JA10 is shown in Fig. 6.2. It is 40,131 bp in length and
has 50 predicted genes, the annotations of which are listed in Appendix A.3. The closest
match in the database is an as yet unpublished D. solani phage Ninurta (Genbank reference:
MH059639) isolated from organic waste in Denmark that shares 95% DNA identity with
JA10. The closest published phage, covering 18% of the genome with 74% nucleotide
identity, is a Pectobacterium parmentieri phage PP74 isolated from potato washing waste
water in Russia in 2015 [84]. It shares no nucleotide identity with the only other published
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Phage Isolation date Enrichment

JA10 03/11/14 Sample 3 12 hours
JA11 03/11/14 Sample 3 12 hours
JA13 03/11/14 Sample 2 12 hours
JA29 18/11/14 8 hours
JA31 11/11/14 Sample 1 8 hours
JA32 11/11/14 Sample 1 8 hours
JA33 11/11/14 Sample 1 12 hours
JA37 11/11/14 Sample 3 24 hours

Table 6.4 Isolation dates of broader host range Dickeya phages. Samples were taken five
minutes apart from a treated sewage outflow in Cambridge. Enrichments with D. solani were
carried out over 24 hours with samples taken at four hour intervals.

Dickeya-infecting podovirus BF25/12 [13]. PP74 has been designated as a T7-like virus and
a member of the Autographivirinae subfamily, with a conserved core genome. A translated
nucleotide comparison of JA10 with T7 shows that most of the predicted genes are conserved.
This consists of almost all the genes with a proposed function, including the T3/T7-like RNA
polymerase, structural capsid genes and DNA packaging machinery. JA10 is therefore a
member of the Autographivirinae subfamily.

There are several genes encoded by the JA10 genome which do not have significant
homology in the phage T7, which are highlighted in Fig. 6.2. Four of these seven genes
annotated as encoding the S-adenosyl-L-methionine hydrolase, bacterial RNA polymerase
inhibitor, minor capsid protein and the first tail assembly protein, have a gene of similar
function at this position in T7. These variations between JA10 and T7 in these predicted
proteins therefore could be a determinant of host specificity. The marked tail fibre protein,
which share a common N-terminal region but differ at the C-terminus between the two
phages, is also likely involved in host range specificity. The DNA ligase highlighted in Fig.
6.2 neighbours a conserved ligase and consists of fewer than 200 codons. This is therefore a
possible result of a recombination duplication event and may not be functional. The final tail
assembly gene, close to the end of the JA10 genome, has no functional homologue in T7.

Novel jumbo Myoviridae

Sequencing of the other seven genomes showed that, although they had been isolated
independently, several shared 100% identity at the nucleotide level. JA11, 31 and 32 grouped
together, as did JA33 and 37. As discussed earlier and shown in Table 6.4, of these only JA31
and JA32 were isolated from the same sample at the same time, with JA11 isolated over a
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Fig. 6.2 JA10 genome map. The outer grey ring marks open reading frames, whilst the inner
ring categorises the proposed functions of these predicted genes. Highlighted genes are
discussed further in the text.
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week earlier. JA33 and JA37 were isolated on the same day at different times. JA31, 32 and
37 were therefore excluded from further analysis.

The genome size for the four remaining phages is between 253 kbp and 256 kbp. A
summary is shown in Table 6.5. These phages are therefore jumbo phages, defined as phages
with a genome over 200 kbp [188]. The genomes are significantly larger than the conserved
size of the Ackermannviridae genomes, which are around 150 kbp, and larger than most
sequenced phages. As of August 2018, there were nearly 10,000 recorded phage genome
sequences in Genbank [114] and these JA phages would be the 60th-63rd largest sequenced.
Many of the over 300 predicted open reading frames in each genome do not match any
annotated genes; the majority of those that do share any identity with known genes are
from the Erwinia amylovora phages Yoloswag [62] and Y3 [32]. The annotations for these
ORFs are listed in Appendices A.4, 5, 7 and 8. These are largely structural genes and genes
involved in DNA metabolism and replication.

Phage Genome size (bp) GC content (%) Open Reading Frames

JA10 40,131 51.5 50
JA11 255,356 44.5 321
JA13 254,061 44.5 323
JA29 253,327 43.8 319
JA33 255,356 44.5 321

Table 6.5 Summary of the broader host range phages genomes. Annotations of the ORFs are
listed in Appendices A.3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 respectively.

The jumbo phages exhibit very low nucleotide identity with any published genomes,
although they do possess many of the genes believed to form the T4 ‘core genome’ [131].
As mentioned, the closest match for some of the genes during annotation was the Erwinia
amylovora phage Y3. A translated nucleotide comparison of JA11 with Y3 is shown in
Fig. 6.3. This shows that there is conservation of most of the annotated genes between the
two phages. The majority of the genes that do not share identity are predicted to encode
hypothetical proteins, aside from a putative DNA adenine methylase. Y3 also possesses a
putative DNA adenine methylase in the same genomic context, but the translated nucleotide
identity of the two genes is less than 15%. This likely reflects the different hosts of the two
phages, as phage-encoded methyltransferases are thought to offer protection against host
restriction-modification systems [119].
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Variation within the JA jumbo phages

The gene order of the four JA jumbo phages is largely conserved. Over three quarters
of the predicted ORFs are annotated as encoding hypothetical proteins, and many of the
differences between the phages is contained within these ORFs as shown in Fig. 6.4. JA29
is the most different from the others, sharing 86% nucleotide identity with JA11, and JA13
shares 95% nucleotide identity with JA11. JA11 and JA33 share 99% identity, with the
major difference being the insertion of 126 bp in both genomes at different positions, and
of different sequences. These insertions are in non-coding regions however, therefore their
relevance is unclear. The only other differences are in two genes: one with no predicted
function and the other containing a putative discoidin domain, with an alanine to threonine
substitution in the middle of the domain. Discoidin domains are present in eukaryotic
agglutination factors and therefore the possible biological role for this in a phage genome,
and the effect of the substitution, is not immediately obvious.

Whilst most of the differences between the four phages are located in genes with no
predicted function, there are five with annotation that are present in all of the JA phages.
These five were analysed further to see how close JA11 and JA33 (which share 100% amino
acid identity in all five of these putative proteins) were to JA13 and JA29. They consist of
two related to DNA replication, two potential transcription initiation factors and one likely
structural protein. All five are highlighted in Fig. 6.4 and listed in Table 6.6.

There are variations in two DNA-related genes: a DNA primase and a DNA helicase.
The helicase shows the most variation between the phages, as it appears to have undergone
insertion or deletion between some of the phages. A comparison of this region of the genome
can be seen in Fig. 6.5. There are two ORFs annotated as putative helicases in JA11 and JA33,
which both share homology with one ORF in JA13 and JA29. Whether the ORFs are able
to function independently as helicases, or whether this duplication or deletion has rendered
them non-functional, is unknown. A DksA/TraR family protein and a ssDNA binding protein,
both likely transcription factors, differ in one amino acid between JA11 and JA13, and share
lower identity with the JA29 homologue, particularly the ssDNA binding protein, which
differs in 32 positions. A VgrG-like family protein, a component of the T6SS thought to be
phage-derived as it is capable of assembling into a structure similar to a phage tail spike [42]
shares, at best, only 33% amino acid identity with the closest hit in the E. amylovora phage
Y3, and so these may define a relatively novel VgrG-like protein group. JA11 and JA13 differ
by one conservative substitution in this protein, whilst JA29 differs in 87 amino acids, 13 of
which are conservative substitutions. It is possible that differences in this predicted protein
are a contributing factor to the differing host range of these phages.
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Fig. 6.3 Translated nucleotide comparison of the genomes of JA11 and Y3. Red bars mark
areas of conservation, with darker colours showing higher conservation. Blue bars highlight
areas of inversion.
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Fig. 6.4 JA11 genome map. The outer grey ring (1) marks open reading frames whilst the
second ring categorises the proposed functions of these genes. The inner rings highlight the
areas of the genome that differ from the genomes of JA29, JA13 and JA33 (third to fifth ring
respectively). Highlighted genes are discussed further in the text. The genome map was
generated using Circos.
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Function Gene Length Amino acids that differ with JA11

Tail fibre one JA11_090 272
JA13_090 0
JA29_093 6

Tail fibre two JA11_094 164
JA13_095 0
JA29_096 7

Tail fibre three JA11_95 210
JA13_096 0
JA29_098 1

DNA primase JA11_208 350
JA13_208 0
JA29_210 7

DNA helicase JA11_155 + 156 *
JA13_156 *
JA29_158 *

DksA/TraR family protein JA11_264 85
JA13_267 1
JA29_265 5

ssDNA binding protein JA11_221 402
JA13_222 1
JA29_223 32

VgrG-like protein JA11_117 931
JA13_118 1
JA29_120 87

Table 6.6 Summary of the annotated genes which differ between JA11, JA13 and JA29. * see
Fig. 6.5
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JA11

JA29

JA13

JA33

Fig. 6.5 Translated nucleotide comparison of putative DNA helicases between JA11 (top),
JA33 (second), JA13 (third) and JA29 (bottom). Red bars mark areas of amino acid identity,
with darker colours showing higher identity.

The significance of the differences observed between the four JA phages is currently
unclear. It is somewhat surprising to find variations in genes involved in transcription
initiation and DNA replication, as the genomes of these phages are relatively similar in
both size and GC content, as summarised in Table 6.5. It is therefore possible that these
differences do not significantly alter the function of these proteins. The variation in the
VgrG-like proteins is more logical, as the different host ranges of these phages may be related
to differences in tail spike proteins and other host recognition factors. When looking at the
predicted tail fibres in these phages, there is no difference between JA11, 13 and 33 in the
three predicted tail fibre proteins as shown in Table 6.6. JA29 shows minor variations in
all three, which may contribute to the difference in host range between these phages. To
determine the impact of these differences, and to investigate why JA11 and JA13 have a
different host range despite having identical tail fibres, would require further experimental
work.

6.2.4 Novel environmental isolates: AD phages

All of the JA phages described in this chapter were isolated in November 2014. Isolation of XF
phages from the same location in 2013 produced mainly members of the Ackermannviridae
family and a few Podoviridae family members. Whilst there is clearly some maintenance
of viral populations, as members of the two families have been isolated on both occasions,
the jumbo phages presented here are a novel grouping. To gain further insight into the viral
populations in the River Cam and see whether the previously isolated families of phages
were maintained, further samples were taken in October 2017. Two phages were isolated on
D. solani and are named AD1 and AD2. When viewed under microscopy, AD1 (Fig. 6.6c)
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appeared to have a morphology similar to that of the JA jumbo phages, with a head diameter
of 120 nm, tail length of 150 nm and unclear structures at the base of the tail. AD2 on the
other hand (Fig. 6.6d) had a head diameter of 90 nm and a (potentially partially-contracted)
70 nm tail, putting it closer to the previously imaged Ackermannviridae family members.
The structures at the end of the tail were inconclusive.

XF4 AD2AD1JA29

Fig. 6.6 Electron micrographs of the previously discussed XF4 and JA29, along with the
novel environmental isolates AD1 and AD2. AD1 exhibits similar morphology to JA29 and
AD2 is similar to XF4.

Host range testing showed that both AD phages were only capable of forming plaques on
D. solani and not strains of other Dickeya species. However, both phages proved capable of
facilitating the transduction of a chromosomal marker between D. solani cells at a frequency
greater than 10−6. This morphological and phenotypic evidence suggested that AD2 was a
member of the Ackermannviridae family and that AD1 was different from any of the phages
already discovered, but was potentially a jumbo phage. Both of these phages therefore were
genomically sequenced to determine whether this were the case.

As was suspected, the genome of AD2 showed that it is a member of the Ackerman-
nviridae family. It shares 98% nucleotide identity with previously published D. solani
Ackermannviridae such as XF4 and LIMEstone1 [54], although full coverage of the genome
was not achieved. A nucleotide comparison of the contigs scaffolded onto the XF4 genome
is shown in Fig. 6.7. This therefore suggests a maintenance of the Ackermannviridae viral
population in the waterways around Cambridge, as representatives have been isolated on
three separate occasions over the span of four years.

AD1, as expected, has a large genome of 261,658 bp, confirming that it is a jumbo
phage, shown in Fig. 6.8. Annotations of the ORFs are listed in Appendix A.2. However,
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AD2

XF4

Fig. 6.7 AD2 contigs scaffolded onto the XF4 genome. Contigs generated through sequencing
of AD2 could not be fully resolved into a complete genome and have instead been arranged
using the existing full genome of XF4 as a scaffold. AD2 contigs map to cover 93% of the
XF4 genome with an identity of 98%.

unexpectedly, it has low nucleotide identity with the JA jumbo phages, despite sharing a
similar gene order. In fact, a translated nucleotide comparison of JA11 and AD1, as shown
in Fig. 6.9c, shows that JA11 is about as similar to AD1 as it is to Y3, and a comparison of
AD1 and Y3 (Fig. 6.9b) shows them to be more similar to each other than to JA11. AD1
therefore defines another new phage ‘group’ distinct from the JA jumbo phages.

Phylogeny of the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ phages

In their recent publication, Buttimer et al. discussed the phylogenetic position of Y3
considering its low level of nucleotide identity to existing genomes [32]. Two potential
subgroups within the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ have emerged; the Rak2-like phages, which includes
the previously mentioned Pectobacterium phage CBB [31], and the as yet unnamed group
that encompasses the phages discussed here. This group was established as it was found that
Y3 had homologues including terminase, polymerase and helicase genes in several other
phages reported or suspected to have the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ morphology. A comparison of
the tail sheath proteins of these phages with those reported here shows clear clustering, and
can be seen in Fig. 6.10a. As expected, the three JA phages cluster tightly with little variation
between them. As reported by Buttimer et al., the Pseudomonas-infecting phages PaBG
[162] and Lu11 [7] form a clade, whilst the Ralstonia solanacearum phage phiRSL1 [182]
and the metagenomically-derived NCTB [132] are single nodes within the tree. As suggested
by the translated nucleotide comparison in Fig. 6.9b, Y3 and AD1 form a clade that puts
AD1 closer to Erwinia-infecting phages than to the other D. solani phages. Intriguingly, AD1
is placed closer phylogenetically to Y3 than the other Erwinia-infecting phage Yoloswag.
All of the phages except phiRSL1 have two annotated tail sheath proteins, and the same
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Fig. 6.9 Translated nucleotide comparison of the genomes of JA11, Y3 and AD1. Red bars
mark areas of conservation, with darker colours showing higher conservation. Blue bars
highlight areas of inversion.

phylogeny is seen with both (data not shown). The same clustering is seen when using the
sequence of the large terminase subunit of the phages, shown in Fig. 6.10b.

The gene order between JA11, AD1 and Y3 is highly conserved. All three genomes
contain over 300 open reading frames, with each containing only between one and three
unique annotated genes. These unique genes are listed in Table 6.7 and are all DNA or
metabolism-related. There are also five genes common to AD1 and Y3 that are not found in
JA11. Whilst phylogenetic clustering, as shown in Fig 6.10, groups AD1 and Y3 closer than
Y3 and Yoloswag, it is interesting to note that the two unique genes possessed by Y3 have
homologues in Yoloswag. These two phages were both isolated from apple orchards using
Erwinia amylovora, therefore it is surprising that they differ phylogenetically. It is possible
that these unique genes are a determinant of the host range of these phages. A phylogenetic
comparison of three tail fibre genes found in each genome is shown in Fig 6.11. This again
shows a definite separation between Yoloswag and the other two phages, particularly when
comparing Yoloswag_102 with Y3_104 and AD1_102, which occupy the same syntenic
position. This also suggests the possibility that AD1 may be capable of forming plaques on
Erwinia species, but this has not yet been tested due to the availability of strains.
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Fig. 6.10 Phylogenetic trees of the a) tail sheath protein and b) large terminase subunit from
’hairy’ Myoviridae phages. Trees were calculated using the Maximum Likelihood method in
MEGA. The trees with the highest log likelihood (-7514.90 and -8677.52) are shown. The
trees are drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per
site (next to the branches). Both analyses involved 10 amino acid sequences. All positions
containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were a total of 501 and 642
positions in the final datasets respectively.
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Genome Gene Gene annotation

JA11 JA11_30 DNA adenine methylase

AD1 AD1_017 DUF1611-domain containing protein
AD1_258 XRE family transcriptional regulator

Y3 Y3_020 Oxygenase
Y3_031 AntA/B antirepressor domain-containing protein

Common to AD1 and Y3 AD1_047 Transcriptional repressor
Y3_049
AD1_048 DNA-cytosine methyltransferase
Y3_050
AD1_018 Asparagine synthase
Y3_018
AD1_267 Radical SAM superfamily protein
Y3_272
AD1_016 Methyltransferase
Y3_017

Table 6.7 Unique annotated genes found in the genomes of JA11, AD and Y3, as well as
genes common to AD1 and Y3 but not present in JA11.
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Fig. 6.11 Phylogenetic tree of the tail fibre proteins from ’hairy’ Myoviridae phages. Tree
calculated using the Maximum Likelihood method in MEGA. The tree with the highest log
likelihood (-2426.84) is shown. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in
the number of substitutions per site (next to the branches). The analysis involved 9 amino
acid sequences. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were
a total of 158 positions in the final dataset.
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6.3 Discussion

Previously isolated phages of D. solani have been found almost exclusively to be members of
the Ackermannviridae family. This has been a consistent feature of phage isolations spanning
multiple European countries across the last decade, including from both soil and water
samples. There was, therefore, the question of whether this indicated a special relationship
between Ackermannviridae family phages and D. solani. The phages discussed in this chapter
show that this was the result of an extrapolation from a limited viral sample set. Whilst
Ackermannviridiae family members have indeed been found in every group of samples taken
over the course of four years, it can now be seen that there are at least four groups of D.
solani phages present in waterways around Cambridge. Representatives from three of the
four families of phages within the Caudovirales order have been isolated. Phages that have
been isolated on other species of Dickeya that are capable of forming plaques on D. solani
have also been recently described [13], including members of the fourth Caudovirales family,
the Siphoviridae. It is therefore apparent that we are only superficially defining the level of
phage diversity present in the environment, consistent with the notion that double-stranded
DNA phages alone have been predicted to outnumber their bacterial hosts by a factor of ten
to one [41].

All the phages presented here, apart from JA10, appear to be representatives of a recently
described ‘hairy Myoviridae’ subfamily [32]. To the best of our knowledge, these are the
first reported members of this subfamily isolated on Dickeya species. Many of the previously
reported members of this subfamily were also isolated on soil and plant-associated bacteria
such as Pseudomonas putida [7] and Erwinia amylovora [62, 32]. Whether there is a link
between this group of phages and these bacteria, or whether the recent increase in isolation
of phages using plant-associated hosts is skewing this view remains to be determined. The
proteins responsible for the ‘hairs’ that typify this grouping remain unknown, although the
identified tail fibre proteins are likely candidates for further investigation.



Chapter Seven

Discussion

7.1 Ackermannviridae family bacteriophages

The family Ackermannviridae has only been recently described following the elevation and
renaming of the Myoviridae genus Vi1virus [9]. Members of the family share a distinct
morphology and gene synteny, and have hosts across the recently proposed Enterobacterales
order [4] including Salmonella, Serratia and Dickeya species. Studies in Salmonella and
Klebsiella showed that the receptor for Ackermannviridae family phages in these hosts is
capsular polysaccharide [77, 175]. Previous work in this laboratory had suggested that this
was the case for Dickeya solani [10, 65] and Serratia plymuthica [106].

This suggestion was given more weight during this project for D. solani, for the first time
demonstrating that insertion of a transposon into any one of the eight genes in the predicted
capsular polysaccharide synthesis cluster resulted in resistance to Ackermannviridae family
phages. When the same experiments were performed in Serratia marcescens however this
proved not to be the case. Resistance to the phage was the result of transposon insertion into
a myriad of genes, none of which were obviously linked to capsular polysaccharide. This
was true for all four combinations of two S. marcescens strains and two Ackermannviridae
family phages, MAM1 and 3M, suggesting that, at least for these combinations, that capsular
polysaccharide may not be the receptor. Many of the genes disrupted in these phage-resistant
mutants, however, were regulators. This could suggest that direct disruption of the gene(s)
encoding the receptor in these hosts hinders growth of the cells such that only mutants in
which transposons result in indirect disruption of these genes remain viable. I would consider
this a more likely explanation, considering that similar experiments in S. plymuthica did
highlight the capsular polysaccharide synthesis cluster as the receptor for MAM1 [106]. A
comparison of the proposed cluster from S. plymuthica and one of the S. marcescens strains
however showed no major functional differences that would support this hypothesis.
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Phylogenetic mapping of conserved genes among the family Ackermannviridae, for ex-
ample the major capsid protein in Fig. 7.1, shows that the Serratia phages tested, MAM1 and
3M, form a distinct clade with the other Serratia-infecting Ackermannviridae family members
KSP90 and 2050H1. Based on the guidelines established by the International Committee
on Taxonomy of Viruses [9], this clade could be proposed as a novel genus Mam1virus and
would place MAM1 and 2050H1 in the same species. In contrast to the Dickeya-infecting
Ackermannviridae family phages found both in Cambridge in this laboratory and also else-
where in Europe, these Serratia phages have differing host ranges. The overlapping nature of
the host range of MAM1 and 3M is an intriguing mystery and, whilst this project has shown
that they share high identity in two of their four tail spike proteins, whether this explains the
overlap remains unclear. MAM1 is also able to infect and facilitate transduction in Kluyvera
cryocrescens 2Kr27, a member of a different bacterial family the Enterobacteriaceae, and
therefore appears much more promiscuous than other Ackermannviridae family phages. To
the best of my knowledge this is the only Ackemannviridae family phage that has been shown
to have a multi-familial host range, and therefore makes it, and the other members of this
novel proposed genus, very interesting for further research.

7.2 Determining host range of Ackermannviridae family mem-
bers isolated on D. solani

The majority of Dickeya phages characterised before this project began are capable of
forming individual plaques on D. solani only [8, 10, 65]. Czajkowski et al. [48] have
reported that phages D3 and D5 are capable of infecting multiple species of Dickeya. This
conclusion was based on simple spot test assays in which undiluted spots of phage lysate
were tested on bacterial top lawns and incubated, with any resultant clearing taken to show
infection. It is known that applications of high titre lysates of phage to bacterial cells
can cause the phenomenon of ‘lysis-from-without’, in which cells lyse due to membrane
disruption instead of productive phage infection [85]. Consequently, confirmation of host
range requires serial dilution of the phage lysate to visualise individual plaques on a host.
Until these confirmatory data are provided, I remain unconvinced by the reported host range
of these phages, especially considering the genome identity of nearly 100 % with other
Ackermannviridae family members.

The phages PD10.3 and 23.1 were also isolated by Czajkowski et al. [50] and are reported
to infect both Dickeya and Pectobacterium species, although host range was determined by
the same method as D3 and D5. They do however report adsorption and burst size data
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Fig. 7.1 Phylogeny of Ackermannviridae family major capsid protein using the Maximum
Likelihood method. The tree with the highest log likelihood (-3647.71) is shown. The tree
is drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site.
All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were a total of 370
positions in the final dataset. The genera Ag3virus, Limestonevirus, Cba120virus and ViIvirus
include multiple phages but have been condensed for readability, with the sequence of the
corresponding protein in the type phage (AG3, LIMEstone1, CBA120 and ViI) for each
genus used to calculate the tree.
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for both phages on the two genera. The genomes of both have been sequenced and are
reported as incomplete. However, the largest scaffold of both is similar to the size of other
Ackermannviridae family members, as shown in Table 6.1 and these scaffolds share 99%
identity with the full genome of LIMEstone1. The morphology of these two phages also
clearly places them within the Ackermannviridae family. It is therefore intriguing that these
phages are so similar yet have such different host ranges, and it would be interesting to
see data confirming the broader host range of these two phages, because, if this host range
were confirmed, it would be an exciting and surprising discovery. However, I am currently
sceptical of this reported host range, and advise caution, as my own experimentation has
disproved host range data obtained previously in the lab that was found to be insufficiently
rigorous (data not shown). Host range tests of my phages following the method of Czajkowski
et al. have also, by the standards of this method, shown a much broader host range than I
know to be true (data not shown). I would therefore caution against assigning host range to
phages without rigorous experimentation involving plaque formation data of these phages.

7.3 Increased diversity of Dickeya bacteriophages

Almost all D. solani bacteriophages published before this project began are members of the
family Ackermannviridae [8, 10, 48, 50, 65]. This has been a consistent finding of isolations
in multiple European countries across the past decade from both terrestrial and aquatic
environments, and seemed to suggest a strong link between this family of phages and D.
solani. The phages presented here however show that, whilst it is still possible to isolate
Ackermannviridae family phages, at least three other groups of D. solani phages are present
in the waterways around Cambridge, and this laboratory now possesses representatives
from three out of the four families of the tailed bacteriophage order Caudovirales. These
three groups, one Podoviridae and two sub-groups of the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ [32], are all
novel, as they share little homology with any published phages. Whilst the Podoviridae
family member JA10 possesses functional homologues of many classical T7-like genes and is
otherwise consistent with well defined members of this sub-family, the members of the ‘hairy
Myoviridae’ grouping are all jumbo phages with a genome over 250 kb with little similarity
to any well studied phages. Phylogenetic mapping shows that the broader host range phages
(JA11, 13, 29, 31, 32, 33 and 37) all share high similarity despite their varying host ranges.
The more recently isolated D. solani-specific phage AD1 however shares little identity with
these phages, and instead is more closely related to the Erwinia amylovora phages Y3 and
Yoloswag. Whether this phage is capable of forming plaques on E. amylovora has not been
tested, but the results, either way, would be intriguing. It is therefore apparent that we are
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only superficially defining the level of phage diversity present in the environment, consistent
with the notion that double-stranded DNA phages alone have been predicted to outnumber
their bacterial hosts by a factor of ten to one [41].

7.4 Phage therapy and D. solani

Research into phages of plant pathogens such as D. solani is largely conducted in an effort to
investigate the potential for phage-based biocontrol tools. There is currently one commercial
phage-based product, Biolyse, available that targets Dickeya species, but the phages contained
within the product have not been described in the public domain. Published D. solani phages
have undergone some suitability testing, including persistence [53] and field trials [8].
However, as reported here and previously [10, 107], all of the Dickeya phages tested in
this lab, including a phage from Belgium that has undergone field trials [8], are capable of
facilitating transduction of chromosomal and plasmid markers at high efficiency. Testing
of the capability for transduction for the Polish phages has not been reported, although
logic predicts that they will also be shown capable when tested due to the high level of
genome identity. I would however suggest that, whilst this ability makes the phages very
useful for genetic manipulation in a research setting, it renders them unsuitable for use in
the environment. Echoing the caution of the European Medicines Agency, among others,
who have stated that it is ‘important to ensure that therapeutic phages do not carry out
generalized transduction’ [129], I would not advise use of Ackermannviridae family phages
in the environment. It has also been shown that all the JA phages except JA10 are also capable
of facilitating transduction with high efficiency, which would also render them unsuitable
for use in the field. The Podoviridae family member JA10 however proved incapable of
facilitating transduction when tested, and, as can be seen in Table 7.1 is capable of forming
plaques on strains of three other Dickeya species as well as D. solani. This phage is therefore
a more attractive candidate for therapeutic use, but would require extensive testing to confirm
stability, efficacy and persistence before it could be commercialised.

It was demonstrated that Ackermannviridae phages of D. solani had the capacity to adsorb
to three other Dickeya species but were incapable of forming individual plaques, likely due
to host factors such as CRISPR. It still remains formally possible that there are other Dickeya
isolates outside of those tested here that are permissive for these phages. However, the novel
phages presented here are capable of a wider host range among Dickeya species tested in this
laboratory, as shown in Table 7.1. This could make them more attractive for use in phage
therapy, as they are capable of acting on a wider range of pathogens. However, whether the
broader host range is beneficial is a point for discussion, even though the majority of the
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literature is supportive of broad host range phages along the same lines as broad spectrum
antibiotics [145]. A commonly-cited advantage of phage therapy is the specificity of the
phage allows avoidance of ‘off-target’ effects on the normal bacterial flora, preventing the
microbial dysbiosis that can be caused by traditional antibiotics [121]. However, this project,
among many other reports, shows that phages can have an unexpectedly broad host range
and that host range data is only as good as the array of hosts included. Whilst host range
testing is normally performed against a selection of common lab strains, the phage MAM1
proved capable of forming plaques on a species of Kluyvera, and this was only discovered
due to screening of MAM1 against a variety of environmental isolates that were thought to be
Serratia species (Miguel Matilla, personal communication). This project has also shown that,
despite a reported host range restricted to D. solani only, two Dickeya phages were capable of
adsorbing to strains of three other Dickeya species, but were unable to form plaques. The true
host range of a phage is therefore likely unknowable, however, I would posit that a broader
host range is not necessarily the advantage it may seem, as it increases the likelihood of
‘off-target’ effects.

Dickeya species XF24, 25, 26 XF27 and 28 JA11, 31, 32, JA13 JA29
and JA10 33 and 37

D. dadantii subsp.
dieffenbachiae

+ - + + +

D. paradisiaca - - + + +
D. dianthicola + + + - -
D. zeae - - + + -
D. chrysanthemi + + - - -

Table 7.1 Broader host range of eight phages capable of infecting other species of Dickeya. +
denotes isolated plaque formation of the phages on the respective host. - denotes no observed
plaque formation.

7.5 Future directions

The family Ackermannviridae is the newest family of the order Caudovirales. Whilst the ViI
phage has been the most well studied due to its inclusion in the classical Salmonella typing
set [175], further investigation has been limited. The data presented here illuminate the
possible receptor for the majority of these phages, agreeing with previously published work,
but also demonstrate that this is not necessarily applicable for all members of the family.
Genome size and synteny remains common to all members, as does the capacity to facilitate
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transduction between host cells in all those tested. Whilst this makes them unsuitable for use
in environmental application, they have potential for use in the lab as genetic tools. The work
by Wetter et al. [175] demonstrated that the ViI phage could form plaques on a previously
non-permissive host after expression of the Salmonella capsule cluster in that host. This
suggests that the ViI phage has the capability to replicate inside and lyse non-permissive
hosts, it merely requires a receptor to enter. Future work should test if this is true for other
Ackermannviridae family members, as this could prove useful for genetic manipulation,
particularly in less tractable hosts.

The Ackermannviridae family phage MAM1 has the broadest reported host range, able
to infect bacteria across two families of the Enterobacterales order. Unlike members of this
family isolated against D. solani, all of which have the same host range when tested, another
member of the newly proposed Mam1virus genus, 3M, has an overlapping, but different host
range. The host recognition apparatus, consisting of four tail spike proteins, shares little to
no identity in two of the four predicted proteins, whereas the other two are largely conserved.
Due to the high level of genome conservation in the rest of the genome between these two
phages, it would be interesting to investigate whether the two differing proteins are the cause
of the different host ranges. Replacement of one or both of these proteins from MAM1 into
3M, or vice versa, would prove illuminating. Further investigation into the host receptor for
these phages is also needed due to the conflicting results arising from the mutagenesis screens
performed in this project. Screening of an unbiased mutant library for phage-resistance may
prove sufficient, otherwise direct genetic manipulation of the predicted cps cluster in Serratia
marcescens strains may be needed to confirm or deny its role as the receptor.

The discovery of D. solani phages that were not members of the Ackermannviridae family
and instead part of the ‘hairy Myoviridae’ occurred in the final few months of this project,
therefore they have not been studied in great depth in laboratory experiments. The data
presented previously [10] shows that they are still capable of forming plaques on D. solani
cells containing a transposon in the capsule cluster, thereby suggesting that they do not
use the capsule as the receptor. Mutagenesis experiments using these phages to select for
resistant mutants could therefore be performed to determine the receptors for these phages.
The designation of these phages as ‘hairy’ is due to their morphology when viewed under
transmission electron microscopy, in which the tails are less distinct than for other phages
and appear to be wrapped in a bundle of proteinaceous fibres. Whilst this morphology has
been seen multiple times since the first reports in 1983 [3], the nature of these fibres, or their
physiological or structural relevance, is yet to be determined. It has been suggested that they
are likely tail fibres [32], and this could be investigated via genetic knockouts, structural
proteomics and electron cryomicroscopy. The phylogenetic clustering of the Dickeya phage
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AD1 with the Erwinia phages Y3 and Yoloswag also merits further investigation, particularly
into whether this phage is capable of interacting with Erwinia species.

As already discussed, the majority of phages discussed here would be deemed unsuitable
by organisations such as the European Medicines Agency for use as a biocontrol tool due to
their propensity to transfer genes between host cells [129]. This does raise the question as
to the identity of the phage(s) contained within the commercially available Biolyse product,
which purports to clear infections of both Dickeya and Pectobacterium species. Due to its
commercial nature there are no publications detailing the phages included in this cocktail
but I would expect that best practice was followed and capacity for transduction was tested
during development. The lack of information in the public domain concerning this cocktail is
concerning however, as other studies isolating Dickeya phages did not routinely test for this
capability [8, 13, 50, 51, 53]. One of the phages presented here however, the Podoviridae
family member JA10, does not appear to have this capability under the conditions tested,
and therefore may be more suitable, as it is capable of forming plaques on strains of four
Dickeya species. Five other Podoviridae were also found, but were not investigated further
as the lysates were no longer viable. JA10 would require testing for stability, efficacy
and persistence before application in the field, but the methods for this are relatively well
established. However I would again raise the question as to whether the broad host range
is truly beneficial and would encourage extensive and rigorous host range testing before
environmental application.

In 2015 this project began with the aim of studying bacteriophages belonging to the
genus Vi1virus, situated taxonomically in the order Caudovirales and family Myoviridae,
and their interaction with their hosts comprising two genera of the Enterobacteriales order
and Enterobacteriaceae family, Serratia and Dickeya. Advances in genomic sequencing
however has led to large scale taxonomic reclassification of a variety of microbes. In 2016 the
order Enterobacteriales was renamed Enterobacterales and the number of families expanded
from one to seven [4], with the result that the genus Dickeya is now a member of the
family Pectobacteriaceae, whereas Serratia now belongs to the Yersiniaceae family. In April
2018 the bacteriophage genus Vi1virus was raised to become the novel Caudovirales family
Ackermannviridae [9] and a debate is currently under way over proposals for wholesale
reorganisation of bacteriophage phylogeny and abolition of current families to create a
new framework [11]. Given the current rate of change in taxonomic reclassifications, the
groupings discussed in this dissertation may soon become obsolete. However, the interactions
between these phages and their hosts, whatever they may be named, still remains an important
area for research before application in therapeutic, industrial or environmental settings.
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Appendix One

Genome annotation tables

A.1 3M genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 3 2813 RIIA protein
2 2907 3272 hypothetical protein
3 3311 3472 hypothetical protein
4 3504 3761 hypothetical protein
5 3763 4311 hypothetical protein
6 4361 5446 hypothetical protein
7 5456 5704 hypothetical protein
8 5704 6450 hypothetical protein
9 6520 6777 hypothetical protein
10 6774 7913 hypothetical protein
11 8166 8375 hypothetical protein
12 8372 9256 hypothetical protein
13 9253 9558 hypothetical protein
14 9566 10312 putative deoxyribonucleotidase
15 10317 10616 hypothetical protein
16 10606 10941 hypothetical protein
17 11010 14003 putative DNA polymerase
18 14087 14665 hypothetical protein
19 15041 15337 hypothetical protein
20 15364 15705 hypothetical protein
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21 15716 16198 hypothetical protein
22 16225 16680 hypothetical protein
23 16736 17614 hypothetical protein
24 17680 17943 hypothetical protein
25 17950 19260 hypothetical protein
26 19324 19491 hypothetical protein
27 19727 19652 tRNA-Met
28 20724 20635 tRNA-Tyr
29 22308 22895 hypothetical protein
30 23301 25073 putative baseplate wedge subunit
31 25060 25911 putative baseplate wedge subunit
32 25913 27175 putative tail spike protein
33 27224 30187 putative tail spike protein
34 30202 30396 Hypothetical protein
35 30487 31989 putative tail spike protein
36 31986 33602 hypothetical protein
37 33754 33861 hypothetical protein
38 34148 36007 hypothetical protein
39 36221 37891 putative tail spike protein head-binding protein
40 37893 38639 putative pectate lyase
41 38650 38937 hypothetical protein
42 38939 41389 hypothetical protein
43 41398 41583 hypothetical protein
44 41604 41882 hypothetical protein
45 41999 42709 hypothetical protein
46 42838 47685 putative virulence-associated VriC protein
47 47743 47970 putative structural protein
48 47963 48295 putative capsid protein
49 48285 49037 putative neck protein
50 49124 49768 putative neck protein
51 49765 50490 putative proximal tail sheath stabilisation protein
52 50490 51188 putative terminase DNA packaging enzyme small subunit
53 51169 53376 putative terminase DNA packaging enzyme large subunit
54 53419 55329 putative tail sheath protein
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55 55383 55853 putative GIY-YIG homing endonuclease
56 55877 56410 putative tail tube protein
57 56481 58118 putative portal vertex protein
58 58167 58343 hypothetical protein
59 58355 58663 putative prohead core protein
60 58674 59339 putative prohead core protein protease
61 59386 60162 putative prohead core scaffold protein
62 60252 61577 putative major capsid protein
63 61683 62522 putative homing endonuclease
64 62573 62773 hypothetical protein
65 62770 63198 hypothetical protein
66 63201 63746 hypothetical protein
67 63831 64496 hypothetical protein
68 64498 64959 hypothetical protein
69 65040 65597 hypothetical protein
70 65642 65872 hypothetical protein
71 65921 66190 hypothetical protein
72 66187 66630 hypothetical protein
73 66641 66832 hypothetical protein
74 66871 67593 hypothetical protein
75 67623 67931 hypothetical protein
76 68321 68815 putative tail completion and sheath stabiliser protein
77 68825 69310 putative UvsY DNA repair/recombination protein
78 69315 70058 putative exonuclease
79 70090 71589 putative UvsW DNA helicase
80 71590 71694 hypothetical protein
81 72306 72974 putative slidiing clamp DNA polymerase accessory protein
82 73045 74040 putative clamp loader subunit DNA polymerase accessory protein
83 74044 74475 putative clamp loader subunit DNA polymerase accessory protein
84 74509 75000 hypothetical protein
85 74997 75572 putative nucleoside triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase
86 75641 76831 hypothetical protein
87 76833 76934 hypothetical protein
88 77006 77347 hypothetical protein
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89 77445 79454 hypothetical protein
90 79512 79907 hypothetical protein
91 79962 80717 hypothetical protein
92 80788 80994 hypothetical protein
93 80997 83183 hypothetical protein
94 83238 83507 hypothetical protein
95 83511 83756 hypothetical protein
96 83753 84079 hypothetical protein
97 84066 84338 putative acyl carrier protein
98 84441 85286 hypothetical protein
99 85394 85624 hypothetical protein
100 85716 86165 hypothetical protein
101 86227 86607 hypothetical protein
102 86604 86909 hypothetical protein
103 86937 87053 hypothetical protein
104 87062 87256 hypothetical protein
105 87249 87524 hypothetical protein
106 87597 88061 putative superinfection exclusion protein
107 88064 88393 hypothetical protein
108 88390 89130 hypothetical protein
109 89216 89488 putative histone family DNA-binding protein
110 89630 91348 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
111 91349 92116 hypothetical protein
112 92164 92703 putative ribonuclease H
113 92719 93483 putative late transcription sigma factor
114 93474 94592 putative recombination-related endonuclease
115 94595 96919 putative recombination endonuclease subunit
116 96951 97247 hypothetical protein
117 97228 97542 hypothetical protein
118 97555 98166 putative RegB endoribonuclease
119 98166 98762 hypothetical protein
120 98759 98902 hypothetical protein
121 99005 99334 hypothetical protein
122 99420 101501 hypothetical protein
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123 101554 102120 hypothetical protein
124 102131 102373 hypothetical protein
125 102460 103068 hypothetical protein
126 103065 104132 putative DNA primase subunit
127 104134 104361 hypothetical protein
128 104452 104727 hypothetical protein
129 104903 105412 hypothetical protein
130 105472 105795 hypothetical protein
131 105805 106014 hypothetical protein
132 106054 106848 putative peptidoglycan binding protein
133 106959 107795 putative PhoH-like phosphate starvation-inducible protein
134 107906 110206 putative NrdA ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase alpha sub-

unit
135 110280 111398 putative NrdB ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase beta subunit
136 111395 111628 putative glutaredoxin
137 111728 112171 hypothetical protein
138 112168 112611 hypothetical protein
139 112608 112988 putative baseplate wedge subunit
140 112988 114808 putative baseplate hub subunit and tail lysozyme
141 115312 116073 putative baseplate hub subunit
142 116126 116680 hypothetical protein
143 116681 117163 hypothetical protein
144 117209 118003 putative RuvC-like holliday junction resolvase
145 117984 118274 hypothetical protein
146 118261 118506 hypothetical protein
147 118499 118735 putative later promoter transcription factor
148 118747 118983 hypothetical protein
149 119092 120153 putative ssDNA binding protein
150 120179 121117 putative baseplate tail tube protein
151 121168 121866 putative DNA end protector protein
152 121924 122730 hypothetical protein
153 122750 123079 hypothetical protein
154 123171 124103 hypothetical protein
155 124171 124830 putative kinase
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156 124830 126044 putative thymidylate synthase
157 126056 126619 hypothetical protein
158 126616 127209 putative dUTP diphosphatase
159 127211 127780 hypothetical protein
160 127768 128844 putative UvsX RecA-like recombination protein
161 129235 130581 putative DNA primase-helicase subunit
162 130679 130957 putative GTPase-activator protein
163 130947 131243 hypothetical protein
164 131971 133191 hypothetical protein
165 133195 133287 hypothetical protein
166 133352 133963 hypothetical protein
167 134030 134461 hypothetical protein
168 134822 135043 hypothetical protein
169 135040 135321 hypothetical protein
170 135321 137018 putative DNA ligase
171 137062 137436 hypothetical protein
172 137433 137633 putative transcriptional regulator
173 137638 138321 putative DNA helicase loader
174 138324 140213 putative tail length tape measure protein
175 140224 141618 hypothetical protein
176 141611 142165 putative baseplate wedge subunit
177 142177 143142 putative baseplate tail tube cap protein
178 143182 143811 putative head completion protein
179 143803 144243 hypothetical protein
180 144309 145244 putative deoxycytidylate deaminase
181 145237 145614 hypothetical protein
182 145617 146180 putative alpha hydrolase
183 146405 146968 putative metallophosphatase
184 146968 147369 hypothetical protein
185 147429 147854 hypothetical protein
186 147854 148078 hypothetical protein
187 148078 148446 hypothetical protein
188 148443 149072 putative DexA exonuclease
189 149045 149650 hypothetical protein
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190 149647 149913 hypothetical protein
191 149967 150389 hypothetical protein
192 150398 150616 hypothetical protein
193 150613 151998 putative DNA topoisomerase/gyrase small subunit
194 152077 153978 putative DNA topoisomerase/gyrase large subunit
195 154006 154569 hypothetical protein
196 154566 155057 hypothetical protein
197 155103 155300 hypothetical protein
198 155345 155716 putative histone-like protein
199 155953 156093 hypothetical protein
200 156093 156869 putative tail fibre protein
201 156857 157084 hypothetical protein
202 157274 157672 hypothetical protein
203 157754 159385 hypothetical protein

Table A.1 Annotation table for 3M (Genbank reference MH929319)
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A.2 AD1 genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 34 1455 putative DNA helicase DnaB
2 1464 1706 hypothetical protein
3 1699 2496 hypothetical protein
4 2483 5311 putative terminase
5 5351 5566 hypothetical protein
6 5574 7517 putative portal protein
7 7517 7852 hypothetical protein
8 7849 8235 hypothetical protein
9 8264 8398 hypothetical protein
10 8398 8895 hypothetical protein
11 8892 9920 putative DNA polymerase I
12 9931 10473 hypothetical protein
13 10473 11066 putative O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase
14 11208 11423 hypothetical protein
15 11492 12181 putative membrane protein
16 12233 13003 putative methyltransferase
17 13015 14070 putative DUF1611 domain-containing protein
18 14063 14932 putative asparagine synthase
19 14934 15554 hypothetical protein
20 15567 15830 hypothetical protein
21 15838 16293 hypothetical protein
22 16290 16499 hypothetical protein
23 16529 16822 hypothetical protein
24 16830 17012 putative DNA primase
25 17265 17717 hypothetical protein
26 17732 18115 hypothetical protein
27 18354 19196 putative DNA adenine methylase
28 19204 19515 hypothetical protein
29 19568 20152 hypothetical protein
30 20152 20850 hypothetical protein
31 20843 21181 hypothetical protein
32 21159 21638 hypothetical protein
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33 21619 22029 hypothetical protein
34 22014 22535 putative CMP deaminase
35 22561 23328 hypothetical protein
36 23339 23827 hypothetical protein
37 23814 23978 hypothetical protein
38 24020 24547 hypothetical protein
39 24551 25189 putative membrane protein
40 25164 25511 hypothetical protein
41 25511 25849 hypothetical protein
42 25849 26199 hypothetical protein
43 26199 27305 putative thymidylate synthase
44 27302 27952 hypothetical protein
45 27952 28842 hypothetical protein
46 28893 29228 hypothetical protein
47 29274 29984 putative transcriptional repressor
48 29986 32115 putative DNA-cytosine methyltransferase
49 32288 32827 hypothetical protein
50 32995 33405 hypothetical protein
51 33464 34369 hypothetical protein
52 34450 35109 hypothetical protein
53 35118 35471 hypothetical protein
54 35407 35931 hypothetical protein
55 35957 36265 hypothetical protein
56 36297 36764 hypothetical protein
57 36761 36961 hypothetical protein
58 36958 37356 putative ASCH domain-containing protein
59 37353 37568 hypothetical protein
60 37614 38039 hypothetical protein
61 38047 38529 hypothetical protein
62 38559 38885 hypothetical protein
63 38885 39400 hypothetical protein
64 39390 40064 putative GTP pyrophosphokinase
65 40039 40413 hypothetical protein
66 40385 40768 hypothetical protein
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67 40740 41390 hypothetical protein
68 41541 41888 hypothetical protein
69 41842 42567 hypothetical protein
70 42634 43335 hypothetical protein
71 43335 44333 hypothetical protein
72 44391 44855 putative lipoprotein
73 44852 45163 hypothetical protein
74 45163 45471 putative membrane protein
75 45527 45766 hypothetical protein
76 45802 46401 hypothetical protein
77 46401 47303 hypothetical protein
78 47313 47846 hypothetical protein
79 47848 48897 hypothetical protein
80 48964 49488 hypothetical protein
81 49485 50561 hypothetical protein
82 50571 51149 hypothetical protein
83 51149 52051 hypothetical protein
84 52051 52506 hypothetical protein
85 52508 53596 hypothetical protein
86 53598 54554 hypothetical protein
87 54554 55051 putative membrane protein
88 55119 55613 hypothetical protein
89 56052 57002 hypothetical protein
90 57012 58055 hypothetical protein
91 58065 58700 putative structural protein
92 58761 59342 hypothetical protein
93 59354 59575 hypothetical protein
94 59587 60183 hypothetical protein
95 60241 61860 hypothetical protein
96 61885 62628 hypothetical protein
97 62625 63134 putative membrane protein
98 63140 63424 hypothetical protein
99 63489 64352 hypothetical protein
100 64388 65212 hypothetical protein
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101 65196 65672 hypothetical protein
102 65674 66495 putative tail fibre protein
103 66507 66710 hypothetical protein
104 66720 69593 putative ILEI domain-containing protein
105 69637 71661 hypothetical protein
106 71671 72162 putative tail fibre protein
107 72172 72804 putative tail fibre protein
108 72804 74243 putative tail protein
109 74240 76579 hypothetical protein
110 76665 81200 hypothetical protein
111 81197 82660 putative baseplate wedge subunit protein
112 82662 82787 putative baseplate wedge subunit
113 82789 83211 putative baseplate protein
114 83211 83501 putative baseplate spike protein
115 84958 86721 hypothetical protein
116 86730 87140 hypothetical protein
117 87161 87775 putative dTMP kinase
118 87785 88276 putative MmcB-like DNA repair protein
119 88266 88724 putative NUDIX hydrolase
120 88721 89224 hypothetical protein
121 89263 89553 hypothetical protein
122 89550 90275 hypothetical protein
123 90286 91074 putative baseplate protein
124 91071 92966 hypothetical protein
125 92969 93403 hypothetical protein
126 93403 93696 hypothetical protein
127 93681 94487 hypothetical protein
128 94500 97139 putative VGRG protein
129 97139 97918 hypothetical protein
130 97984 98667 hypothetical protein
131 98678 99190 putative tail tube protein
132 99193 99867 hypothetical protein
133 99919 100431 putative tail tube protein
134 100443 102128 putative tail sheath protein
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135 102185 102529 hypothetical protein
136 102529 103218 hypothetical protein
137 103284 103706 hypothetical protein
138 103759 104859 putative major capsid protein
139 104919 105626 putative structural protein
140 105682 107676 hypothetical protein
141 107753 108880 hypothetical protein
142 108880 109659 putative prohead core protein protease
143 109670 110080 hypothetical protein
144 110082 110849 hypothetical protein
145 110818 112026 putative glycosyl transferase
146 112088 113005 hypothetical protein
147 113008 114954 putative DNA ligase
148 114994 116853 hypothetical protein
149 116916 121043 hypothetical protein
150 121099 122280 hypothetical protein
151 122299 123285 hypothetical protein
152 123293 124078 hypothetical protein
153 124089 128099 putative major tail protein
154 128096 128728 hypothetical protein
155 128739 129377 hypothetical protein
156 129412 130107 hypothetical protein
157 130155 131831 putative tail sheath protein
158 131946 133031 hypothetical protein
159 133034 133900 hypothetical protein
160 133897 134091 hypothetical protein
161 134101 134721 hypothetical protein
162 134742 135104 hypothetical protein
163 135120 135491 hypothetical protein
164 135481 135804 hypothetical protein
165 135842 136333 hypothetical protein
166 136336 136818 hypothetical protein
167 136818 138419 putative DNA repair helicase
168 138422 138967 hypothetical protein
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169 138967 139401 hypothetical protein
170 139410 140588 hypothetical protein
171 140554 140847 hypothetical protein
172 140844 144005 putative DNA polymerase I
173 144095 145072 hypothetical protein
174 145082 145633 hypothetical protein
175 145677 151523 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
176 151523 152017 hypothetical protein
177 152028 152810 hypothetical protein
178 152807 153172 putative HNH family endonuclease
179 153206 154024 hypothetical protein
180 154084 154884 hypothetical protein
181 154931 156094 putative head to tail joining protein
182 156096 157127 hypothetical protein
183 157202 158485 hypothetical protein
184 158658 159347 hypothetical protein
185 159466 160539 putative recombination related endonuclease
186 160580 161335 hypothetical protein
187 161339 161845 putative ssDNA binding protein
188 161885 162250 putative DUF2778 domain-containing protein
189 162332 162841 hypothetical protein
190 162842 163753 hypothetical protein
191 163772 164233 hypothetical protein
192 164371 164706 hypothetical protein
193 164709 165281 putative glycosyl hydrolase
194 165318 166163 hypothetical protein
195 166250 166591 putative membrane protein
196 166567 166884 hypothetical protein
197 166886 167599 hypothetical protein
198 167602 167922 hypothetical protein
199 167922 170252 putative exonuclease
200 170252 170452 hypothetical protein
201 170452 170664 hypothetical protein
202 170744 171265 hypothetical protein
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203 171265 171714 hypothetical protein
204 171845 172381 hypothetical protein
205 172487 173776 putative DNA polymerase III
206 173919 174116 hypothetical protein
207 174591 175178 hypothetical protein
208 175178 175522 hypothetical protein
209 175527 176099 hypothetical protein
210 176099 177073 hypothetical protein
211 177085 177519 hypothetical protein
212 177611 177805 hypothetical protein
213 177845 178369 hypothetical protein
214 178373 179425 hypothetical protein
215 180393 181052 hypothetical protein
216 181062 182183 hypothetical protein
217 182283 182831 putative holliday junction resolvase
218 182839 183204 hypothetical protein
219 183251 183943 hypothetical protein
220 183936 185705 putative inverse autotransporter beta-barrel domain-containing

protein
221 185759 186409 hypothetical protein
222 186466 186645 hypothetical protein
223 186647 187705 putative DNA primase
224 187770 188105 hypothetical protein
225 188068 189153 putative exonuclease
226 189231 189560 hypothetical protein
227 189568 190032 hypothetical protein
228 189992 190525 hypothetical protein
229 190458 191114 hypothetical protein
230 191120 191401 hypothetical protein
231 191382 191813 hypothetical protein
232 191813 192028 hypothetical protein
233 192031 192759 hypothetical protein
234 192752 193285 hypothetical protein
235 193278 193745 putative cylic phosphodiesterase
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236 193797 194108 hypothetical protein
237 194154 195191 hypothetical protein
238 195242 196516 putative ssDNA binding protein
239 196574 199099 putative RecA protein
240 199149 199568 hypothetical protein
241 199668 200369 hypothetical protein
242 200546 201472 hypothetical protein
243 201517 202284 hypothetical protein
244 202718 204256 hypothetical protein
245 204427 205131 hypothetical protein
246 205236 205475 hypothetical protein
247 205532 206035 hypothetical protein
248 206098 206712 hypothetical protein
249 206761 207021 hypothetical protein
250 207100 207468 hypothetical protein
251 207465 207710 hypothetical protein
252 207703 208065 hypothetical protein
253 208154 208639 hypothetical protein
254 208627 208944 hypothetical protein
255 209037 209354 hypothetical protein
256 209419 209772 hypothetical protein
257 209838 210242 hypothetical protein
258 210300 210752 putative XRE family transcriptional regulator
259 210745 211284 hypothetical protein
260 211297 211737 hypothetical protein
261 211734 212177 hypothetical protein
262 212259 212486 hypothetical protein
263 212483 213538 hypothetical protein
264 213535 213744 hypothetical protein
265 213737 214270 putative RNA NAD 2
266 214273 214686 hypothetical protein
267 214742 216229 putative radical SAM superfamily protein
268 216244 216861 hypothetical protein
269 216863 217219 hypothetical protein
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270 217219 217698 hypothetical protein
271 217689 217952 putative DksA/TraR family C4-type zinc finger protein
272 217955 218383 hypothetical protein
273 218380 218565 hypothetical protein
274 218565 218882 hypothetical protein
275 218879 219076 hypothetical protein
276 219073 219426 hypothetical protein
277 219426 220145 hypothetical protein
278 220155 220784 hypothetical protein
279 220781 221152 hypothetical protein
280 221154 221912 hypothetical protein
281 221887 222090 hypothetical protein
282 222077 222628 hypothetical protein
283 222687 223667 putative UV damage repair endonuclease
284 223756 224058 hypothetical protein
285 224060 224323 hypothetical protein
286 224752 225003 hypothetical protein
287 225078 225590 hypothetical protein
288 225590 225877 hypothetical protein
289 225893 227065 hypothetical protein
290 227178 227480 hypothetical protein
291 227489 228043 hypothetical protein
292 228056 228514 hypothetical protein
293 228525 229094 putative dUTPase
294 229087 229302 hypothetical protein
295 230406 231092 hypothetical protein
296 231161 232102 hypothetical protein
297 232180 232884 hypothetical protein
298 232890 233117 hypothetical protein
299 233120 233428 hypothetical protein
300 233428 234003 hypothetical protein
301 234056 235657 hypothetical protein
302 235693 236127 hypothetical protein
303 236136 236435 hypothetical protein
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304 236542 237006 hypothetical protein
305 237008 237703 hypothetical protein
306 237703 237894 hypothetical protein
307 238035 238517 hypothetical protein
308 238522 238737 hypothetical protein
309 238992 239723 hypothetical protein
310 239723 240172 hypothetical protein
311 240190 240342 hypothetical protein
312 240505 242136 hypothetical protein
313 242225 243457 hypothetical protein
314 243454 243834 hypothetical protein
315 243831 244292 hypothetical protein
316 244282 245562 hypothetical protein
317 245590 248613 hypothetical protein
318 248671 249501 hypothetical protein
319 249602 250147 hypothetical protein
320 250297 251118 hypothetical protein
321 251337 251873 hypothetical protein
322 251971 252471 hypothetical protein
323 252496 253236 hypothetical protein
324 253374 255404 putative DNA gyrase subunit B
325 255406 257052 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
326 257399 258673 hypothetical protein
327 258666 259208 hypothetical protein
328 259141 260013 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
329 260068 261207 hypothetical protein
330 261225 261596 hypothetical protein

Table A.2 Annotation table for AD1 (Genbank reference MH460463)
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A.3 JA10 genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 1014 1478 putative S-adenosyl-L-methionine hydrolase,phage-associated

protein
2 1480 1620 hypothetical protein
3 1680 1877 hypothetical protein
4 1890 3029 putative protein kinase
5 3102 5744 putative T3/T7-like RNA polymerase
6 5815 6060 hypothetical protein
7 6162 6338 hypothetical protein
8 6341 6604 hypothetical protein
9 6676 7713 putative DNA ligase
10 7706 7843 putative ligase
11 7897 8100 hypothetical protein
12 8097 8219 hypothetical protein
13 8257 8514 hypothetical protein
14 8511 8696 hypothetical protein
15 8693 9331 hypothetical protein
16 9324 9512 putative bacterial RNA polymerase inhibitor
17 9505 9873 hypothetical protein
18 9936 10637 putative ssDNA-binding protein
19 10637 11083 putative endonuclease
20 11085 11540 putative lysozyme
21 11612 12115 hypothetical protein
22 12320 13831 DNA primase/helicase
23 13918 14151 hypothetical protein
24 14228 14614 hypothetical protein
25 14637 16721 DNA polymerase
26 16742 17056 hypothetical protein
27 17056 17265 hypothetical protein
28 17262 17627 hypothetical protein
29 17663 18562 putative exonuclease
30 18728 18982 hypothetical protein
31 19001 19297 hypothetical protein
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32 19328 19642 putative tail-assembly protein
33 19653 21257 putative head-to-tail joining protein
34 21366 22223 putative capsid and scaffold protein
35 22348 23382 putative structural protein
36 23424 23654 putative minor capsid protein
37 23728 24315 putative tail tubular protein A
38 24337 26721 putative tail tubular protein B
39 26809 27246 putative internal core protein
40 27249 27842 putative tail protein
41 27854 30118 putative tail protein
42 30144 34118 putative internal (core) protein
43 34181 35800 putative tail fibre protein
44 35803 36198 putative tail fibre assembly protein
45 36243 36452 putative holin lysis protein
46 36445 36708 putative DNA packaging protein A
47 36807 37292 putative endopeptidase
48 37292 37909 hypothetical protein
49 37925 39679 putative DNA packaging protein
50 39949 40107 hypothetical protein

Table A.3 Annotation table for JA10 (Genbank reference MH460459)
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A.4 JA11 genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 54 1433 putative replicative DNA helicase DnaB
2 1531 2205 hypothetical protein
3 2189 5002 putative terminase
4 5068 5283 hypothetical protein
5 5296 7239 putative portal protein
6 7239 7547 hypothetical protein
7 7549 7923 hypothetical protein
8 7971 8435 hypothetical protein
9 8432 9469 putative DNA polymerase I
10 9481 9930 hypothetical protein
11 9936 10523 putative O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase
12 10532 10846 hypothetical protein
13 10852 11496 putative membrane protein
14 11757 12023 putative DNA primase
15 12272 12451 putative DNA adenine methylase
16 12460 13302 hypothetical protein
17 13318 13461 hypothetical protein
18 13470 14192 hypothetical protein
19 14185 14439 hypothetical protein
20 14520 15098 hypothetical protein
21 15098 15463 hypothetical protein
22 15450 15944 putative CMP deaminase
23 15954 16406 hypothetical protein
24 16409 17281 hypothetical protein
25 17274 18377 putative thymidylate synthase
26 18419 19129 hypothetical protein
27 19129 19776 hypothetical protein
28 20125 20364 hypothetical protein
29 20354 20758 hypothetical protein
30 20804 21508 hypothetical protein
31 21480 21950 hypothetical protein
32 21943 22902 hypothetical protein
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33 22883 23746 hypothetical protein
34 23796 24131 hypothetical protein
35 24109 24396 hypothetical protein
36 24751 24906 hypothetical protein
37 24914 25327 hypothetical protein
38 25324 26043 hypothetical protein
39 26033 26344 hypothetical protein
40 26341 26700 hypothetical protein
41 26709 27461 hypothetical protein
42 27463 27723 hypothetical protein
43 27785 28426 hypothetical protein
44 28546 28911 hypothetical protein
45 28901 29260 hypothetical protein
46 29271 29738 hypothetical protein
47 29799 30392 hypothetical protein
48 30395 30607 hypothetical protein
49 30604 30873 hypothetical protein
50 30881 31312 hypothetical protein
51 31312 31839 hypothetical protein
52 31814 32653 hypothetical protein
53 32662 32916 hypothetical protein
54 32913 33314 putative ASCH domain-containing protein
55 33290 34048 hypothetical protein
56 34035 34565 hypothetical protein
57 34558 34875 hypothetical protein
58 34862 35185 hypothetical protein
59 35717 35962 hypothetical protein
60 36000 36584 putative bifunctional (p)ppGpp synthetase/guanosine-3
61 36588 36983 hypothetical protein
62 37191 37652 hypothetical protein
63 37849 38448 hypothetical protein
64 38445 38810 hypothetical protein
65 38807 39514 hypothetical protein
66 39516 40238 hypothetical protein
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67 40275 41066 hypothetical protein
68 41105 41572 putative membrane protein
69 41569 41850 hypothetical protein
70 41858 42187 putative membrane protein
71 42198 42437 hypothetical protein
72 42455 43087 hypothetical protein
73 43087 43995 hypothetical protein
74 44006 44560 hypothetical protein
75 44557 45639 hypothetical protein
76 45636 46229 hypothetical protein
77 46229 47152 hypothetical protein
78 47152 47619 hypothetical protein
79 47633 48652 hypothetical protein
80 48679 50253 hypothetical protein
81 50254 50751 putative membrane protein
82 50834 51886 hypothetical protein
83 52049 53425 putative T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
84 53444 54193 hypothetical protein
85 54190 54681 putative membrane protein
86 54683 54958 hypothetical protein
87 54994 55740 hypothetical protein
88 55743 56540 hypothetical protein
89 56533 56991 hypothetical protein
90 56993 57811 putative tail fibre protein
91 57823 58023 hypothetical protein
92 58068 61601 putative ILEI domain-containing protein
93 61610 63631 hypothetical protein
94 63644 64138 putative tail fibre protein
95 64152 64784 putative tail fibre protein
96 64795 65769 putative tail protein
97 65766 68087 hypothetical protein
98 68175 69245 hypothetical protein
99 69289 73812 hypothetical protein
100 73809 75272 putative baseplate wedge subunit
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101 75269 75682 putative baseplate protein
102 75682 75972 putative baseplate spike
103 76665 76976 hypothetical protein
104 77713 79491 hypothetical protein
105 79501 79941 hypothetical protein
106 79926 80519 putative dTMP kinase
107 80524 80961 putative MmcB-like DNA repair protein
108 81002 81454 putative NUDIX hydrolase
109 81451 81957 hypothetical protein
110 82255 82881 hypothetical protein
111 82894 83679 putative baseplate protein/tail-associated lysozyme
112 83676 85559 hypothetical protein
113 85563 85784 hypothetical protein
114 85791 86189 hypothetical protein
115 86189 86482 hypothetical protein
116 86455 87258 hypothetical protein
117 87258 90050 putative VgrG-like protein/endolysin
118 90050 90892 hypothetical protein
119 90885 91571 hypothetical protein
120 91582 92094 putative tail tube protein
121 92097 92765 hypothetical protein
122 92808 93323 putative tail tube protein
123 93338 95023 putative tail sheath protein
124 95081 95425 hypothetical protein
125 95427 96089 hypothetical protein
126 96161 96634 hypothetical protein
127 96726 97820 putative major capsid protein
128 97873 98577 putative structural protein
129 98647 100605 putative ATPase
130 100689 101792 hypothetical protein
131 101789 102610 putative prohead core protein protease
132 102617 103039 hypothetical protein
133 103044 103931 hypothetical protein
134 103939 105039 putative glycosyl transferase
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135 105050 105964 hypothetical protein
136 105964 107934 putative DNA ligase
137 107958 108881 hypothetical protein
138 108878 109720 hypothetical protein
139 109720 111651 hypothetical protein
140 111711 115673 hypothetical protein
141 115735 116889 hypothetical protein
142 116908 117882 hypothetical protein
143 117886 118650 hypothetical protein
144 118666 121749 putative major tail protein/T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
145 121739 122383 hypothetical protein
146 122380 123006 hypothetical protein
147 123028 124704 putative tail sheath protein
148 124792 125838 hypothetical protein
149 125826 126680 hypothetical protein
150 126685 126894 hypothetical protein
151 126891 127523 hypothetical protein
152 127560 127841 hypothetical protein
153 127858 128241 hypothetical protein
154 128207 128545 hypothetical protein
155 128551 129444 putative DNA repair helicase
156 130521 131657 putative DNA repair helicase
157 131660 132223 hypothetical protein
158 132225 132653 hypothetical protein
159 132650 133825 hypothetical protein
160 133812 134081 hypothetical protein
161 134078 137233 putative DNA polymerase I
162 137328 137645 hypothetical protein
163 137648 138202 hypothetical protein
164 138246 144080 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
165 144091 144591 hypothetical protein
166 144604 145371 hypothetical protein
167 145371 145730 putative HNH family endonuclease
168 145737 146495 hypothetical protein
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169 146556 147359 hypothetical protein
170 147412 148572 putative head to tail joining protein
171 148575 149672 hypothetical protein
172 149672 150949 hypothetical protein
173 151090 151752 hypothetical protein
174 151888 153018 putative recombination-related endonuclease
175 153133 153657 putative ssDNA binding protein
176 153704 155668 hypothetical protein
177 155665 157452 hypothetical protein
178 157463 157828 putative DUF2778 domain-containing protein
179 157828 158394 hypothetical protein
180 158413 159405 hypothetical protein
181 159408 159875 hypothetical protein
182 159872 160447 putative glycosyl hydrolase
183 160527 160850 hypothetical protein
184 160850 161563 hypothetical protein
185 161566 161817 hypothetical protein
186 161817 164117 putative exonuclease
187 164120 164320 hypothetical protein
188 164401 164637 hypothetical protein
189 164654 165088 hypothetical protein
190 165091 165768 hypothetical protein
191 165889 166368 hypothetical protein
192 166448 167668 putative DNA polymerase III
193 168011 168586 hypothetical protein
194 168586 168918 hypothetical protein
195 168908 169885 hypothetical protein
196 169928 170395 hypothetical protein
197 170402 170896 hypothetical protein
198 170908 171372 hypothetical protein
199 171421 172509 hypothetical protein
200 172547 173764 hypothetical protein
201 174627 175178 hypothetical protein
202 175181 176299 hypothetical protein
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203 176443 176991 putative holliday junction resolvase
204 177004 177645 hypothetical protein
205 177704 178342 hypothetical protein
206 178339 180324 putative inverse autotransporter beta-barrel domain-containing

protein
207 180446 181123 hypothetical protein
208 181159 182214 putative DNA primase
209 182280 182615 hypothetical protein
210 182653 183669 putative exonuclease
211 183677 184078 hypothetical protein
212 184532 185194 hypothetical protein
213 185197 185361 hypothetical protein
214 185373 185645 hypothetical protein
215 185642 185959 hypothetical protein
216 186002 186178 hypothetical protein
217 186181 186702 hypothetical protein
218 186699 187148 putative cyclic phosphodiesterase
219 187132 187413 hypothetical protein
220 187449 188486 hypothetical protein
221 188547 189752 putative ssDNA binding protein
222 189807 191312 putative RecA protein
223 191354 191755 hypothetical protein
224 191872 192651 hypothetical protein
225 192648 193226 hypothetical protein
226 193210 193743 hypothetical protein
227 193824 194072 hypothetical protein
228 194136 195953 hypothetical protein
229 196006 196599 hypothetical protein
230 196538 197179 hypothetical protein
231 197227 197868 hypothetical protein
232 197868 198185 hypothetical protein
233 198163 199332 putative methyltransferase
234 199388 199534 hypothetical protein
235 199513 200736 putative DNA adenine methylase
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236 200913 201248 hypothetical protein
237 201311 201790 hypothetical protein
238 201790 202305 hypothetical protein
239 202295 202720 hypothetical protein
240 202689 202964 hypothetical protein
241 202964 203182 hypothetical protein
242 203184 203942 hypothetical protein
243 204209 204802 hypothetical protein
244 204786 205136 hypothetical protein
245 205145 205495 hypothetical protein
246 205507 205755 hypothetical protein
247 205926 206198 hypothetical protein
248 206263 206691 hypothetical protein
249 206751 207098 hypothetical protein
250 207095 207388 hypothetical protein
251 207398 208183 hypothetical protein
252 208180 208788 hypothetical protein
253 208785 209504 hypothetical protein
254 209506 210186 hypothetical protein
255 210235 210906 hypothetical protein
256 210903 211121 Hypothetical protein
257 211543 212043 hypothetical protein
258 212045 212761 hypothetical protein
259 212761 213003 hypothetical protein
260 213123 213461 hypothetical protein
261 213464 214084 hypothetical protein
262 214081 214623 putative RNA 2’-phosphotransferase
263 214726 215118 hypothetical protein
264 215128 215385 putative DksA/TraR family C4-type zinc finger protein
265 215388 215696 hypothetical protein
266 215699 215839 hypothetical protein
267 215839 216273 hypothetical protein
268 216292 216741 hypothetical protein
269 216777 217712 putative UvsE UV damage repair endonuclease
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270 217703 217804 hypothetical protein
271 217813 218622 hypothetical protein
272 218633 219241 hypothetical protein
273 219242 221191 hypothetical protein
274 221244 221903 hypothetical protein
275 222039 222218 hypothetical protein
276 222222 222470 hypothetical protein
277 222474 222932 hypothetical protein
278 222935 223231 hypothetical protein
279 223244 223537 hypothetical protein
280 223592 224035 hypothetical protein
281 224038 224328 hypothetical protein
282 224328 224894 putative dUTPase
283 225272 225790 putative lytic transglycosylase
284 225937 226230 hypothetical protein
285 226246 226758 hypothetical protein
286 226771 226914 hypothetical protein
287 226957 227664 hypothetical protein
288 227664 228188 hypothetical protein
289 228185 228640 hypothetical protein
290 228641 228847 hypothetical protein
291 228854 229258 hypothetical protein
292 229309 229932 hypothetical protein
293 230033 230638 hypothetical protein
294 230635 230811 hypothetical protein
295 230808 231215 hypothetical protein
296 231226 232059 hypothetical protein
297 232076 232858 hypothetical protein
298 233013 233363 hypothetical protein
299 233514 234257 hypothetical protein
300 234313 234843 hypothetical protein
301 234850 235227 hypothetical protein
302 235227 235592 hypothetical protein
303 235878 237491 hypothetical protein
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304 237564 238490 hypothetical protein
305 238490 238852 hypothetical protein
306 238861 239337 hypothetical protein
307 239309 240577 hypothetical protein
308 240577 243549 hypothetical protein
309 243604 244356 hypothetical protein
310 244379 244957 hypothetical protein
311 245162 245953 hypothetical protein
312 245985 246080 hypothetical protein
313 246258 246776 hypothetical protein
314 246870 247211 hypothetical protein
315 247330 249390 putative DNA topoisomerase IV/gyrase subunit B
316 249390 251072 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
317 251226 252416 hypothetical protein
318 252406 252948 hypothetical protein
319 252920 253759 Hypothetical protein
320 253821 254954 hypothetical protein
321 254962 255318 hypothetical protein

Table A.4 Annotation table for JA11 (Genbank reference MH389777)
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A.5 JA13 genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 74 1453 putative replicative DNA helicase DnaB
2 1446 2225 hypothetical protein
3 2209 5022 putative terminase
4 5215 5430 Hypothetical protein
5 5443 7386 putative portal protein
6 7386 7694 hypothetical protein
7 7696 8070 hypothetical protein
8 8118 8582 hypothetical protein
9 8579 9616 putative DNA polymerase I
10 9628 10077 hypothetical protein
11 10083 10670 putative O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase
12 10679 10993 hypothetical protein
13 10999 11643 putative membrane protein
14 11904 12170 putative DNA primase
15 12193 12414 hypothetical protein
16 12419 12598 hypothetical protein
17 12607 13449 putative DNA adenine methylase
18 13465 13608 hypothetical protein
19 13617 14339 hypothetical protein
20 14332 14586 hypothetical protein
21 14667 15245 hypothetical protein
22 15245 15610 hypothetical protein
23 15597 16091 CMP deaminase
24 16101 16553 hypothetical protein
25 16556 17428 hypothetical protein
26 17421 18524 thymidylate synthase
27 18566 19276 hypothetical protein
28 19276 19923 hypothetical protein
29 20272 20511 hypothetical protein
30 20501 20905 hypothetical protein
31 20951 21655 hypothetical protein
32 21627 22097 hypothetical protein
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33 22090 23049 hypothetical protein
34 23030 23893 hypothetical protein
35 23943 24278 hypothetical protein
36 24256 24543 hypothetical protein
37 24644 24895 hypothetical protein
38 24898 25053 hypothetical protein
39 25061 25474 hypothetical protein
40 25471 26190 hypothetical protein
41 26180 26491 hypothetical protein
42 26488 26844 hypothetical protein
43 26853 27605 hypothetical protein
44 27607 27867 hypothetical protein
45 27930 28571 hypothetical protein
46 28691 29056 hypothetical protein
47 29046 29405 hypothetical protein
48 29416 29883 hypothetical protein
49 29944 30537 hypothetical protein
50 30540 30752 hypothetical protein
51 30749 31018 hypothetical protein
52 31027 31488 hypothetical protein
53 31463 32302 hypothetical protein
54 32311 32565 hypothetical protein
55 32562 32963 putative ASCH domain-containing protein
56 32939 33697 hypothetical protein
57 33684 34214 hypothetical protein
58 34207 34524 hypothetical protein
59 34511 34834 hypothetical protein
60 35155 36198 hypothetical protein
61 36195 36779 putative bifunctional (p)ppGpp synthetase/guanosine-3
62 36783 37178 hypothetical protein
63 37386 37847 hypothetical protein
64 38044 38643 hypothetical protein
65 38640 39005 hypothetical protein
66 39002 39709 hypothetical protein
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67 39711 40433 hypothetical protein
68 40470 41261 hypothetical protein
69 41300 41767 putative membrane protein
70 41764 42045 hypothetical protein
71 42053 42382 putative membrane protein
72 42393 42632 hypothetical protein
73 42650 43282 hypothetical protein
74 43282 44190 hypothetical protein
75 44201 44755 hypothetical protein
76 44752 45834 hypothetical protein
77 45831 46424 hypothetical protein
78 46424 47347 hypothetical protein
79 47347 47814 hypothetical protein
80 47828 48847 hypothetical protein
81 48874 50448 hypothetical protein
82 50449 50946 putative membrane protein
83 51029 52081 putative T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
84 52244 53620 hypothetical protein
85 53639 54388 putative membrane protein
86 54385 54876 hypothetical protein
87 54878 55153 hypothetical protein
88 55189 55935 hypothetical protein
89 55938 56735 hypothetical protein
90 56728 57186 hypothetical protein
91 57188 58006 putative tail fibre protein
92 58018 58218 Hypothetical protein
93 58263 61796 putative ILEI domain-containing protein
94 61805 63826 hypothetical protein
95 63839 64333 putative tail fibre protein
96 64347 64979 putative tail fibre protein
97 64990 65964 putative tail protein
98 65961 68282 hypothetical protein
99 68370 69440 hypothetical protein
100 69484 74007 hypothetical protein
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101 74004 75467 putative baseplate wedge subunit protein
102 75464 75877 putative baseplate protein
103 75877 76167 putative baseplate spike protein
104 76860 77171 hypothetical protein
105 77908 79686 hypothetical protein
106 79696 80136 hypothetical protein
107 80121 80714 putative dTMP kinase
108 80719 81156 putative MmcB-like DNA repair protein
109 81197 81649 putative NUDIX hydrolase
110 81646 82152 hypothetical protein
111 82450 83076 hypothetical protein
112 83089 83871 putative baseplate protein/tail-associated lysozyme
113 83871 85754 hypothetical protein
114 85758 85979 hypothetical protein
115 85986 86384 hypothetical protein
116 86384 86677 hypothetical protein
117 86650 87453 hypothetical protein
118 87453 90245 putative VgrG-like protein/endolysin
119 90245 91087 hypothetical protein
120 91080 91766 hypothetical protein
121 91777 92289 putative tail tube protein
122 92292 92960 hypothetical protein
123 93003 93518 putative tail tube protein
124 93533 95218 putative tail sheath protein
125 95276 95620 hypothetical protein
126 95622 96284 hypothetical protein
127 96355 96828 hypothetical protein
128 96920 98014 putative major capsid protein
129 98067 98771 putative structural protein
130 98841 100799 putative ATPase
131 100883 101929 hypothetical protein
132 101986 102804 putative prohead core protein protease
133 102811 103233 hypothetical protein
134 103238 104125 hypothetical protein
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135 104133 105233 putative glycosyl transferase
136 105244 106158 hypothetical protein
137 106158 108128 putative DNA ligase
138 108152 109075 hypothetical protein
139 109072 109914 hypothetical protein
140 109914 111878 hypothetical protein
141 111938 115900 hypothetical protein
142 115962 117116 hypothetical protein
143 117135 118109 hypothetical protein
144 118113 118877 hypothetical protein
145 118893 121976 putative major tail protein/T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
146 121966 122610 hypothetical protein
147 122607 123233 hypothetical protein
148 123255 124931 putative tail sheath protein
149 125019 126065 hypothetical protein
150 126053 126907 hypothetical protein
151 126912 127121 hypothetical protein
152 127118 127750 hypothetical protein
153 127787 128068 hypothetical protein
154 128085 128468 hypothetical protein
155 128434 128772 hypothetical protein
156 128778 130388 putative DNA repair helicase
157 130391 130954 hypothetical protein
158 130956 131384 hypothetical protein
159 131381 132556 hypothetical protein
160 132543 132812 hypothetical protein
161 132809 135964 putative DNA polymerase I
162 136060 136377 hypothetical protein
163 136380 136934 hypothetical protein
164 136978 142812 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
165 142823 143323 hypothetical protein
166 143336 144103 hypothetical protein
167 144103 144462 putative HNH family endonuclease
168 144469 145227 hypothetical protein
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169 145288 146091 hypothetical protein
170 146144 147304 putative head to tail joining protein
171 147307 148404 hypothetical protein
172 148404 149681 hypothetical protein
173 149822 150484 hypothetical protein
174 150620 151750 putative recombination-related endonuclease
175 151865 152389 putative ssDNA binding protein
176 152436 154400 hypothetical protein
177 154397 156184 hypothetical protein
178 156195 156560 putative DUF2778 domain-containing protein
179 156560 157126 hypothetical protein
180 157145 158173 hypothetical protein
181 158176 158643 hypothetical protein
182 158640 159215 putative glycosyl hydrolase
183 159295 159618 hypothetical protein
184 159618 160331 hypothetical protein
185 160334 160585 hypothetical protein
186 160585 162885 putative exonuclease
187 162888 163088 hypothetical protein
188 163169 163405 hypothetical protein
189 163422 163856 hypothetical protein
190 163859 164536 hypothetical protein
191 164657 165136 hypothetical protein
192 165216 166436 putative DNA polymerase III
193 166779 167354 hypothetical protein
194 167354 167686 hypothetical protein
195 167676 168653 hypothetical protein
196 168696 169163 hypothetical protein
197 169170 169664 hypothetical protein
198 169676 170140 hypothetical protein
199 170189 171328 hypothetical protein
200 171366 172220 hypothetical protein
201 173464 174015 hypothetical protein
202 174018 175136 hypothetical protein
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203 175280 175828 putative holliday junction resolvase
204 175841 176536 hypothetical protein
205 176598 177215 hypothetical protein
206 177212 179197 putative inverse autotransporter beta-barrel domain-containing

protein
207 179319 179996 hypothetical protein
208 180032 181087 putative DNA primase
209 181153 181488 hypothetical protein
210 181526 182542 putative exonuclease
211 182550 182951 hypothetical protein
212 182902 183489 hypothetical protein
213 183405 184067 hypothetical protein
214 184070 184234 hypothetical protein
215 184246 184518 hypothetical protein
216 184515 184832 hypothetical protein
217 184875 185051 hypothetical protein
218 185054 185575 putative cyclic phosphodiesterase
219 185572 186021 hypothetical protein
220 186005 186286 hypothetical protein
221 186322 187359 hypothetical protein
222 187420 188607 putative ssDNA binding protein
223 188662 190167 putative RecA recombinase
224 190209 190610 hypothetical protein
225 190728 191507 hypothetical protein
226 191504 192082 hypothetical protein
227 192066 192599 hypothetical protein
228 192680 192928 hypothetical protein
229 192992 194809 hypothetical protein
230 194862 195455 hypothetical protein
231 195403 196035 hypothetical protein
232 196035 196724 hypothetical protein
233 196724 197041 hypothetical protein
234 197019 198188 putative methyltransferase
235 198202 198390 hypothetical protein
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236 198369 199592 putative DNA adenine methylase
237 199769 200104 hypothetical protein
238 200167 200646 hypothetical protein
239 200646 201161 hypothetical protein
240 201151 201576 hypothetical protein
241 201545 201820 hypothetical protein
242 201820 202038 hypothetical protein
243 202040 202798 hypothetical protein
244 203065 203658 hypothetical protein
245 203642 203992 hypothetical protein
246 204001 204351 hypothetical protein
247 204363 204611 hypothetical protein
248 204782 205054 hypothetical protein
249 205119 205547 hypothetical protein
250 205608 205955 hypothetical protein
251 205952 206245 hypothetical protein
252 206255 207040 hypothetical protein
253 207037 207645 hypothetical protein
254 207642 208361 hypothetical protein
255 208361 209023 Hypothetical protein
256 209094 209765 hypothetical protein
257 209762 209980 Hypothetical protein
258 209989 210198 hypothetical protein
259 210201 210407 hypothetical protein
260 210404 210904 hypothetical protein
261 210906 211622 hypothetical protein
262 211622 211864 hypothetical protein
263 211984 212322 hypothetical protein
264 212325 212945 hypothetical protein
265 212942 213484 putative RNA 2’-phosphotransferase
266 213587 213979 hypothetical protein
267 213989 214246 putative DksA/TraR family C4-type zinc finger protein
268 214249 214557 hypothetical protein
269 214560 214700 hypothetical protein
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270 214700 215134 hypothetical protein
271 215154 215603 hypothetical protein
272 215639 216574 putative UvsE UV damage endonuclease
273 216565 216666 hypothetical protein
274 216675 217484 hypothetical protein
275 217492 218103 hypothetical protein
276 218104 220080 hypothetical protein
277 220133 220792 hypothetical protein
278 220928 221107 hypothetical protein
279 221111 221359 hypothetical protein
280 221363 221821 hypothetical protein
281 221824 222120 hypothetical protein
282 222133 222426 hypothetical protein
283 222481 222924 hypothetical protein
284 222927 223217 hypothetical protein
285 223217 223783 putative dUTPase
286 224161 224679 putative lytic transglycosylase
287 224826 225119 hypothetical protein
288 225135 225647 hypothetical protein
289 225660 225803 hypothetical protein
290 225846 226553 Hypothetical protein
291 226553 227077 hypothetical protein
292 227074 227529 hypothetical protein
293 227530 227736 hypothetical protein
294 227743 228147 hypothetical protein
295 228196 228819 hypothetical protein
296 228920 229525 hypothetical protein
297 229522 229698 hypothetical protein
298 229695 230102 hypothetical protein
299 230113 230946 hypothetical protein
300 230963 231745 hypothetical protein
301 231900 232250 hypothetical protein
302 232401 233144 hypothetical protein
303 233200 233730 hypothetical protein
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304 233736 234113 hypothetical protein
305 234113 234478 hypothetical protein
306 234763 236376 hypothetical protein
307 236449 237375 hypothetical protein
308 237375 237737 hypothetical protein
309 237746 238222 hypothetical protein
310 238194 239462 hypothetical protein
311 239462 242410 hypothetical protein
312 242465 243217 hypothetical protein
313 243240 243818 hypothetical protein
314 244023 244805 hypothetical protein
315 244983 245501 hypothetical protein
316 245595 245936 hypothetical protein
317 246055 248115 putative DNA topoisomerase IV/gyrase subunit B
318 248115 249797 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
319 249951 251141 hypothetical protein
320 251131 251673 hypothetical protein
321 251660 252484 Hypothetical protein
322 252546 253679 hypothetical protein
323 253687 254043 hypothetical protein

Table A.5 Annotation table for JA13 (Genbank reference MH460460)
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A.6 JA15 genome annotation table

ORF Start End Annotation
1 3 2813 RIIA protein
2 2907 3272 hypothetical protein
3 3311 3472 hypothetical protein
4 3504 3761 hypothetical protein
5 3763 4311 hypothetical protein
6 4361 5446 hypothetical protein
7 5456 5704 hypothetical protein
8 5704 6450 hypothetical protein
9 6520 6777 hypothetical protein
10 6774 7913 hypothetical protein
11 8166 8375 hypothetical protein
12 8372 9256 hypothetical protein
13 9253 9558 hypothetical protein
14 9566 10312 putative deoxyribonucleotidase
15 10317 10616 hypothetical protein
16 10606 10941 hypothetical protein
17 11010 14003 putative DNA polymerase
18 14087 14665 hypothetical protein
19 15041 15337 hypothetical protein
20 15364 15705 hypothetical protein
21 15716 16198 hypothetical protein
22 16225 16680 hypothetical protein
23 16736 17614 hypothetical protein
24 17680 17943 hypothetical protein
25 17950 19260 hypothetical protein
26 19324 19491 hypothetical protein
27 19727 19652 tRNA-Met
28 20724 20635 tRNA-Tyr
29 22308 22895 hypothetical protein
30 23301 25073 putative baseplate wedge subunit
31 25060 25911 putative baseplate wedge subunit
32 25913 27175 putative tail spike protein
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33 27224 30187 putative tail spike protein
34 30202 30396 Hypothetical protein
35 30487 31989 putative tail spike protein
36 31986 33602 hypothetical protein
37 33754 33861 hypothetical protein
38 34148 36007 hypothetical protein
39 36221 37891 putative tail spike protein head-binding protein
40 37893 38639 putative pectate lyase
41 38650 38937 hypothetical protein
42 38939 41389 hypothetical protein
43 41398 41583 hypothetical protein
44 41604 41882 hypothetical protein
45 41999 42709 hypothetical protein
46 42838 47685 putative virulence-associated VriC protein
47 47743 47970 putative structural protein
48 47963 48295 putative capsid protein
49 48285 49037 putative neck protein
50 49124 49768 putative neck protein
51 49765 50490 putative proximal tail sheath stabilisation protein
52 50490 51188 putative terminase DNA packaging enzyme small subunit
53 51169 53376 putative terminase DNA packaging enzyme large subunit
54 53419 55329 putative tail sheath protein
55 55383 55853 putative GIY-YIG homing endonuclease
56 55877 56410 putative tail tube protein
57 56481 58118 putative portal vertex protein
58 58167 58343 hypothetical protein
59 58355 58663 putative prohead core protein
60 58674 59339 putative prohead core protein protease
61 59386 60162 putative prohead core scaffold protein
62 60252 61577 putative major capsid protein
63 61683 62522 putative homing endonuclease
64 62573 62773 hypothetical protein
65 62770 63198 hypothetical protein
66 63201 63746 hypothetical protein
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67 63831 64496 hypothetical protein
68 64498 64959 hypothetical protein
69 65040 65597 hypothetical protein
70 65642 65872 hypothetical protein
71 65921 66190 hypothetical protein
72 66187 66630 hypothetical protein
73 66641 66832 hypothetical protein
74 66871 67593 hypothetical protein
75 67623 67931 hypothetical protein
76 68321 68815 putative tail completion and sheath stabiliser protein
77 68825 69310 putative UvsY DNA repair/recombination protein
78 69315 70058 putative exonuclease
79 70090 71589 putative UvsW DNA helicase
80 71590 71694 hypothetical protein
81 72306 72974 putative slidiing clamp DNA polymerase accessory protein
82 73045 74040 putative clamp loader subunit DNA polymerase accessory protein
83 74044 74475 putative clamp loader subunit DNA polymerase accessory protein
84 74509 75000 hypothetical protein
85 74997 75572 putative nucleoside triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase
86 75641 76831 hypothetical protein
87 76833 76934 hypothetical protein
88 77006 77347 hypothetical protein
89 77445 79454 hypothetical protein
90 79512 79907 hypothetical protein
91 79962 80717 hypothetical protein
92 80788 80994 hypothetical protein
93 80997 83183 hypothetical protein
94 83238 83507 hypothetical protein
95 83511 83756 hypothetical protein
96 83753 84079 hypothetical protein
97 84066 84338 putative acyl carrier protein
98 84441 85286 hypothetical protein
99 85394 85624 hypothetical protein
100 85716 86165 hypothetical protein
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101 86227 86607 hypothetical protein
102 86604 86909 hypothetical protein
103 86937 87053 hypothetical protein
104 87062 87256 hypothetical protein
105 87249 87524 hypothetical protein
106 87597 88061 putative superinfection exclusion protein
107 88064 88393 hypothetical protein
108 88390 89130 hypothetical protein
109 89216 89488 putative histone family DNA-binding protein
110 89630 91348 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
111 91349 92116 hypothetical protein
112 92164 92703 putative ribonuclease H
113 92719 93483 putative late transcription sigma factor
114 93474 94592 putative recombination-related endonuclease
115 94595 96919 putative recombination endonuclease subunit
116 96951 97247 hypothetical protein
117 97228 97542 hypothetical protein
118 97555 98166 putative RegB endoribonuclease
119 98166 98762 hypothetical protein
120 98759 98902 hypothetical protein
121 99005 99334 hypothetical protein
122 99420 101501 hypothetical protein
123 101554 102120 hypothetical protein
124 102131 102373 hypothetical protein
125 102460 103068 hypothetical protein
126 103065 104132 putative DNA primase subunit
127 104134 104361 hypothetical protein
128 104452 104727 hypothetical protein
129 104903 105412 hypothetical protein
130 105472 105795 hypothetical protein
131 105805 106014 hypothetical protein
132 106054 106848 putative peptidoglycan binding protein
133 106959 107795 putative PhoH-like phosphate starvation-inducible protein
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134 107906 110206 putative NrdA ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase alpha sub-
unit

135 110280 111398 putative NrdB ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase beta subunit
136 111395 111628 putative glutaredoxin
137 111728 112171 hypothetical protein
138 112168 112611 hypothetical protein
139 112608 112988 putative baseplate wedge subunit
140 112988 114808 putative baseplate hub subunit and tail lysozyme
141 115312 116073 putative baseplate hub subunit
142 116126 116680 hypothetical protein
143 116681 117163 hypothetical protein
144 117209 118003 putative RuvC-like holliday junction resolvase
145 117984 118274 hypothetical protein
146 118261 118506 hypothetical protein
147 118499 118735 putative later promoter transcription factor
148 118747 118983 hypothetical protein
149 119092 120153 putative ssDNA binding protein
150 120179 121117 putative baseplate tail tube protein
151 121168 121866 putative DNA end protector protein
152 121924 122730 hypothetical protein
153 122750 123079 hypothetical protein
154 123171 124103 hypothetical protein
155 124171 124830 putative kinase
156 124830 126044 putative thymidylate synthase
157 126056 126619 hypothetical protein
158 126616 127209 putative dUTP diphosphatase
159 127211 127780 hypothetical protein
160 127768 128844 putative UvsX RecA-like recombination protein
161 129235 130581 putative DNA primase-helicase subunit
162 130679 130957 putative GTPase-activator protein
163 130947 131243 hypothetical protein
164 131971 133191 hypothetical protein
165 133195 133287 hypothetical protein
166 133352 133963 hypothetical protein
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167 134030 134461 hypothetical protein
168 134822 135043 hypothetical protein
169 135040 135321 hypothetical protein
170 135321 137018 putative DNA ligase
171 137062 137436 hypothetical protein
172 137433 137633 putative transcriptional regulator
173 137638 138321 putative DNA helicase loader
174 138324 140213 putative tail length tape measure protein
175 140224 141618 hypothetical protein
176 141611 142165 putative baseplate wedge subunit
177 142177 143142 putative baseplate tail tube cap protein
178 143182 143811 putative head completion protein
179 143803 144243 hypothetical protein
180 144309 145244 putative deoxycytidylate deaminase
181 145237 145614 hypothetical protein
182 145617 146180 putative alpha hydrolase
183 146405 146968 putative metallophosphatase
184 146968 147369 hypothetical protein
185 147429 147854 hypothetical protein
186 147854 148078 hypothetical protein
187 148078 148446 hypothetical protein
188 148443 149072 putative DexA exonuclease
189 149045 149650 hypothetical protein
190 149647 149913 hypothetical protein
191 149967 150389 hypothetical protein
192 150398 150616 hypothetical protein
193 150613 151998 putative DNA topoisomerase/gyrase small subunit
194 152077 153978 putative DNA topoisomerase/gyrase large subunit
195 154006 154569 hypothetical protein
196 154566 155057 hypothetical protein
197 155103 155300 hypothetical protein
198 155345 155716 putative histone-like protein
199 155953 156093 hypothetical protein
200 156093 156869 putative tail fibre protein
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201 156857 157084 hypothetical protein
202 157274 157672 hypothetical protein
203 157754 159385 hypothetical protein

Table A.6 Annotation table for JA15 (Genbank reference KY942056.1)
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ORF Start End Annotation
1 4 1467 putative replicative DNA helicase DnaB
2 1565 2239 hypothetical protein
3 2223 5036 putative terminase
4 5100 5315 hypothetical protein
5 5328 7271 putative portal protein
6 7271 7579 hypothetical protein
7 7581 7955 hypothetical protein
8 8002 8463 hypothetical protein
9 8460 9497 putative DNA polymerase I
10 9509 9958 hypothetical protein
11 9964 10548 putative O-acetyl-ADP-ribose deacetylase
12 10564 10878 hypothetical protein
13 10884 11528 putative membrane protein
14 11789 12055 putative DNA primase
15 12226 12483 hypothetical protein
16 12492 13334 putative DNA adenine methylase
17 13348 13491 hypothetical protein
18 13499 14218 hypothetical protein
19 14211 14444 hypothetical protein
20 14518 15096 hypothetical protein
21 15135 15461 hypothetical protein
22 15448 15942 putative CMP deaminase
23 15952 16404 hypothetical protein
24 16407 17282 hypothetical protein
25 17275 18039 putative thymidylate synthase
26 18173 18973 putative GIY-YIG family homing endonuclease
27 19151 19504 putative thymidylate synthase
28 19545 20270 hypothetical protein
29 20270 20917 hypothetical protein
30 21259 21498 hypothetical protein
31 21488 21892 hypothetical protein
32 21938 22642 hypothetical protein
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33 22614 23084 hypothetical protein
34 23077 24042 hypothetical protein
35 24023 24886 hypothetical protein
36 24936 25271 hypothetical protein
37 25249 25536 hypothetical protein
38 25577 25888 hypothetical protein
39 25891 26046 hypothetical protein
40 26054 26467 hypothetical protein
41 26464 27183 hypothetical protein
42 27173 27484 hypothetical protein
43 27481 27840 hypothetical protein
44 27849 28601 hypothetical protein
45 28603 28863 hypothetical protein
46 28924 29565 hypothetical protein
47 29688 30053 hypothetical protein
48 30043 30402 hypothetical protein
49 30413 30880 hypothetical protein
50 30942 31532 hypothetical protein
51 31535 31756 hypothetical protein
52 31753 32022 hypothetical protein
53 32031 32462 hypothetical protein
54 32470 33309 hypothetical protein
55 33321 33722 putative ASCH domain-containing protein
56 33698 34531 hypothetical protein
57 34518 35048 hypothetical protein
58 35041 35361 hypothetical protein
59 35348 35671 hypothetical protein
60 35691 36032 hypothetical protein
61 36200 36445 putative bifunctional (p)ppGpp synthetase/guanosine-3’ 5’-bis

diphosphate 3’-pyrophosphohydrolase protein
62 36483 37067 hypothetical protein
63 37071 37466 hypothetical protein
64 37435 37665 hypothetical protein
65 37673 38134 hypothetical protein
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66 38328 38927 hypothetical protein
67 38924 39289 hypothetical protein
68 39286 39996 hypothetical protein
69 39998 40702 hypothetical protein
70 40737 41492 hypothetical protein
71 41531 41998 putative membrane protein
72 41995 42276 hypothetical protein
73 42284 42613 putative membrane protein
74 42624 42863 hypothetical protein
75 42881 43513 hypothetical protein
76 43513 44421 hypothetical protein
77 44432 44986 hypothetical protein
78 44983 46065 hypothetical protein
79 46062 46658 hypothetical protein
80 46658 47581 hypothetical protein
81 47581 48048 hypothetical protein
82 48062 49081 hypothetical protein
83 49108 50682 hypothetical protein
84 50683 51180 putative membrane protein
85 51263 52315 hypothetical protein
86 52478 53854 putative T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
87 53873 54622 hypothetical protein
88 54619 55110 putative membrane protein
89 55112 55387 hypothetical protein
90 55424 56170 hypothetical protein
91 56173 56970 hypothetical protein
92 56963 57421 hypothetical protein
93 57423 58241 putative tail fibre protein
94 58253 58453 hypothetical protein
95 58498 62031 putative ILEI domain-containing protein
96 62040 64061 hypothetical protein
97 64074 64568 putative tail fibre protein
98 64582 65214 putative tail fibre protein
99 65225 66199 putative tail protein
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100 66196 68517 hypothetical protein
101 68604 69674 hypothetical protein
102 69720 74243 hypothetical protein
103 74240 75703 putative baseplate wedge subunit protein
104 75700 76113 putative baseplate protein
105 76113 76403 putative baseplate spike protein
106 77095 77406 hypothetical protein
107 78410 80188 hypothetical protein
108 80198 80638 hypothetical protein
109 80623 81216 putative dTMP kinase
110 81221 81709 putative MmcB-like DNA repair protein
111 81699 82151 putative NUDIX hydrolase
112 82148 82654 hypothetical protein
113 82952 83578 hypothetical protein
114 83588 84376 putative baseplate protein/tail-associated lysozyme
115 84373 86256 hypothetical protein
116 86260 86481 hypothetical protein
117 86488 86874 hypothetical protein
118 86874 87167 hypothetical protein
119 87140 87943 hypothetical protein
120 87943 90741 putative VgrG-like protein/endolysin
121 90741 91583 hypothetical protein
122 91576 92262 hypothetical protein
123 92273 92785 putative tail tube protein
124 92788 93456 hypothetical protein
125 93499 94014 putative tail tube protein
126 94029 95714 putative tail sheath protein
127 95772 96116 hypothetical protein
128 96118 96780 hypothetical protein
129 96851 97324 hypothetical protein
130 97420 98514 putative major capsid protein
131 98568 99272 putative structural protein
132 99337 101325 putative ATPase
133 101409 102512 hypothetical protein
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134 102512 103330 putative prohead core protease
135 103337 103759 hypothetical protein
136 103764 104651 hypothetical protein
137 104659 105759 putative glycosyl transferase
138 105770 106684 hypothetical protein
139 106684 108654 putative DNA ligase
140 108678 109601 hypothetical protein
141 109598 110440 hypothetical protein
142 110440 112365 hypothetical protein
143 112425 116387 hypothetical protein
144 116451 117605 hypothetical protein
145 117624 118598 hypothetical protein
146 118602 119366 hypothetical protein
147 119382 122465 putative major tail protein/T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
148 122455 123099 hypothetical protein
149 123096 123722 hypothetical protein
150 123744 125420 putative tail sheath protein
151 125508 126554 hypothetical protein
152 126542 127396 hypothetical protein
153 127401 127610 hypothetical protein
154 127607 128239 hypothetical protein
155 128275 128556 hypothetical protein
156 128573 128956 hypothetical protein
157 128922 129260 hypothetical protein
158 129266 130876 putative DNA repair helicase
159 130879 131439 hypothetical protein
160 131441 131869 hypothetical protein
161 131866 133041 hypothetical protein
162 133028 133297 hypothetical protein
163 133294 136449 putative DNA polymerase I
164 136544 136861 hypothetical protein
165 136864 137418 hypothetical protein
166 137462 143296 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
167 143307 143807 hypothetical protein
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168 143820 144587 hypothetical protein
169 144587 144946 putative HNH family endonuclease
170 144953 145717 hypothetical protein
171 145777 146580 hypothetical protein
172 146633 147793 putative head to tail joining protein
173 147796 148893 hypothetical protein
174 148893 150167 hypothetical protein
175 150308 150973 hypothetical protein
176 151109 152239 putative recombination-related endonuclease
177 152353 152754 putative ssDNA binding protein
178 152924 154885 hypothetical protein
179 154882 156669 hypothetical protein
180 156680 157045 putative DUF2778 domain-containing protein
181 157045 157611 hypothetical protein
182 157630 158691 hypothetical protein
183 158695 159162 hypothetical protein
184 159159 159734 putative glycosyl hydrolase
185 159814 160137 hypothetical protein
186 160137 160850 hypothetical protein
187 160841 161104 hypothetical protein
188 161104 163404 putative exonuclease
189 163407 163607 hypothetical protein
190 163692 163925 hypothetical protein
191 163925 164359 hypothetical protein
192 164362 165039 hypothetical protein
193 165159 165638 hypothetical protein
194 165718 166938 putative DNA polymerase III
195 167276 167851 hypothetical protein
196 167851 168183 hypothetical protein
197 168173 169150 hypothetical protein
198 169195 169671 hypothetical protein
199 169679 170173 hypothetical protein
200 170185 170406 hypothetical protein
201 170696 171835 hypothetical protein
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202 171873 173510 hypothetical protein
203 173970 174521 hypothetical protein
204 174524 175642 hypothetical protein
205 175786 176334 putative holliday junction resolvase
206 176347 176988 hypothetical protein
207 177047 177685 hypothetical protein
208 177682 179667 putative autotransporter beta-barrel domain-containing protein
209 179789 180469 hypothetical protein
210 180503 181567 putative DNA primase
211 181633 181968 hypothetical protein
212 182006 183022 putative exonuclease
213 183030 183431 hypothetical protein
214 183885 184547 hypothetical protein
215 184550 184714 hypothetical protein
216 184714 184998 hypothetical protein
217 184995 185318 hypothetical protein
218 185362 185538 hypothetical protein
219 185541 186059 hypothetical protein
220 186056 186505 putative cyclic phosphodiesterase
221 186489 186770 hypothetical protein
222 186806 187843 hypothetical protein
223 187904 189088 putative ssDNA binding protein
224 189143 190648 putative RecA protein
225 190690 191091 hypothetical protein
226 191209 191988 hypothetical protein
227 191985 192563 hypothetical protein
228 192547 193080 hypothetical protein
229 193161 193409 hypothetical protein
230 193475 195292 hypothetical protein
231 195345 195938 hypothetical protein
232 195877 196518 hypothetical protein
233 196566 197207 hypothetical protein
234 197207 197524 hypothetical protein
235 197502 198671 hypothetical protein
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236 198685 198885 putative methyltransferase
237 198864 200087 putative DNA adenine methylase
238 200265 200600 hypothetical protein
239 200661 201140 hypothetical protein
240 201140 201655 hypothetical protein
241 201645 202070 hypothetical protein
242 202117 202314 hypothetical protein
243 202314 202532 hypothetical protein
244 202535 203293 hypothetical protein
245 203560 204153 hypothetical protein
246 204137 204487 hypothetical protein
247 204496 204846 hypothetical protein
248 204857 205105 hypothetical protein
249 205274 205546 hypothetical protein
250 205608 206021 hypothetical protein
251 206085 206429 hypothetical protein
252 206511 206924 hypothetical protein
253 206970 207260 hypothetical protein
254 207270 208061 hypothetical protein
255 208058 208375 hypothetical protein
256 208490 209161 hypothetical protein
257 209158 209376 Hypothetical protein
258 209798 210298 hypothetical protein
259 210300 211016 hypothetical protein
260 211016 211258 hypothetical protein
261 211270 211716 hypothetical protein
262 211719 212339 hypothetical protein
263 212336 212878 putative RNA 2’-phosphotransferase
264 212983 213813 hypothetical protein
265 213855 214112 putative DksA/TraR family C4-type zinc finger protein
266 214115 214252 hypothetical protein
267 214252 214674 hypothetical protein
268 214692 215102 hypothetical protein
269 215163 216098 putative UvsE UV damage endonuclease
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270 216089 216190 hypothetical protein
271 216199 217011 hypothetical protein
272 217019 217630 hypothetical protein
273 217631 219796 hypothetical protein
274 219847 220512 hypothetical protein
275 220661 220840 hypothetical protein
276 220844 221092 hypothetical protein
277 221096 221554 hypothetical protein
278 221557 221853 hypothetical protein
279 221863 222150 hypothetical protein
280 222205 222645 hypothetical protein
281 222681 222974 hypothetical protein
282 222977 223543 putative dUTPase
283 223921 224439 putative lytic transglycosylase
284 224587 224883 hypothetical protein
285 224895 225407 hypothetical protein
286 225606 226313 hypothetical protein
287 226313 226840 hypothetical protein
288 226837 227289 hypothetical protein
289 227290 227496 hypothetical protein
290 227503 227907 hypothetical protein
291 227955 228578 hypothetical protein
292 228678 229283 hypothetical protein
293 229280 229456 hypothetical protein
294 229453 229860 hypothetical protein
295 229871 230704 hypothetical protein
296 230722 231504 hypothetical protein
297 231658 232008 hypothetical protein
298 232158 232895 hypothetical protein
299 232963 233343 hypothetical protein
300 233343 233708 hypothetical protein
301 233996 235612 hypothetical protein
302 235685 236614 hypothetical protein
303 236614 236988 hypothetical protein
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304 236985 237461 hypothetical protein
305 237433 238701 hypothetical protein
306 238701 241661 hypothetical protein
307 241717 242469 hypothetical protein
308 242492 243067 hypothetical protein
309 243273 244073 hypothetical protein
310 244245 244766 hypothetical protein
311 244859 245200 hypothetical protein
312 245320 247395 putative DNA topoisomerase IV/gyrase subunit B
313 247395 249077 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
314 249227 250417 hypothetical protein
315 250407 250949 hypothetical protein
316 250921 251760 Hypothetical protein
317 251822 252955 hypothetical protein
318 252963 253319 hypothetical protein

Table A.7 Annotation table for JA29 (Genbank reference MH460461)
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ORF Start End Annotation
1 44 1423 putative replicative DNA helicase DnaB
2 1521 2195 hypothetical protein
3 2179 4992 putative terminase
4 5058 5273 hypothetical protein
5 5286 7229 putative portal protein
6 7229 7537 hypothetical protein
7 7539 7913 hypothetical protein
8 7961 8425 hypothetical protein
9 8422 9459 putative DNA polymerase I
10 9471 9920 hypothetical protein
11 9926 10513 putative O-acetyl-ribose deacetylase
12 10522 10836 hypothetical protein
13 10842 11486 putative membrane protein
14 11747 12013 putative DNA primase
15 12262 12441 hypothetical protein
16 12450 13292 putative DNA adenine methylase
17 13308 13451 hypothetical protein
18 13460 14182 hypothetical protein
19 14175 14429 hypothetical protein
20 14510 15088 hypothetical protein
21 15088 15453 hypothetical protein
22 15440 15934 putative CMP deaminase
23 15944 16396 hypothetical protein
24 16399 17271 hypothetical protein
25 17264 18367 putative thymidylate synthase
26 18409 19119 hypothetical protein
27 19119 19766 hypothetical protein
28 20115 20354 hypothetical protein
29 20344 20748 hypothetical protein
30 20794 21498 hypothetical protein
31 21470 21940 hypothetical protein
32 21933 22892 hypothetical protein
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33 22873 23736 hypothetical protein
34 23786 24121 hypothetical protein
35 24099 24386 hypothetical protein
36 24741 24896 hypothetical protein
37 24904 25317 hypothetical protein
38 25314 26033 hypothetical protein
39 26023 26334 hypothetical protein
40 26331 26690 hypothetical protein
41 26699 27451 hypothetical protein
42 27453 27713 hypothetical protein
43 27775 28416 hypothetical protein
44 28536 28901 hypothetical protein
45 28891 29250 hypothetical protein
46 29261 29728 hypothetical protein
47 29789 30382 hypothetical protein
48 30385 30597 hypothetical protein
49 30594 30863 hypothetical protein
50 30871 31302 hypothetical protein
51 31302 31829 hypothetical protein
52 31804 32643 hypothetical protein
53 32652 32906 hypothetical protein
54 32903 33304 putative ASCH domain-containing protein
55 33280 34038 hypothetical protein
56 34025 34555 hypothetical protein
57 34548 34865 hypothetical protein
58 34852 35175 hypothetical protein
59 35707 35952 hypothetical protein
60 35990 36574 putative bifunctional (p)ppGpp synthetase/guanosine-3
61 36578 36973 hypothetical protein
62 37181 37642 hypothetical protein
63 37839 38438 hypothetical protein
64 38435 38800 hypothetical protein
65 38797 39504 hypothetical protein
66 39506 40228 hypothetical protein
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67 40265 41056 hypothetical protein
68 41095 41562 putative membrane protein
69 41559 41840 hypothetical protein
70 41848 42177 putative membrane protein
71 42188 42427 hypothetical protein
72 42445 43077 hypothetical protein
73 43077 43985 hypothetical protein
74 43996 44550 hypothetical protein
75 44547 45629 hypothetical protein
76 45626 46219 hypothetical protein
77 46219 47142 hypothetical protein
78 47142 47609 hypothetical protein
79 47623 48642 hypothetical protein
80 48669 50243 hypothetical protein
81 50244 50741 putative membrane protein
82 50824 51876 hypothetical protein
83 52039 53415 putative T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
84 53434 54183 hypothetical protein
85 54180 54671 putative membrane protein
86 54673 54948 hypothetical protein
87 54984 55730 hypothetical protein
88 55733 56530 hypothetical protein
89 56523 56981 hypothetical protein
90 56983 57801 putative tail fibre protein
91 57813 58013 hypothetical protein
92 58058 61591 putative ILEI domain-containing protein
93 61600 63621 hypothetical protein
94 63634 64128 putative tail fibre protein
95 64142 64774 putative tail fibre protein
96 64785 65759 putative tail protein
97 65756 68077 hypothetical protein
98 68165 69235 hypothetical protein
99 69279 73802 hypothetical protein
100 73799 75262 putative baseplate wedge subunit protein
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101 75259 75672 putative baseplate protein
102 75672 75962 putative baseplate spike
103 76655 76966 hypothetical protein
104 77703 79481 hypothetical protein
105 79491 79931 hypothetical protein
106 79916 80509 putative dTMP kinase
107 80514 80951 putative MmcB-like DNA repair protein/ transcription elongation

factor
108 80992 81444 putative NUDIX hydrolase domain-containing protein
109 81441 81947 hypothetical protein
110 82245 82871 hypothetical protein
111 82884 83669 putative baseplate protein/tail-associated lysozyme
112 83666 85549 hypothetical protein
113 85553 85774 hypothetical protein
114 85781 86179 hypothetical protein
115 86179 86340 hypothetical protein
116 86445 87248 hypothetical protein
117 87248 90040 putative VgrG-like protein/endolysin
118 90040 90882 hypothetical protein
119 90875 91561 hypothetical protein
120 91572 92084 putative tail tube protein
121 92087 92755 hypothetical protein
122 92798 93313 putative tail tube protein
123 93328 95013 putative tail sheath protein
124 95071 95415 hypothetical protein
125 95417 96079 hypothetical protein
126 96151 96624 hypothetical protein
127 96716 97810 putative major capsid protein
128 97863 98567 putative structural protein
129 98637 100595 putative ATPase
130 100679 101782 hypothetical protein
131 101779 102600 putative prohead core protein protease/endolysin
132 102607 103029 hypothetical protein
133 103034 103921 hypothetical protein
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134 103929 105029 putative glycosyl transferase
135 105040 105954 hypothetical protein
136 105954 107924 putative DNA ligase
137 107948 108871 hypothetical protein
138 108868 109710 hypothetical protein
139 109710 111641 hypothetical protein
140 111701 115663 hypothetical protein
141 115725 116879 hypothetical protein
142 116898 117872 hypothetical protein
143 117876 118640 hypothetical protein
144 118656 121739 putative major tail protein/T1SS secreted agglutinin RTX
145 121729 122373 hypothetical protein
146 122370 122996 hypothetical protein
147 123018 124694 putative tail sheath protein
148 124782 125828 hypothetical protein
149 125816 126670 hypothetical protein
150 126675 126884 hypothetical protein
151 126881 127513 hypothetical protein
152 127550 127831 hypothetical protein
153 127848 128231 hypothetical protein
154 128197 128535 hypothetical protein
155 128541 129434 putative DNA repair helicase
156 130511 131647 putative DNA repair helicase
157 131650 132213 hypothetical protein
158 132215 132643 hypothetical protein
159 132640 133815 hypothetical protein
160 133802 134071 hypothetical protein
161 134068 137223 putative DNA polymerase I
162 137318 137635 hypothetical protein
163 137638 138192 hypothetical protein
164 138236 144070 putative ATP-dependent DNA helicase
165 144081 144581 hypothetical protein
166 144594 145361 hypothetical protein
167 145361 145720 putative HNH family endonuclease
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168 145727 146485 hypothetical protein
169 146546 147349 hypothetical protein
170 147402 148562 putative head to tail joining protein
171 148565 149662 hypothetical protein
172 149662 150939 hypothetical protein
173 151080 151742 hypothetical protein
174 151878 153008 putative recombination-related endonuclease
175 153123 153647 putative ssDNA binding protein
176 153694 155658 hypothetical protein
177 155655 157442 hypothetical protein
178 157453 157818 putative DUF2778 domain-containing protein
179 157818 158384 hypothetical protein
180 158403 159395 hypothetical protein
181 159398 159865 hypothetical protein
182 159862 160437 putative glycosyl hydrolase
183 160517 160840 hypothetical protein
184 160840 161553 hypothetical protein
185 161556 161807 hypothetical protein
186 161807 164107 putative exonuclease
187 164110 164310 hypothetical protein
188 164391 164627 hypothetical protein
189 164644 165078 hypothetical protein
190 165081 165758 putative SAM-dependent methyltransferase
191 165879 166358 hypothetical protein
192 166438 167658 putative DNA ploymerase III
193 168001 168576 hypothetical protein
194 168576 168908 hypothetical protein
195 168898 169875 hypothetical protein
196 169918 170385 hypothetical protein
197 170392 170886 hypothetical protein
198 170898 171362 hypothetical protein
199 171411 172499 hypothetical protein
200 172537 173754 hypothetical protein
201 174617 175168 hypothetical protein
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202 175171 175347 hypothetical protein
203 175379 176416 hypothetical protein
204 176560 177108 putative holliday-junction resolvase
205 177121 177762 hypothetical protein
206 177821 178459 hypothetical protein
207 178456 180441 putative inverse autotransporter beta-barrel domain-containing

protein
208 180563 181240 hypothetical protein
209 181276 182331 putative DNA primase
210 182397 182732 hypothetical protein
211 182770 183786 putatuve exonuclease
212 183794 184195 hypothetical protein
213 184649 185311 hypothetical protein
214 185314 185478 hypothetical protein
215 185490 185762 hypothetical protein
216 185759 186076 hypothetical protein
217 186119 186295 hypothetical protein
218 186298 186819 hypothetical protein
219 186816 187265 putative cyclic phosphodiesterase
220 187249 187530 hypothetical protein
221 187566 188603 hypothetical protein
222 188664 189869 putative ssDNA binding protein
223 189924 191429 putative RecA protein
224 191471 191872 hypothetical protein
225 191989 192768 hypothetical protein
226 192765 193343 hypothetical protein
227 193327 193860 hypothetical protein
228 193941 194189 hypothetical protein
229 194253 196070 hypothetical protein
230 196123 196716 hypothetical protein
231 196655 197296 hypothetical protein
232 197344 197985 hypothetical protein
233 197985 198302 hypothetical protein
234 198280 199449 putative methyltransferase
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235 199505 199651 hypothetical protein
236 199630 200853 putative DNA adenine methylase
237 201030 201365 hypothetical protein
238 201428 201907 hypothetical protein
239 201907 202422 hypothetical protein
240 202412 202837 hypothetical protein
241 202806 203081 hypothetical protein
242 203081 203299 hypothetical protein
243 203301 204059 hypothetical protein
244 204326 204919 hypothetical protein
245 204903 205253 hypothetical protein
246 205262 205612 hypothetical protein
247 205624 205872 hypothetical protein
248 206043 206315 hypothetical protein
249 206380 206808 hypothetical protein
250 206868 207215 hypothetical protein
251 207212 207505 hypothetical protein
252 207515 208300 hypothetical protein
253 208297 208905 hypothetical protein
254 208902 209621 hypothetical protein
255 209623 210303 hypothetical protein
256 210352 211023 hypothetical protein
257 211020 211238 hypothetical protein
258 211660 212160 hypothetical protein
259 212162 212878 hypothetical protein
260 212878 213120 hypothetical protein
261 213240 213578 hypothetical protein
262 213581 214201 hypothetical protein
263 214198 214740 putative RNA 2
264 214843 215235 hypothetical protein
265 215245 215502 putative DksA/TraR family C4-type zinc finger protein
266 215505 215813 hypothetical protein
267 215816 215956 hypothetical protein
268 215956 216390 hypothetical protein
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269 216409 216858 hypothetical protein
270 216894 217829 putative UvsE UV damage repair endonuclease
271 217820 217921 hypothetical protein
272 217930 218739 hypothetical protein
273 218750 219358 hypothetical protein
274 219359 221308 hypothetical protein
275 221361 222020 hypothetical protein
276 222156 222335 hypothetical protein
277 222339 222587 hypothetical protein
278 222591 223049 hypothetical protein
279 223052 223348 hypothetical protein
280 223361 223654 hypothetical protein
281 223709 224152 hypothetical protein
282 224155 224445 hypothetical protein
283 224445 225011 putative dUTPase
284 225389 225907 putative lytic transglycosylase
285 226054 226347 hypothetical protein
286 226363 226875 hypothetical protein
287 226888 227031 hypothetical protein
288 227074 227781 hypothetical protein
289 227781 228305 hypothetical protein
290 228302 228757 hypothetical protein
291 228758 228964 hypothetical protein
292 228971 229375 hypothetical protein
293 229426 230049 hypothetical protein
294 230150 230755 hypothetical protein
295 230752 230928 hypothetical protein
296 230925 231332 hypothetical protein
297 231343 232176 hypothetical protein
298 232193 232975 hypothetical protein
299 233130 233480 hypothetical protein
300 233631 234374 hypothetical protein
301 234430 234960 hypothetical protein
302 234967 235344 hypothetical protein
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303 235344 235709 hypothetical protein
304 235995 237608 hypothetical protein
305 237681 238607 hypothetical protein
306 238607 238969 hypothetical protein
307 238978 239454 hypothetical protein
308 239426 240694 hypothetical protein
309 240694 243666 hypothetical protein
310 243721 244473 hypothetical protein
311 244496 245074 hypothetical protein
312 245279 246070 hypothetical protein
313 246248 246766 hypothetical protein
314 246860 247201 hypothetical protein
315 247320 249380 putative DNA topoisomerase IV/gyrase subunit B
316 249380 251062 putative DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
317 251216 252406 hypothetical protein
318 252396 252938 hypothetical protein
319 252910 253749 hypothetical protein
320 253811 254944 hypothetical protein
321 254952 255308 hypothetical protein

Table A.8 Annotation table for JA33 (Genbank reference MH460462)
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Experimental work described in this dissertation has directly contributed to two published
papers that are included in full for reference. These papers are listed below. The first paper
includes work that has been described in Chapter Three and the second paper is largely
derived from data presented in Chapter Six.
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Genomic Conservation and Capacity for Horizontal Gene Transfer between Their
Bacterial Hosts. Frontiers in Microbiology, 2017. doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2017.01654

• Andrew Day, Jiyoon Ahn, and George P. C. Salmond. Jumbo Bacteriophages Are
Represented Within an Increasing Diversity of Environmental Viruses Infecting the
Emerging Phytopathogen, Dickeya solani. Frontiers in Microbiology, 2018. doi:
10.3389/fmicb.2018.02169
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Environmental Bacteriophages of the
Emerging Enterobacterial
Phytopathogen, Dickeya solani,
Show Genomic Conservation and
Capacity for Horizontal Gene
Transfer between Their Bacterial
Hosts
Andrew Day, Jiyoon Ahn, Xinzhe Fang and George P. C. Salmond*

Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Dickeya solani is an economically important phytopathogen widespread in mainland

Europe that can reduce potato crop yields by 25%. There are no effective

environmentally-acceptable chemical systems available for diseases caused by Dickeya.

Bacteriophages have been suggested for use in biocontrol of this pathogen in the

field, and limited field trials have been conducted. To date only a small number of

bacteriophages capable of infecting D. solani have been isolated and characterized, and

so there is a need to expand the repertoire of phages that may have potential utility

in phage therapy strategies. Here we describe 67 bacteriophages from environmental

sources, the majority of which are members of the viral family Myoviridae. Full

genomic sequencing of two isolates revealed a high degree of DNA identity with

D. solani bacteriophages isolated in Europe in the past 5 years, suggesting a wide

ecological distribution of this phage family. Transduction experiments showed that the

majority of the new environmental bacteriophages are capable of facilitating efficient

horizontal gene transfer. The possible risk of unintentional transfer of virulence or

antibiotic resistance genes between hosts susceptible to transducing phages cautions

against their environmental use for biocontrol, until specific phages are fully tested for

transduction capabilities.

Keywords: Dickeya solani, bacteriophage, environmental viruses, phytopathogen, horizontal gene transfer

1. INTRODUCTION

The enterobacterial genus,Dickeya, currently consists of six phytopathogenic species that can cause
severe disease in economically important crops, including tomato, chicory, and potato (Reverchon
andNasser, 2013). The first report ofDickeya (previously known as Erwinia chrysanthemi) infecting
European potatoes came from the Netherlands in the 1970s (Maas Geesteranus HP, 1972). Until
2004, almost all European potato isolates of Dickeya were assigned as Dickeya dianthicola, which
has a broad host range across both nutritional and ornamental species (Toth et al., 2011). In the past
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10 years however, three groups have independently identified a
new clade of Dickeya in European potato isolates (Laurila et al.,
2008; Parkinson et al., 2009; Sławiak et al., 2009). In 2014 this led
to the classification of a new species;Dickeya solani (van derWolf
et al., 2014).

Dickeya solani is more aggressive than other Dickeya species,
able to spread more easily through the plant vascular system and
survive at higher temperatures than D. dianthicola (Toth et al.,
2011). It is currently the predominant potato pathogen in Europe
and in 2010 Scotland became the first country to introduce
specific legislation aimed at preventing the establishment of D.
solani in its seed industry (Mansfield et al., 2012).

In Israel a reduction in yield of up to 25% was observed
in potatoes exposed to Dickeya species (Tsror et al., 2009).
This imposes a significant economic cost, and consequently
has led to research into methods for control of these virulent
phytopathogens. In the absence of any effective chemical control
systems, bacterial viruses (bacteriophages; phages) have been
suggested as potential biocontrol tools and several studies
have isolated phages capable of infecting Dickeya species
(Adriaenssens et al., 2012b; Czajkowski et al., 2014, 2015; Matilla
et al., 2014). Their potential use as biocontrol agents has been
trialed both in the lab and in the field (Adriaenssens et al.,
2012b) and these studies showed a “therapeutic” outcome with an
increase in yield of the potato crop. Because of the potential utility
of specific phages as therapeutic agents in potato soft rot control
experiments, there is value in investigating a wider range of
Dickeya phages. However, prior work has shown that a previously
isolated D. solani phage is capable of generalized transduction of
both chromosomal and plasmid markers (Matilla et al., 2014).
The EuropeanMedicines Agency, among others, has stated that it
is “important to ensure that therapeutic phages do not carry out
generalized transduction” (Pelfrene et al., 2016), and therefore
this is an important consideration as some Dickeya phages may
not have been fully tested for generalized transduction capacity
before field trials. This study therefore aimed to isolate and
characterize a larger repertoire of new environmental phages
against D. solani and investigate their potential for generalized
transduction.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Isolation and Classification
Sixty-seven phages were isolated using standard enrichment
techniques from both treated sewage effluent and river water
between 2013 and 2015 using D. solani MK10 as the host
organism. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed
two different morphological groups, a selection of which are
shown in Figure 1 alongside the previously characterized phage
LIMEstone1 (Adriaenssens et al., 2012b).

Of 24 phages imaged, all possessed an icosahedral head and
a tail, placing them in the order Caudovirales. Three possessed
short tails, characteristic of the family Podoviridae (such as
φXF28 in the last panel of Figure 1) whilst the rest possessed
longer contractile tails and belong to the family Myoviridae.
The 21 Myoviridae members did not appear to possess the tail
fibers characteristic of the family. Instead, short tail spikes were

observed, (first three panels of Figure 1), and these are generally
associated with the family Podoviridae.

2.2. Transduction
Other Dickeya phages with similar morphology have been
described and were shown to be efficient generalized transducing
phages (Matilla et al., 2014). Due to the transduction capability
of certain phages shown by Matilla et al., the 67 newly-
isolated phages were also tested for ability to affect horizontal
gene transfer. Of these, 51 (including the 21 phages with
the non-classical morphology) proved capable of transducing
chromosomal markers. Twelve of the isolates, all of which had
the non-classical morphology, were also tested for generalized
transduction, and proved capable of transferring plasmids
between Dickeya species. The results of transduction of the
plasmid pBR322 by three of these phages are shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Host Range
Based on the bacterial strains tested, LIMEstone1 is capable
of forming plaques on strains of D. solani only (Adriaenssens
et al., 2012b). The phages isolated during this study were tested
against a variety ofDickeya strains, listed in Table 1, to determine
their host range. The majority of the phages presented here
exhibited the same host range as LIMEstone1 and were only
capable of forming plaques on D. solani strains but not isolated
representatives of other Dickeya species used in this study.
However, eight of the phage isolates had a wider host range
extending to species such as Dickeya dieffenbachiae, Dickeya
paradisiaca, and Dickeya zeae (Table 2).

2.4. Genetic Comparisons
Two key genes known to be conserved between these phages,
those for DNA polymerase (DNAP) and tail spike protein 1
(TSP1), were sequenced for several of the newly-isolated phages.
These nucleotide sequences were then compared to those of
LIMEstone1 as shown in Table 3. All of the phages in Table 3

were able to form plaques on D. solani. The corresponding
amino acid sequences were compared between these phages and
phylogenetic trees were created as shown in Figure 3 (DNAP)
and Figure 4 (TSP1). These show that, in agreement withTable 3,
the DNAP genes of φXF4 and φXF11 grouped together away
from the other phages with a branch length of 0.053. The other
phages formed two clusters that differed in a single amino acid.
The TSP1 genes formed two distinct clusters, with the genes from
φXF16 and φJA1 forming their own cluster with a branch length
of 0.092, whereas the other phages all had identical TSP1 genes.
The final 20 amino acids were trimmed from the TSP1 genes as
the sequencing data for some of the phages was insufficient for
tree construction.

2.5. Genomic Sequencing of Two New
Dickeya solani Phages
φXF4 and φJA15 were isolated over a year apart yet they shared
the same host range and PCR amplification and preliminary
sequence analysis showed 100% DNA identity in the TSP1 genes,
although they differ in their DNAP genes. The full genomes
of both phages were then sequenced. Both consist of circular
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FIGURE 1 | Transmission electron micrographs of four Dickeya phages. LIMEstone1 is a previously characterized Dickeya phage (Adriaenssens et al., 2012b). φJA15

and φXF4 are phages of the Myoviridae family exhibiting tail spikes as opposed to tail fibers. φXF28 is a phage of the Podoviridae family. Scale bars represent 100 nm.

FIGURE 2 | pBR322 was first used to transform Dickeya solani MK10 before the creation of lysates of φJA13, φJA29, or φJA37 on the recombinant host. These

lysates were then used to infect Dickeya solani, D. dieffenbachiae, or D. zeae as appropriate and transductants selected on LB agar containing ampicillin. The

plasmids from these transductants were extracted and analyzed by gel electrophoresis. Co-migration of the plasmid DNA samples and absence of the plasmid from

the wild type (WT) controls confirmed successful plasmid transduction.

double-stranded DNA of 151,519 and 153,757 bp, respectively.
The genome of φXF4 has a G+C content of 49.4% and contained
185 predicted genes with lengths ranging between 116 and 4,838
nucleotides, as shown in Figure 5. φJA15 has a G+C content
of 49.2% and contained 188 predicted genes of lengths between
122 and 4,838 nucleotides, as shown in Figure 6. Full annotation
tables for the two genomes can be found in Tables S1, S2,
respectively.

2.6. Genomic Comparison
The genomes of the two new phages shared 97% DNA identity,
with the main areas of difference being regions encoding
endonucleases and hypothetical proteins. A comparison of both
of these phages with the previously published phage LIMEstone1,
showed over 95% DNA identity, with the major areas of
difference consisting of genes thought to be involved in DNA
replication (such as homing endonucleases and polymerases) as
well as introns located throughout all three genomes. These areas
of difference are highlighted in Figures 5, 6.

3. DISCUSSION

The Scottish government tests all seed crops imported from
outside Scotland plus 10% of Scottish-origin crops for D. solani
and did not find any positive samples in 2016 (Scottish
Government, 2016). These data are consistent with a view that
D. solani is not yet environmentally widespread within the UK,
although there have been isolated cases of D. solani reported
in England and Wales since 2007 (Cahill et al., 2010) in crops
originating from outside of the UK (Toth et al., 2016). The
relative ease with which we have isolated environmental phages
that infect D. solani therefore seems counter-intuitive given
the reported paucity of the pathogen in the environment. In a
restricted host range screen these phages did not form plaques
on eight isolates of other Gram-negative laboratory strains such
as Pectobacterium carotovorum, Pectobacterium atrosepticum,
Serratia plymuthica, Serratia marcescens, Escherichia coli,
and Pantoea agglomerans (data not shown). The apparently
contradictory observations from phage isolations and host
distribution beg the ecological question as to why D. solani
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TABLE 1 | Bacterial strains, bacteriophages, and primers used in this study.

Bacterial strain References

Dickeya solani MK10 Pritchard et al., 2013a

Dickeya dianthicola NCPBB 453 Pritchard et al., 2013a

Dickeya dieffenbachiae NCPBB 2976 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya paradisiaca NCPBB Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya zeae NCPBB 3532 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Bacteriophages Reference

LIMEstone1 Adriaenssens et al., 2012b

Primer name Sequence

oJA1 GGTTGAGGTTCATTTCTTGC

oJA2 AACGACAGGAGATTCTTYAT

oJA14 AACCACTGTTGGATTTGTCACAAGC

oJA15 AACGTCCAGTAGGGTGGAGCAT

TABLE 2 | Extended host range of three groups of the isolated phages capable of

infecting other species of Dickeya.

Dickeya species φJA10, 11,

and 32

φJA13, 33,

and 37

φJA29 and

31

D. dieffenbachiae NCPBB 2976 + + +

D. paradisiaca NCPBB 2511 − − +

D. dianthicola NCPBB 453 + − −

D. zeae NCPBB 3532 − + +

D. chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 + − −

+Denotes isolated plaque formation of the phages on the respective host.

TABLE 3 | Nucleotide comparison of two conserved genes between the

previously characterized LIMEstone1 and a selection of isolated phages.

% Identity to LIMEstone1

Phage DNAP TSP1

φXF4 90.6 100

φXF11 90.6 100

φXF16 100 83.9

φJA1 100 83.8

φJA15 99.7 100

φJA17 99.7 99.9

φJA19 99.7 100

φJA21 99.7 100

φJA23 99.7 100

phages are easy to find by simple enrichments. We would suggest
that either D. solani is present in the environment around
Cambridge and is not being detected, or that there is an, as yet
unknown, alternative host(s) for these phages present in the
environment.

FIGURE 3 | Phylogenetic tree of the DNA Polymerase (DNAP) gene from 10

phages of Dickeya solani. Tree was constructed using the Maximum Likelihood

method with 1,134 positions in the final dataset, and the tree shown has the

highest log likelihood (−2033.82).

FIGURE 4 | Phylogenetic tree of the Tail Spike Protein 1 (TSP1) gene from 10

phages of Dickeya solani. Tree was constructed using the Maximum Likelihood

method with 1,593 positions in the final dataset, and the tree shown has the

highest log likelihood (−3105.91). The final 20 amino acids of the TSP1 gene

were trimmed from the alignment as the sequencing data for some of the

phages was insufficient.

All but three of the phages imaged by TEM were
morphologically characterized as Myoviridae due to the
presence of an icosahedral head and a contractile tail. Classical
Myoviridae members, such as the coliphage T4 possess long
slender tail fibers attached to the baseplate that participate in
adsorption of the phage to the bacterial host. The imaged phages
do not appear to have tail fibers, but instead possess shorter,
clustered structures more akin to the tail spikes present in
members of the Podoviridae. Genome analysis of the phages
φXF4 and φJA15 showed genes encoding potential tail spike
proteins, which show 100% sequence identity to putative
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FIGURE 5 | Map of the genome of φXF4. The outer gray ring marks open reading frames whilst the middle ring categorizes the proposed functions of these genes.

The inner ring highlights the areas of the φXF4 genome that differ from the genome of the LIMEstone1 phage. The genome map was generated using Circos.

tail spike protein genes in LIMEstone1. This combination
of a Myoviridae-like morphology with tail spikes has been
reported previously as a feature of the novel viral genus termed
viunalikevirus (Adriaenssens et al., 2012a), named after the ViI
Salmonella typing phage, and includes virulent phages capable
of infecting a wide range of Gram-negative hosts. Members of
the genus share a high degree of genome order and identity,
with the major region of divergence being the genes encoding
the tail spike proteins. Although, we cannot state that all phages
that exhibit this morphology are definitively members of the
viunalikevirus genus, we conclude it is likely. This does pose the
question of whether there is some particular connection between
D. solani and viunalikeviruses, or whether the environment
around Cambridge is a particularly abundant source of this
genus of phages.

A comparison of two genes from a subset of the phages
isolated here, along with LIMEstone1, showed that, whilst there
were some differences in DNA polymerase and TSP1 genes, these
did not translate into a difference in host range and that in general

these phages are highly similar. Several D. solani phages have
now been isolated from environmental sources, including the
LIMEstone phages (Adriaenssens et al., 2012b) as well as φD3
(Czajkowski et al., 2015) and φD5 (Czajkowski et al., 2014). They
are all remarkably similar upon comparison of their genomes,
and the two phages discussed in this study show 95% DNA
identity with LIMEstone1. Much of the variation comes within
the many introns and homing endonucleases found throughout
the genomes of the phages, whereas structural elements are
largely conserved. These introns and homing endonucleases vary
in their sequence, but their position within the genomes of
the phages, and thus the gene order, remains the same. It is
interesting that these phages have been isolated independently in
countries across Europe, and even from different environments;
soil (LIMEstone1 and 2, φD3, and φD5) and water (φXF4 and
φJA15), and yet they share such conservation despite their wide
geographical separation.

The lytic activity of these phages, coupled with the high
economic burden of D. solani crop phytopathogenesis, have
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FIGURE 6 | Map of the genome of φJA15. The outer gray ring marks open reading frames whilst the middle ring categorizes the proposed functions of these genes.

The inner ring highlights the areas of the φJA15 genome that differ from the genome of the LIMEstone1 phage. The genome map was generated using Circos.

highlighted the D. solani phages as potential biocontrol agents,
and limited field trials have been performed (Adriaenssens et al.,
2012b). Nevertheless, although these phages may have potential
phage therapy features, we have shown that, 51 were capable
of effecting horizontal gene transfer. We showed previously
that eight candidate viunalikeviruses (including the LIMEstone
phages and φXF4) were efficient generalized transducers
of plasmid markers (Matilla et al., 2014). Consequently,
we proposed that generalized transduction capacity is a
characteristic trait of the viunalikevirus genus. This feature is
important if these virulent phages are to be used therapeutically,
as there could be potential (albeit low) for collateral transfer
of bacterial virulence genes or drug resistance plasmids into
unintended hosts, with unknown consequences—depending on
ecological selection pressures. We therefore consider it prudent
to caution against further field trials until the specific phage(s)
involved are fully tested for generalized transduction capabilities.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. Bacterial Strains, Phages, Culture
Media, and Growth Conditions
All bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 1.
Dickeya species were routinely grown at 30◦C in Luria broth (LB)
or on LB agar plates (1.5%, wt/vol, agar). Phages were stored at
4◦C in phage buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgSO4,
0.01%, wt/vol, gelatin) over a few drops of NaHCO3

− saturated
chloroform.

4.2. Isolation of Phages
Treated sewage effluent was collected from a sewage treatment
plant in Cambridge, United Kingdom (Matilla and Salmond,
2014). River water was collected from multiple sites along the
River Cam. Samples were filter sterilized before 5 mL of the
sample was added to 2x LB along with 500µL of an overnight
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culture ofD. solaniMK10. This mixture was incubated overnight
in a 250 mL flask at 30◦C with shaking at 250 rpm. One milliliter
of the enriched sample was mixed with 100µL of chloroform
(saturated with sodium hydrogen carbonate) and vortexed to lyse
bacterial cells. The sample was centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 4
min and 10µL of a serial dilution series of the supernatant was
mixed with 200µL of an overnight bacterial culture and 4 ml
of LB top agar. This mixture was poured as an overlay on an
LBA plate and incubated overnight at 30◦C. Single phage plaques
were picked with a sterile toothpick, placed into 100µL phage
buffer, and shaken with 40µL of chloroform to kill any bacteria.
The phages obtained were plaque purified three times. High-
titre phage lysates were then obtained as described previously
(Petty et al., 2006). Briefly, 10-fold serial dilutions of the phage
were incubated overnight in an agar overlay as already described.
Those plates exhibiting confluent lysis (seen as a mosaic-like
effect in which the plaques are close to merging) were used for
lysate preparation. The top agar was removed from the plate,
vortexed with chloroform before sedimentation at 2,200 x g for
20 min at 4◦C. The supernatant was removed and vortexed with
a few drops of chloroform to produce the final lysate.

4.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy
High-titre lysates for transmission electron microscopy were
obtained as described previously (Petty et al., 2006) using 0.35%
(w/v) LB agarose instead of 0.35% (w/v) LB agar overlays.
Ten microliters of high-titer phage lysates were adsorbed onto
400-mesh copper grids with holey carbon support films (Agar
Scientific, Stansted, United Kingdom) for 30 min. The copper
grids were discharged in a Quorum/Emitech K100X system
(Quorum, Ringmer, United Kingdom) prior to use. After 1 min,
excess phage suspension was removed with filter paper and phage
samples were negatively stained by placing the grids for 5 min
in 10µL of 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) neutralized with
sodium hydroxide, or with 10µL of 2% uranyl acetate for 2
min. The grids were then blotted on filter paper to remove the
excess solution and allowed to air dry for 10 min. Phages were
examined by transmission electron microscopy in the Multi-
Imaging Centre (Department of Physiology, Development and
Neuroscience, University of Cambridge) using an FEI Tecnai
G2 transmission electron microscope (FEI, OR, USA). The
accelerating voltage was 120.0 kV, and images were captured with
anAMT XR60B digital camera running Deben software.

4.4. Determination of Host Range
The host range of isolated phages was determined by plating out
10-fold serial dilutions of the phage lysates, onto agar overlays
containing the six species of Dickeya listed in Table 1. To avoid
potential confusion with “lysis from without,” only phages that
produced lysis at low dilution and individual plaques were
considered as being able to infect the host.

4.5. Transduction
To test for transduction, phage lysates were generated on donor
bacterial strains carrying the desired plasmid or chromosomal
marker as already described. Transduction was performed by
mixing phage lysate with an overnight culture of the recipient

host to achieve a multiplicity of infection of 0.1, meaning that
for each phage there were 10 bacterial cells. The mixture was
left on the lab bench at room temperature for 20 min, followed
by incubation on a rotary wheel at 30◦C for 30 min. The
infected culture was then centrifuged and the bacterial pellets
washed with LB twice to eliminate any remaining non-adsorbed
phage. The bacterial pellets were resuspended in 1 mL LB and
100µL aliquots were spread onto LBA plates with drug selection
for the chromosomal or plasmid marker. Appropriate standard
controls, which were routinely negative, were used to score for
any spontaneous resistance of the recipient strain. One hundred
microliters of the phage lysate was also spread onto LBA plates to
confirm lysate sterility.

4.6. Gene Amplification and Analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted using Phase Lock Gel tubes
(5 Prime, Hamburg, Germany) following manufacturer’s
instructions for isolation of Lambda DNA. DNA Polymerase
(DNAP) and Tail Spike Protein 1 (TSP1) genes were amplified
using Phusion polymerase (ThermoScientific, MA, USA)
following standard protocols. TSP1 was amplified using the
primers oJA1 and oJA2, and DNAP by the primers oJA14 and
oJA15, listed in Table 1. PCR products were sequenced by GATC
Biotech AG (Konstanz, Germany). Sequences were compared
using NCBI Blast and the Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver
et al., 2005). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using MEGA
7.0.26 (Kumar et al., 2016).

4.7. Genome Sequencing and Analysis
φXF4 was sequenced on the Illumina Bench Top MiSeq
Sequencer (Illumina, CA, USA) at the DNA Sequencing Facility,
Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, UK.
The resulting 138,803 reads were trimmed, quality assessed and
assembled using Geneious 7.1.5 (Biomatters Ltd.), leading to
higher than 100x coverage of the full genome. Gaps or single
nucleotide polymorphisms were further filled or verified by
Sanger sequencing to produce one contig. φJA15 was sequenced
on the Illumina MiSeq Sequencer at MicrobesNG (Birmingham,
UK). The 454,086 reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic
(Bolger et al., 2014), assessed for quality using BWA-MEM (Li,
2013) and assembled using SPAdes 3.7.1 (Bankevich et al., 2012)
with standard settings, leading to higher than 100x coverage of
the full genome and producing one contig. Annotation of both
genomes was performed using Prokka 1.11 (Seemann, 2014)
using standard settings and LIMEstone1 (NC_019925.1) as a
scaffold. Genome maps were generated using Circos (Krzywinski
et al., 2009). Genomes were deposited in Genbank using Sequin
(NCBI) and are available under accession numbers KY942057
(XF4) and KY942056 (JA15). Genomes were compared using
NCBI Blast and the Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver et al.,
2005).
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Dickeya species are economically important phytopathogens widespread in

mainland Europe that can reduce crop yields by 25%. There are no effective

environmentally-acceptable chemical systems available for diseases caused by Dickeya.

Bacteriophages have been suggested for use in biocontrol of these pathogens in the

field, and limited field trials have been conducted. To date the majority of bacteriophages

capable of infecting Dickeya solani, one of the more aggressive species, are from the

same family, the Ackermannviridae, many representatives of which have been shown

to be unsuitable for use in the field due to their capacity for generalized transduction.

Members of this family are also only capable of forming individual plaques on D. solani.

Here we describe novel bacteriophages from environmental sources isolated on

D. solani, including members of two other viral families; Myoviridae and Podoviridae,

most of which are capable of forming plaques on multiple Dickeya species. Full genomic

sequencing revealed that the Myoviridae family members form two novel clusters of

jumbo bacteriophages with genomes over 250 kbp, with one cluster containing phages

of another phytopathogen Erwinia amylovora. Transduction experiments showed that

the majority of the new environmental bacteriophages are also capable of facilitating

efficient horizontal gene transfer, however the single Podoviridae family member is

not. This particular phage therefore has potential for use as a biocontrol agent against

multiple species of Dickeya.

Keywords: Dickeya solani, bacteriophage, environmental viruses, phytopathogen, horizontal gene transfer, phage

therapy, Ackermannviridae, jumbo bacteriophage

1. INTRODUCTION

The genus Dickeya, recently reclassified into the novel family Pectobacteriaceae (Adeolu et al.,
2016), currently consists of 11 phytopathogenic species that can cause severe disease in
economically important crops including tomato, orchid, and potato (Alic et al., 2017a). Until 2004,
almost all European potato isolates of Dickeya were assigned as Dickeya dianthicola (Toth et al.,
2011). In 2008/2009, a new clade of Dickeya in European potato isolates was identified (Laurila
et al., 2008; Parkinson et al., 2009; Sławiak et al., 2009) and in 2014 a new species was proposed;
Dickeya solani (van der Wolf et al., 2014).
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Dickeya solani is able to spread more easily through the
plant vascular system and survive at higher temperatures than
D. dianthicola (Toth et al., 2011). It is currently the predominant
potato pathogen in Europe, with reductions in yield of up to
25% reported in potatoes exposed to Dickeya species (Tsror et al.,
2009). Whilst there have been isolated cases of D. solani reported
in England and Wales since 2007 (Cahill et al., 2010), these were
all found in crops originating from outside of the UK (Toth et al.,
2016). It is currently yet to become established in the UK, and
to mitigate the significant economic cost inflicted by this virulent
phytopathogen, the Scottish government has introduced specific
legislation aimed at preventing the establishment of D. solani in
its seed industry (Mansfield et al., 2012).

The significant economic costs inflicted by Dickeya species
have stimulated research interest in methods for control of
these virulent phytopathogens. Bacterial viruses (bacteriophages;
phages) have been suggested as potential tools for biocontrol
due to their specificity, environmental persistence and biological
“organic” nature (Iriarte et al., 2007; Czajkowski et al., 2017;
Svircev et al., 2018). Several studies have isolated phages
capable of infecting Dickeya species (Adriaenssens et al., 2012c;
Czajkowski et al., 2014a,b, 2015a; Matilla et al., 2014; Alič et al.,
2017b; Day et al., 2017). Their potential use as biocontrol agents
has been trialed both in the lab and in the field (Adriaenssens
et al., 2012c) and these studies showed a partially “therapeutic”
outcome with reduced crop losses. There is a commercial product
available, BiolyseTM, from APS Biocontrol Ltd that is a phage
cocktail able to target Pectobacterium as well as Dickeya species.
Designed as a washing solution for potatoes during factory
processing, to our knowledge it is the first, and currently the only,
commercial Dickeya-targeting biocontrol product. It has been
reported that BiolyseTM has been used by the UK supermarket
chain Tesco (Branston, 2012). The identities of the phages
contained within this cocktail however have not been reported.

All of theDickeya phages isolated so far, and 96% of all known
phages, are members of the order Caudovirales (Fokine and
Rossmann, 2014), which currently consists of four families. Apart
from the Siphoviridae family member BF-CIM1/14 recently
described by Alič et al. (2017b) and three Podoviridae family
members reported in our recent publication (Day et al., 2017),
the vast majority of D. solani phages characterized so far share
a high degree of similarity and have been designated members

TABLE 1 | Members of the Ackermannviridae family isolated on Dickeya solani.

Bacteriophage Isolation Location Genome size (bp) References

LIMEstone1 2008 Belgium (soil) 152,247 Adriaenssens et al., 2012c

D5 2012 Poland (soil) 155,346 Czajkowski et al., 2014b

PD10.3 2013 Poland (soil) 156,113* Czajkowski et al., 2015a

PD23.1 2013 Poland (soil) 153,365* Czajkowski et al., 2015a

D3 2013 Poland (soil) 152,308 Czajkowski et al., 2015b

XF4 2013 UK (waterway) 151,519 Day et al., 2017

JA15 2014 UK (waterway) 153,757 Day et al., 2017

*Genomes are marked incomplete, largest scaffold is reported and exhibits 99% DNA identity to LIMEstone1.

of the Ackermannviridae family (formerly known as the Vi1virus
genus; Adriaenssens et al., 2018) based on morphology and
genomic comparisons. A summary of these phages is shown in
Table 1. This has generated research interest, as these phages
have been isolated from both soil and water samples and in three
separate European countries; Belgium, Poland, and the United
Kingdom. Host range testing has shown that the phages isolated
in Belgium and the majority isolated in the UK are capable
of forming plaques on strains of D. solani only (Adriaenssens
et al., 2012c; Day et al., 2017). The phages isolated in Poland are
reported to infect multiple species ofDickeya and Pectobacterium
(Czajkowski et al., 2014a,b, 2015a), however, host range testing
to the level of individual plaque formation has not been
reported—an important criterion that allows exclusion of false
positives (Khan Mirzaei and Nilsson, 2015). The high degree of
morphological and genomic similarity between these phages and
the other Ackermannviridae family members makes the reported
broader host range that spans genera an intriguing prospect,
assuming plaque formation data supporting this broader host
range can be confirmed.

Sixty-seven phages were described in our recent publication
(Day et al., 2017), 59 of which were only capable of forming
plaques on D. solani species. When two were genomically
sequenced they showed a high degree of similarity with the
previously published D. solani phages of the Ackermannviridae
family. The remaining eight phages were capable of forming
plaques on other species of Dickeya, including Dickeya zeae,
Dickeya chrysanthemi, and Dickeya paradisiaca. These particular
phages warranted further investigation, as an expanded host
range can be helpful for further application in phage therapy.
The aim of this study therefore was to genomically sequence
these phages to determine their similarity to previously published
D. solani phages and their suitability for use in phage therapy.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Host Range and Plaque Morphology
The plaques of the previously described D. solani phages that
are members of the Ackermannviridae family have tended to
be clear, defined, and easy to distinguish from the bacterial
top lawn (Adriaenssens et al., 2012c; Czajkowski et al., 2015a).
This is the case for the other Ackermannviridae family members

Frontiers in Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 2 September 2018 | Volume 9 | Article 2169
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isolated in this laboratory, and is also true of one of the
broader host range phages JA10. However, the other seven have
an indistinct, turbid plaque morphology that is often hard to
distinguish from the bacterial top lawn (data not shown). We
believe this to be the reason why the host range of the eight
D. solani phages shown in Table 2 is different from the host
range reported in the previous publication (Day et al., 2017).
This first became apparent due to confusing results generated
by related, unpublished experiments that suggested a variation
in the host range from that published in our previous paper
(Day et al., 2017). Rigorous retesting has confirmed that the host
range data presented inTable 2 are accurate and that the previous
interpretations were incorrect. The efficiency of plating data in
Table 2 shows that most of the phages are able to adsorb at a
similar efficiency to all species of Dickeya, apart from JA29 which
has an efficiency 10−4 lower on D. paradisiaca and D. dadantii
subsp. dieffenbachiae.

2.2. Morphological Classification
Bacteriophages have traditionally been classified based on
morphological characteristics viewed under electron microscopy
(Ackermann, 2012). The majority of D. solani phages isolated to
date are members of the Ackermannviridae family, which share
common morphological characteristics. A representative of this
family, XF4, is shown in Figure 1A. These phages possess an
icosahedral head with a diameter of around 90 nm, a contractile
tail around 110 nm in length and structures at the base of the
tail that have been described as “stars” or “prongs” and have
been identified as tail spikes (Adriaenssens et al., 2012a). Apart
from these tail spikes, this is classical morphology of the phage
family Myoviridae, therefore the combination of a contractile
tail and tail spikes are the morphological markers of the family
Ackermannviridae.

All eight of the expanded host range phages were viewed
under transmission electron microscopy. Seven of them had
an icosahedral head and long tail, with the structures at the
base of the tail remaining unclear, with two representatives
shown in Figures 1C,D. This marks them as either members
of the Myoviridae or Ackermannviridae families, however, these
phages were significantly larger than the previously viewed
members of the Ackermannviridae family, which can be seen
by comparing Figure 1A with Figure 1D. The head diameters

were over 120 nm, with a tail length of around 150 nm, which
suggested that these phages were not Ackermannviridae family
members.

The indistinct morphology of the tail appendages of the JA
jumbo phages (best seen in Figure 1C) has also been identified
in other phages. When first described in the Escherichia phage
121Q (Ackermann and Nguyen, 1983) this morphology was
presumed to be an artifact of microscopy involving damage to
the tail. It was also thought that the dimensions, at the time
reported to be a head diameter of 150 nm and a tail length of
165 nm, were overstated. However, this morphology has since
been directly reported in the Pseudomonas putida phage Lu11
(Adriaenssens et al., 2012b), the Pectobacterium carotovorum
phage CBB (Buttimer et al., 2017), and the Erwinia amylovora
phage Y3 (Buttimer et al., in press), and has been dubbed the
“hairyMyoviridae” morphology (Buttimer et al., 2017).

Unexpectedly, as can be seen in Figure 1B, the phage JA10
could be classified as a member of the Podoviridae family when
imaged, characterized by an icosahedral head and a short non-
contractile tail. Whilst this is not the first member of this family
that we have isolated (Day et al., 2017), this is the first isolate we
have studied in further depth. The genome of JA10 was therefore
sequenced to investigate the similarity between it and previously
published Dickeya-infecting Podoviridae family members (Alič
et al., 2017b).

2.3. Genome Sequence of Podoviridae
Family Member JA10
The genome of JA10 is 40,131 bp, has 50 predicted genes, and
is shown in Figure 2. The closest match in the database is an
as yet unpublished D. solani phage Ninurta (Genbank reference:
MH059639) isolated from organic waste in Denmark that shares
95% DNA identity with JA10. The closest published phage is
the Pectobacterium parmentieri phage PP74 isolated from potato
washing waste water in Russia in 2015 (Kabanova et al., 2018),
which shares less than 14% nucleotide identity. It shares no DNA
sequence identity with the other sequenced Dickeya-infecting
Podoviridae family member BF25/12 (Alič et al., 2017b). PP74
has been designated as a T7-like virus and a member of the
Autographivirinae subfamily, with a conserved core genome. A
translated nucleotide comparison of JA10 with the type phage T7
showed that most of the predicted genes are conserved (data not

TABLE 2 | Broader host range of eight phages capable of infecting other species of Dickeya as well as Dickeya solani.

Dickeya species JA10 JA11, 31, 32, JA13 JA29

33 and 37

D. solani 1 1 1 1

D. dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae 1.00 × 10−1 6.50 × 10−1
± 6.30 × 10−1 7.50 × 100 5.40 × 10−4

D. paradisiaca – 6.30 × 10−1
± 1.39 × 10−1 5.80 × 10−1 3.5 × 10−5

D. dianthicola – 5.50 × 10−1
± 3.25 × 10−1 – –

D. zeae – 1.12 × 100 ± 5.80 × 10−1 4.40 × 10−1 –

D. chrysanthemi 1.30 × 10−1 – – –

Efficiency of plating is relative and is calculated by dividing the titre of the phage on the host question by the titer of the phage on the original host D. solani. –Denotes no observable

plaque formation of the phage on this host.
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FIGURE 1 | Transmission electron micrographs of six Dickeya solani phages. XF4 (A) is a member of the Ackermannviridae family, exhibiting an icosahedral head of

around 90 nm, a tail length of 110 nm and tail spikes at the base of the tail. JA10 (B) is a member of the Podoviridae family, characterized by a short stubby tail. JA11,

JA29, and AD1 (C–E) are members of the Myoviridae family with unclear tail appendages. AD2 (F) has a similar morphology to XF4 and has a partially-contracted tail.

shown), including almost all the genes with a proposed function,
such as the T3/T7-like RNA polymerase, structural capsid genes
and DNA packaging machinery. JA10 is therefore also a member
of the Autographivirinae subfamily.

There are several putative proteins encoded in the JA10
genome that do not have significant homology in the T7
genome and these are highlighted in Figure 2. Four of these
seven putative proteins, the S-adenosyl-L-methionine hydrolase,
bacterial RNA polymerase inhibitor, minor capsid protein, and
the first tail assembly protein, have a protein of similar function
encoded at this position in T7. The variation between JA10 and
T7 in these putative proteins is therefore likely a determinant
of host specificity. The marked tail fiber protein, which share

a common N-terminal region but differ at the C-terminus
between the two phages, is also likely a contributor to host range
specificity. The DNA ligase highlighted in Figure 2 neighbors
a conserved ligase and consists of fewer than 200 amino acids.
This is therefore a possible result of a recombination duplication
event and may not be a functional protein. The final tail assembly
protein, close to the end of the JA10 genome, has no functional
homologue in T7.

2.4. Novel Jumbo “Hairy Myoviridae”
Phages
Sequencing of the other seven genomes showed that, although
the phages were isolated independently, several shared 100%
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FIGURE 2 | Map of the genome of JA10. The outer gray ring marks open reading frames, with those highlighted in black discussed in more detail in the text, whilst

the inner ring categorizes the proposed functions of these genes. The genome map was generated using Circos.

identity at the nucleotide level. JA11, 31, and 32 grouped
together, as did JA33 and 37. JA31, 32, and 37 were therefore
excluded from further analysis. The genome size for the four
remaining phages is between 253 and 256 kbp. A summary of
the characteristics of these genomes, as well as JA10, is shown
in Table 3. These phages are therefore jumbo phages, defined
as phages with a genome over 200 kbp (Yuan and Gao, 2017).
The genomes are significantly larger than the conserved size
of the Ackermannviridae family genomes, which are around
150 kbp, and larger than most sequenced phages. As of July
2018, there were 9,351 recorded phage genome sequences in
Genbank (http://millardlab.org/bioinformatics/bacteriophage-
genomes/) and these JA phages would be the 62nd–65th largest
sequenced. Many of the over 300 predicted open reading
frames in each genome do not match any known genes; the
majority of those that do share identity with known genes
are from the E. amylovora phages Yoloswag (Esplin et al.,
2017) and Y3 (Buttimer et al., in press). These are largely
structural genes and genes involved in DNA metabolism and
replication.

TABLE 3 | Summary of the genomes of the broader host range phages.

Phage Genome size (bp) GC content (%) Open reading frames

JA10 40,131 51.5 50

JA11 255,356 44.5 321

JA13 254,061 44.5 323

JA29 253,323 43.8 318

JA33 255,356 44.5 321

2.5. Variation Within the JA Phages
The gene order of the four JA jumbo phages is largely conserved.
Over three quarters of the predicted ORFs are annotated as
encoding hypothetical proteins, and many of the differences
between the phages are contained within these ORFs as shown in
Figure 3. JA29 is the most dissimilar to the others, sharing 86%
nucleotide identity with JA11, whereas the nucleotide identity
between JA11 and JA13 is 95%. JA11 and JA33 are 99% identical,
with the major difference being the insertion of 126 bp in both
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FIGURE 3 | Map of the genome of JA11. The outer gray ring marks open reading frames, with those highlighted in black discussed in more detail in the text. The

second ring categorizes the proposed functions of these genes, whilst the inner rings highlight the areas of the genome that differ from the genomes of JA29, JA13,

and JA33 (third to fifth ring, respectively). The genome map was generated using Circos.

genomes at different positions, and of different sequences. These
insertions are in non-coding regions however, therefore their
biological relevance is unclear. The only other differences are in
two putative proteins. One is a hypothetical protein, whilst the
other contains a putative discoidin domain, with the substitution
between JA11 and JA33 (alanine to threonine) in the middle
of the domain. Discoidin domains are present in eukaryotic
agglutination factors and therefore the possible biological role for
this in a phage genome, and the effect of the substitution, is not
immediately obvious.

JA11, 13, and 29 have differing host ranges, as listed inTable 2.
To investigate whether this was caused by variations within the
tail fibers of the phages, the amino acid sequences of each of
the three putative tail fiber proteins was compared between the

phages. JA11 and JA13 possess identical tail fibers, whereas JA29
shows variations of several amino acids in each protein, as listed
inTable 4.Whilst these variations could explain the differing host
range of JA11 and JA29, it does not explain the difference in host
range observed for JA11 and JA13.

Whilst most of the differences between the phages are located
in genes with no predicted function, there are a few annotated
that are present in all of the JA phages. These include encoding
a DNA helicase, two potential transcription factors and one
structural protein, all highlighted in Figure 3 and listed in
Table 4.

There are variations in two DNA related genes: a DNA
primase and a DNA helicase. The helicase shows the most
variation between the phages, as it appears to have undergone
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TABLE 4 | Summary of the annotated genes which differ between JA11, JA13,

and JA29.

Function Gene Length Differences with

JA11

Tail fiber one JA11_90 272

JA13_090 0

JA29_093 6

Tail fiber two JA11_94 164

JA13_095 0

JA29_096 7

Tail fiber three JA11_95 210

JA13_096 0

JA29_098 1

DNA primase JA11_208 350

JA13_208 0

JA29_210 7

DNA helicase JA11_155 + 156 *

JA13_156 *

JA29_158 *

DksA/TraR family protein JA11_264 85

JA13_267 1

JA29_265 5

ssDNA binding protein JA11_221 402

JA13_222 1

JA29_223 32

VgrG-like protein JA11_117 931

JA13_118 1

JA29_120 87

*See Figure 4.

insertion or deletion between some of the phages. A comparison
of this region of the genome can be seen in Figure 4. There
are two ORFs annotated as putative helicases in JA11 and JA33,
which both share homology with one ORF in JA13 and JA29.
Whether the two ORFs are able to function independently as
a helicase, or whether this duplication has rendered them non-
functional, is unknown. A DksA/TraR family protein and a
ssDNA binding protein, both likely transcription factors, both
differ in one amino acid between JA11 and JA13, and share lower
identity with the JA29 homolog, particularly the ssDNA binding
protein, which differs in 32 positions. A VgrG-like family protein,
a component of the T6SS thought to be phage-derived as it is
capable of assembling into a structure similar to a phage tail spike
(Cianfanelli et al., 2016) shares, at best, only 33% amino acid
identity with the closest hit in the E. amylovora phage Y3, and
so these may define a relatively novel VgrG-like protein group.
JA11 and JA13 differ by one conservative substitution in this
protein, whilst JA29 differs in 87 amino acids, 13 of which are
conservative substitutions. It is possible that differences in this
predicted protein are a contributing factor to the differing host
range of these phages.

The biological significance of the differences observed
between the four JA phages is currently unclear. It is somewhat
surprising to find variations in genes involved in transcription

initiation and DNA replication, as the genomes of these phages
are relatively similar in both size and GC content, as summarized
in Table 3. It is therefore possible that these differences do not
significantly alter the function of these proteins. The variation in
the VgrG-like proteins is more logical, as the different host ranges
of these phages may be related to differences in tail spikes and
other host recognition factors. To determine the impact of these
differences, and to investigate why JA11 and JA13 have a different
host range despite having apparently identical tail fibers, requires
further experimental work.

2.6. More Recent Isolates: AD Phages
All of the JA phages were isolated from the River Cam in
November 2014. Isolation of XF phages from the same location a
year earlier produced mainly members of the Ackermannviridae
family and a few Podoviridae family members (Day et al., 2017).
Whilst there is clearly some maintenance of viral populations,
as members of the two families have been isolated on both
occasions, the jumbo phages presented here are a novel grouping.
To gain further insight into the viral populations in the
River Cam, further samples were taken in October 2017. Two
phages were isolated on D. solani and are named AD1 and
AD2. Whilst both were only capable of forming plaques on
D. solani and not on strains of other species, microscopy
showed that they had differing morphologies. AD1 (Figure 1E)
appears to have a “hairy Myoviridae” morphology similar to
that of the JA jumbo phages, with a head diameter of 120
nm, tail length of 150 nm, and unclear structures at the base
of the tail. AD2 on the other hand (Figure 1F) has a head
diameter of 90 nm and a (potentially partially-contracted) 70
nm tail, leading to a tentative classification as a member of the
Ackermannviridae family. The structures at the end of the tail are
inconclusive.

Genome sequencing of the two AD phages showed that,
as suggested by microscopy, AD2 is a member of the
Ackermannviridae family. It shares 99% nucleotide identity with
previously published D. solani Ackermannviridae such as XF4
and LIMEstone1 (Day et al., 2017), although full coverage of the
genome was not achieved (data not shown). AD1, as expected,
has a large genome of 261,658 bp, confirming that it is a jumbo
phage, shown in Figure 5. However, unexpectedly, it has low
nucleotide sequence identity with the JA jumbo phages, despite
sharing a similar gene order. In fact, a translated nucleotide
comparison of JA11 and AD1, as shown in Figure 6C, shows
that JA11 is about as similar to AD1 as it is to Y3 (Figure 6A),
and a comparison of AD1 and Y3 (Figure 6B) shows them to
be more similar to each other than to JA11 at the amino acid
level.

2.7. Phylogeny of the “Hairy Myoviridae”
Phages
In their recent publication, Buttimer et al. discussed the
phylogenetic position of Y3 considering its low level of
nucleotide identity to existing genomes (Buttimer et al., in press).
Two potential subfamilies within the “hairy Myoviridae” have
emerged; the Rak2-like phages, which includes the previously
mentioned Pectobacterium phage CBB (Buttimer et al., 2017),
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FIGURE 4 | Translated nucleotide comparison of a putative DNA helicase between JA11 (top), JA33 (second), JA13 (third), and JA29 (bottom). Red bars mark areas

of amino acid identity, with darker colors showing higher identity. Figure produced using the Artemis Comparison Tool.

and the as yet unnamed subfamily that encompasses the phage
discussed here. This was established as it was found that Y3 had
homologs including terminase, polymerase and helicase genes in
several other phages reported or suspected to have the “hairy
Myoviridae” morphology. A comparison of the large terminase
subunit of these phages with those reported here shows clear
clustering, and can be seen in Figure 7. As expected, the three
JA phages cluster tightly with little variation between them. As
reported by Buttimer et al. the Pseudomonas-infecting phages
PaBG (Sykilinda et al., 2014) and Lu11 (Adriaenssens et al.,
2012b) form a clade, whilst the Ralstonia solanacearum phage
phiRSL1 (Yamada et al., 2010) and the metagenomically-derived
NCTB (Pfreundt et al., 2017) are single nodes within the tree. As
suggested by the translated nucleotide comparison in Figure 6B,
Y3 and AD1 form a clade that puts AD1 closer to Erwinia-
infecting phages than to the other D. solani phages. Intriguingly,
AD1 is placed closer phylogenetically to Y3 than the other E.
amylovora-infecting phage Yoloswag (Esplin et al., 2017). The
same clustering is seen when using the sequence of the tail sheath
proteins of the phages. All of the phages except phiRSL1 have two
annotated tail sheath proteins, and the same phylogeny is seen
with both (data not shown).

The gene order between JA11, AD1, and Y3 is highly
conserved. All three genomes contain over 300 open reading
frames, with each containing only between one and three unique
annotated genes. These unique genes are listed in Table 5 and
are all DNA or metabolism-related. There are also five genes
common to AD1 and Y3 that are not found in JA11. Whilst
phylogenetic clustering, as shown in Figure 7, groups AD1
and Y3 closer than Y3 and Yoloswag, it is interesting to note
that the two unique genes possessed by Y3 have homologs in

Yoloswag. These two phages were both isolated from apple
orchards using E. amylovora, therefore it is surprising that they
differ phylogenetically. It is possible that these unique genes are a
determinant of the host range of these phages. A phylogenetic
comparison of three tail fiber genes found in each genome
is shown in Figure 8. This again shows a definite separation
between Yoloswag and the other two phages, particularly when
comparing Yoloswag_102 with Y3_104 and AD1_102, which
occupy the same genomic position. This also suggests the
possibility that AD1 may be capable of forming plaques on
Erwinia species, but we have not been able to test this as we do
not have access to these hosts.

2.8. Jumbo Phages Are Capable of
Transduction
In a recent publication (Day et al., 2017) we tested the ability of
the JA phages to facilitate transduction of chromosomal markers
and plasmids between Dickeya cells. We can reconfirm that all
of the JA jumbos are capable of transduction of a chromosomal
marker between D. solani cells at a frequency of between 1 ×

10−6 and 3 × 10−4 and report that the AD phages are capable
of transduction of chromosomal markers at similar frequencies.
The broader host range of the JA jumbo phages also allows
transduction of plasmids between Dickeya species, as shown
for a representative of each host range group in Table 6. JA10,
the member of the Podoviridae family, proved incapable of
transduction under the conditions tested. This makes JA10 a
more promising candidate for phage therapy, and suggests the
other phages may not be suitable due to the potential risk of
transduction in the field.
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FIGURE 5 | Map of the genome of AD1. The outer gray ring marks open reading frames whilst the inner ring categorizes the proposed functions of these genes. The

genome map was generated using Circos.

3. DISCUSSION

All seed crops imported into Scotland, along with 10% of
Scottish-origin crops, are tested for D. solani each year. In 2017,
the most recent year for which there are data, 663 samples
were tested and none were positive for Dickeya species (Scottish
Government, 2017), which has been the finding since 2010
when rigorous testing began. Whilst there have been isolated
cases of D. solani infection reported in England and Wales
since 2007 (Cahill et al., 2010), these have all originated in
crops from outside of the UK (Toth et al., 2016), therefore

it is not thought that Dickeya is established in the UK. This
begs the question as to why we have been able to isolate
phages capable of infecting D. solani with relative ease from
the River Cam. We would hypothesize that either D. solani is
present in the environment, but has not been confirmed by
testing, or there is another permissive, but currently unknown,
environmental host(s) for these phage. A novel species of
Dickeya, Dickeya aquatica, was isolated from waterways in
England (Parkinson et al., 2014), and so far has only been
identified in waterway environments. It is, therefore, a formal
possibility that this species could be an environmental host
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FIGURE 6 | Translated nucleotide comparison of the genomes of JA11 (A), Y3 (B), and AD1 (C). Red bars mark areas of amino acid identity, with darker colors

showing higher identity. Blue bars highlight areas of inversion. Figure produced using the Artemis Comparison Tool.

FIGURE 7 | Phylogenetic tree of the large terminase subunit constructed

using the Maximum Likelihood method in MEGA. All positions containing gaps

and missing data were eliminated, with 642 positions in the final dataset. The

tree shown has the highest log likelihood (−8677.52) and is drawn to scale,

with branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site.

for the phages isolated here, but this has not yet been
tested.

Previously isolated phages ofD. solani have been found almost
exclusively to be members of the Ackermannviridae family. This
has been a consistent feature of isolations spanning multiple

European countries across the last decade, including from both
soil and water samples, as shown in Table 1. We questioned
in our recent publication whether this indicated a special
relationship between Ackermannviridae and D. solani (Day et al.,
2017). The phages presented here confirm that that was the result
of an extrapolation from a limited viral sample set. There are at
least four groups ofD. solani phages present in waterways around
Cambridge, spanning three of the four Caudovirales families.
Phages that have been isolated on other species ofDickeya that are
capable of forming plaques on D. solani have also been recently
described (Alič et al., 2017b), including the fourth Caudovirales
family, Siphoviridae. It is therefore apparent that we are only
superficially defining the level of phage diversity present in the
environment, consistent with the notion that double-stranded
DNA phages alone have been predicted to outnumber their
bacterial hosts by a factor of 10 to 1 (Chibani-Chennoufi et al.,
2004).

All the phages presented here, apart from JA10 and AD2,
appear to be representatives of a recently described “hairy
Myoviridae” subfamily (Buttimer et al., in press). To the best
of our knowledge, these are the first reported members of this
subfamily isolated using Dickeya species. Many of the previously
reported members of this subfamily were also isolated on plant-
associated bacteria such as Pseudomonas putida (Adriaenssens
et al., 2012b) and E. amylovora (Esplin et al., 2017; Buttimer
et al., in press). Whether there is a link between this group
of phages and plant-associated bacteria, or whether the recent
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TABLE 5 | Unique annotated genes found in the genomes of JA11, AD, and Y3,

as well as genes common to AD1 and Y3 but not present in JA11.

Genome Gene Gene annotation

JA11 JA11_30 DNA adenine methylase

AD1 AD1_017 DUF1611-domain containing protein

AD1_258 XRE family transcriptional regulator

Y3 Y3_020 Oxygenase

Y3_031 AntA/B antirepressor

domain-containing protein

Common to AD1 and Y3 AD1_047 Transcriptional repressor

Y3_049

AD1_048 DNA-cytosine methyltransferase

Y3_050

AD1_018 Asparagine synthase

Y3_018

AD1_267 Radical SAM superfamily protein

Y3_272

AD1_016 Methyltransferase

Y3_017

FIGURE 8 | Phylogenetic tree of three tail fiber proteins constructed using the

Maximum Likelihood method in MEGA. All positions containing gaps and

missing data were eliminated, with 158 positions in the final dataset. The tree

shown has the highest log likelihood (−2426.84) and is drawn to scale, with

branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site.

increase in isolation of phages using phytopathogens is skewing
this view remains to be determined. The proteins responsible for
the “hairs” that typify this grouping remain unknown, although
the identified tail fiber proteins are likely candidates for further
investigation.

Infection of seed crops with D. solani and related species
inflicts a high economic burden, and therefore there is great
interest in the use of virulent (lytic) bacteriophages as potential
biocontrol agents. There have been multiple tests of the
stability, environmental viability and efficacy of Dickeya phages
(Adriaenssens et al., 2012c; Alič et al., 2017b; Czajkowski
et al., 2017) in which promising results have been reported.
The Dickeya phages able to form individual plaques through
productive lytic cycle replication on multiple Dickeya species,
reported both here and by Alič et al. (2017b), are potentially more

TABLE 6 | Transduction frequencies of the plasmid pECA1039-Km3 from donor

Dickeya solani cells into other Dickeya species.

Phage Recipient host Transduction frequency

JA13 Dickeya solani 3.18 × 10−4

Dickeya dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae 5.04 × 10−9

Dickeya paradisiaca 5.68 × 10−5

JA29 Dickeya solani 1.88 × 10−4

Dickeya dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae 6.29 × 10−9

JA37 Dickeya solani 2.31 × 10−4

Dickeya dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae 8.43 × 10−9

Dickeya paradisiaca 7.74 × 10−5

Dickeya zeae 4.27 × 10−6

Phages are representatives of each host range group of the JA jumbo phages as detailed

in Table 2.

promising for use as biocontrol agents, as they would be able
to act against a wider set of phytopathogens. However, we have
described here, and previously (Day et al., 2017), that themajority
of the D. solani phages (including our phages and the LIMEstone
phages) are able to facilitate generalized transduction between
host cells. The phages isolated by Czajkowski et al. (2014a,b,
2015a) were not reported to have been tested for generalized
transduction, but, due to their classification as Ackermannviridae
family members, and the finding that all members of this family
tested to date are capable of facilitating transduction, we predict
that they are likely to be capable of doing so. Alič et al. did not
report testing of their phages for transduction capacity, and it is
possible that they may not be transducers, but we would echo
the caution of the European Medicines Agency, among others,
who have stated that it is “important to ensure that therapeutic
phages do not carry out generalized transduction” (Pelfrene et al.,
2016). However, the results presented here do suggest that JA10,
a podovirus capable of infecting three Dickeya species other than
D. solani, could offer some promise as a potentially therapeutic
candidate, as it has not shown transduction capabilities when
tested.

Czajkowski et al. (2014a) have reported that phages D3
and D5 are capable of infecting multiple species of Dickeya.
This conclusion was based on simple spot test assays in which
undiluted spots of phage lysate were tested on bacterial top
lawns and incubated, with any resultant clearing taken to show
infection. It is known that applications of high titre lysates of
phage to bacterial cells can cause the phenomenon of “lysis-from-
without,” in which cells lyse due to membrane disruption instead
of productive phage infection (Khan Mirzaei and Nilsson, 2015).
Consequently, confirmation of host range requires serial dilution
of the phage lysate to visualize individual plaques on a host,
and this confirmatory data would be helpful when assessing the
reported host range of these phages. This reasonable caution is
reinforced, particularly when we consider the genome identity of
nearly 100 % with other Ackermannviridae family members.

The phages PD10.3 and 23.1 (Czajkowski et al., 2015a) are
also reported to infect both Dickeya and Pectobacterium species,
although host range was determined by the same method as
D3 and D5. However, adsorption and burst size data for both
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phages are reported on the two genera. The genomes of both
phages have been sequenced and are reported as incomplete.
Curiously, the largest scaffold of both is similar to the size of other
Ackermannviridae family members (shown in Table 1) and these
scaffolds share 99% identity with the full genome of LIMEstone1.
The morphology of these two phages also clearly places them
within the Ackermannviridae family. It is therefore intriguing
that phages that are so similar have such different host ranges, and
so further confirmatory data on the broader host range of these
two phages could be biologically illuminating. Notwithstanding
such observations, interpretation of Dickeya phage host range
data should be treated with caution. We offer a salutary lesson,
based on our own data, reported here, which more rigorously
reinterprets previously reported host range data. Tests of the
host range of our phages following the method of Czajkowski
et al. have also suggested a much broader host range than we
now know to be true (data not shown). Consequently, we would
caution against assigning host range to phages without rigorous
experimental data involving plaque formation in line with the
comments of others (Khan Mirzaei and Nilsson, 2015).

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. Bacterial Strains, Phages, Culture
Media, and Growth Conditions
All bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 7.
Dickeya species were routinely grown at 30◦C in Luria broth (LB)
or on LB agar plates (1.5%, wt/vol, agar). Phages were stored at
4◦C in phage buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgSO4,
0.01%, wt/vol, gelatine) over a few drops of NaHCO3 saturated
chloroform.

4.2. Isolation of Phages
Treated sewage effluent was collected from a sewage treatment
plant in Cambridge, United Kingdom (Matilla and Salmond,
2014). River water was collected from multiple sites along the
River Cam. Samples were filter sterilized using a 0.22 µm filter
before 5 mL of the sample was added to 2x LB along with 500
µL of an overnight culture of D. solani MK10. This mixture was
incubated overnight in a 250mL flask at 30◦Cwith shaking at 250
rpm. One milliliter of the enriched sample was mixed with 100
µL of chloroform (saturated with NaHCO3) and vortexed to lyse
bacterial cells. After sedimentation at 16,000× g for 4 min, 10µL
of a serial dilution series of the supernatant was mixed with 200
µL of an overnight bacterial culture and 4mL of LB top agar. This
mixture was poured as an overlay on an LBA plate and incubated
overnight at 30◦C. Single phage plaques were picked with a sterile
toothpick, placed into 100 µL phage buffer, and shaken with
40µL of chloroform to kill any bacteria. The phages obtained
were plaque purified three times. High-titer phage lysates were
then obtained as described previously (Petty et al., 2006). Briefly,
10-fold serial dilutions of the phage were incubated overnight in
an agar overlay. Those plates exhibiting confluent lysis (seen as a
mosaic-like effect in which the plaques are close to merging) were
used for lysate preparation. The top agar was removed from the
plate, vortexed with chloroform before sedimentation at 2,200 ×

TABLE 7 | Bacterial strains and bacteriophage genomes used in this study.

Bacterial strain References

Dickeya chrysanthemi NCPBB 402 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya dadantii subsp.

dieffenbachiae NCPBB 2976

Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya dianthicola NCPBB 453 Pritchard et al., 2013a

Dickeya paradisiaca NCPBB 2511 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya solani MK10 Pritchard et al., 2013a

Dickeya zeae NCPBB 3532 Pritchard et al., 2013b

Dickeya solani MK10

pECA1039-Km3

This study

Bacteriophage genome Genbank ID and references

BF25/12 KT240186.1 (Alič et al., 2017b)

LIMEstone1 HE600015.1 (Adriaenssens et al., 2012c)

Lu11 JQ768459.1 (Adriaenssens et al., 2012b)

NCTB LT598654.1 (Pfreundt et al., 2017)

PaBG KF147891.1 (Sykilinda et al., 2014)

phiRSL1 AB366653 (Yamada et al., 2010)

PP74 KY084243.1 (Kabanova et al., 2018)

XF4 KY942057.1 (Day et al., 2017)

Y3 KY984068.1 (Buttimer et al., in press)

Yoloswag KY448244.1 (Esplin et al., 2017)

g for 20 min at 4◦C. The supernatant was removed and vortexed
with a few drops of chloroform to produce the final lysate.

4.3. Determination of Host Range
The host range of isolated phages was determined by plating out
ten-fold serial dilutions of the phage lysates onto agar overlays
containing host Dickeya cells and incubating overnight at 30◦C.
Following best practice to avoid potential confusion with “lysis
from without,” only phages that produced individual plaques
following serial dilution on three independent occasions were
considered as being able to infect the respective host productively
through a lytic cycle.

4.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy
High-titre lysates for transmission electron microscopy were
obtained as described above using 0.35% (w/v) LB agarose
instead of 0.35% (w/v) LB agar overlays. Ten µL of high-
titre phage lysates were adsorbed onto 400-mesh copper grids
with holey carbon support films (Agar Scientific, Stansted,
United Kingdom) for 2 min. The copper grids were discharged
in a Quorum/Emitech K100X system (Quorum, Ringmer,
United Kingdom) prior to use. Excess phage suspension was
removed with filter paper and phage samples were negatively
stained by placing the grids for 30 s in ten µL of 2%
uranyl acetate neutralized with NaOH. The grids were then
blotted on filter paper to remove the excess solution and
allowed to air dry. Phages were examined by transmission
electron microscopy at Cambridge Advanced Imaging Centre
(Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience,
University of Cambridge) using an FEI Tecnai G2 transmission
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electron microscope (FEI, OR, USA). The accelerating voltage
was 120.0 kV, and images were captured with an AMT XR60B
digital camera running Deben software.

4.5. Genome Sequencing and Analysis
Phage genomes were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq
Sequencer at MicrobesNG (Birmingham, UK). The reads were
trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014), assessed
for quality using BWA-MEM (Li, 2013) and assembled using
SPAdes 3.7.1 (Bankevich et al., 2012) with standard settings.
Except for JA10 and AD2, all generated over 140,000 reads
and had higher than 100x coverage of the full genome. JA10
generated 3,270 reads and had 26x coverage. AD2 generated
1,899 reads and had 4.79x coverage. All assembled into one contig
except AD2. Annotation was performed using DNAMaster 5.23.2
(Lawrence, 2012). Genome maps were generated using Circos
0.69.6 (Krzywinski et al., 2009). Genomes were deposited in
Genbank using BankIt (NCBI) and are available under accession
numbers MH460459 (JA10), MH389777 (JA11), MH460460
(JA13), MH460461 (JA29), MH460462 (JA33), and MH460463
(AD1). Genomes were compared using NCBI Blast, MEGA
7.0.26 (Kumar et al., 2016) and the Artemis Comparison Tool
13.0.0 (Carver et al., 2005). Annotation tables are found in
Tables S1–S6.

4.6. Transduction
To test for transduction, phage lysates were generated as
described above on donor bacterial strains carrying the desired
plasmid or chromosomal marker. All the experiments used
kanamycin as the antibiotic for selection. The chromosomal
marker for the JA phages was a transposon stably inserted into a
protease gene. Successful transduction was therefore confirmed
by a protease-negative, kanamycin-resistant phenotype in the
recipient cells. The chromosomal marker for the AD phages
was a transposon stably inserted into the lacZ gene. Successful
transduction was confirmed by kanamycin-resistant recipient
colonies that were white on media containing X-gal. The plasmid
marker was pECA1039-Km3 and successful transduction was
confirmed by plasmid extraction and gel electrophoresis under
standard conditions as described previously (Day et al., 2017).

Transduction was performed by mixing phage lysate with an
overnight culture of the recipient cells to achieve a multiplicity
of infection of 0.01, meaning that for each phage there were
one hundred bacterial cells, apart from the transduction of

pECA1039-Km3 into Dickeya dadantii subsp. dieffenbachiae,
which required an MOI of 0.1. The mixture was left on the lab
bench at room temperature for 20 min, followed by incubation
on a rotary wheel at 30◦C for 30 min. The infected culture was
then centrifuged and the bacterial pellets washed with LB twice
to eliminate any remaining non-adsorbed phage. The bacterial
pellets were resuspended in 1 mL LB and 100 µL aliquots were
spread onto LBA plates with selection for the chromosomal
or plasmid marker. Appropriate standard controls, which were
routinely negative, were used to score for any spontaneous
resistance of the recipient strain. One hundred microliters of the
phage lysate was also spread onto LBA plates to confirm lysate
sterility.
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